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ABSTRACT 

Spectra and angular distributions were obtained for the reactions 

and conditions listed: l2C(3He ,p)14N at E(3He ) = 20.1 MeV, from 8] b = 8° 
14 12 3 3·a 

to 170° for N excited states,below 13 MeV excitation; C( He, He)12C at 

E(3He ) = 20.1 MeV, from 8 b = 8.5° to 62.5° for the ground state and 
12 l~a 3 18 3 4.433-MeV state of C; O( He,p) F at E( He) = 19.8 MeV, from 81 b = 9° 

to 170 0 for l8F excited 'states below 11.3 MeV excitation; l60(a,d)lgF at 
18 E(a) = 40.3 MeV, from 8, ,':=) 8°· to 80° for F excited states below 

lab 
12.7 MeV excitation. 

Distorted-wave calculations of angular distributions and relative 

cross sections for the two (3He ,p) reactions were compared to experimental 

values, Agreement was found when a spin-independent interaction potential 

was used. Nuclear wave functions used in the calculations were discussed. 

Spectroscop~c and configuration assignments were made or confirmed 

on the basis of excitation energy, angular distribution, comparison of 

(~,d) and (3He ,p) results, relative total cross section, and comparison 

of experimental quantities to the DW calculations. The following assign

ment s were made for 14N• A sp in and parity ass ignment of 2 - and a tenta-
+ tive assignment of 4 were made for the 9.388- and 10.85-MeV, T = 0 

levels respectively. Suggested configurations were made for; the 8.979-, 

10.213- and 10.85-MeV levels. 
7T + 4+ f' 18"" Configurations and J values of 3 and were suggested or x 

1[ 
levels at 3.358 and 5.594 MeV respectively. Configurations and J T 

values were confirmed for some levels and T = 0 assignments were made for 

a large number of levels. A, new 18F level at an excitation energy of 

8.596 MeV was identified. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Two-nucleon transfer reactions are of value in the study of 
1 nuclear physics for several reasons. (1) They can be used for the for-

mation and study of nuclei which are two mass units removed from an avail

able target nucleus. (2) Such reactions selectively populate states of 

the final nucleus which may be difficult to study by other means. For 

example two-nucleon stripping reactions preferentially populate states 

with large components of two particles coupled to the undisturbed target 

ground state. (3) It will be shown in the expressions of the next section 

that coherent effects and correlations between the two particles) \.hich 

arise from angular momentum coupling and the residual interaction) mal{e 

the two-nucleon transfer cross section sensitive to both the target ground

state wave function and the final-state wave function. This sensitive 

dependence upon wave functions makes the two-nucleon transfer reaction a 

valuable tool for testing nuclear wave functions. 

Harvey et. al. 2 )3 have shown that the (a)d) reaction on light 

nuclei is a powerful tool for obtaining nuclear spectroscopic infornllition. 

As will be discussed in this report) a few worl\.ers4)5 have used the (3He )p) 

reaction at 3He energies near 20 MeV or greater as a spectroscopic tool. 
1 Inasmuch as transitions involving an isospin change are forbidden in 

the (aJd) reaction and allowed in the (3He ,p) reaction, a comparison of 

these two reactions between the same initial and final states may be 

used to make isospin assignments. 

Because of above mentioned advantages of two-nucleon transfer re

actions, this study of (3He ,p) and (a)d) reactions was undertaken. The 

aim of this work was to obtain spectroscopic information both by examination 

of the data in comparison to other work and also by comparing distorted

wave cross-section calculations for the (3He ,p) reaction to experimental 
1 

cross-section data. The two-nucleon reaction formalism of Glendenning 

was used for the calculations. 
. 12 16 

Targets for the study were C and O. This choice of targets 

allows an examination of the validity of the computational methods used 

for reaction calculations when applied to light nuclei. Several theore

tical calculations for the wave functions of 14N and l8F, the product 

nuclei} were also available for use in the calculations. The levels of 
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14 N below 9-MeV excitation. were Understood and the reaction involving 

this nucleus could be used as a test of the proposed reaction mechanj.sm 
14 18 and of the N wave functions. The . F energy levels were not well 

understood and it was anticipated that spectroscopic information could 

be obtained for this nucleus. 

I . 
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II. DISCUSSION OF THEORY, SELECTION RULES AND SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS 

The object of this section is to present in outline form the 

development of direct reaction theory with specific emphasis on two

nucleon transfer reactions. This section does not purport to call atten

tion to all previous writings which are pertinent to the problems and 

questions discussed. 

In order to avoid repetitious citing of references, ideas 
; 

attributable to other workers will not always be specifically acknowledged; 

however, all sources used are referred to at least once. 

A. Transfer Amplitude and Cross Section 

The exact transfer amplitude for scattering problems has been 
6 formulated by Gell-Mann and Goldberger. Approximations to the exact 

amplitude which are convenient for use in the theory of direct reactions 

have been discussed. 7-11 Let a direct reaction be represented by the 

following form. 

A+a=-B+b (1) 

~ represents the target (product), ~ represents the product (target), 

and ~ and ~ represent light nuclides. B and a can be described in terms 

of ~, ~ and ~, 

a ;:: b + x 
(2) 

B ;:: A + x 

where x is the portion of a transferred in the reaction. In the 

r~mainder of the discussion (1) will be assumed to proceed from left to 

right. 

The transfer amplitude, t, is approximately: 
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In (3) X(+) is an approximation to the exact wave function for the 

system in the entrance channel, A + a .. In the distorted-wave approxima

tion (nWA) X(+) is separated into three factors.' 

(4) 

The wave function 'I/I(A) is a function of the internal coordinates 

of the target~. 'I/I(b,x,p) is a function of the internal coordinates of 

a. It is assumed that these internal coordinates are separable into ~, 

~, and p, where p represents the relative coordinate (or coordinates) 

between x and b. '1/1(+) (;l,il ) is the distorted wave between A. and a with 
-,7 -7 

wave number kl , and relative coordinate Rl • An optical-model potential 

determined by fitting the elastic scattering of ~ on ~ is usually used to 

generate this distorted wave. '1/1(+) has outgoing spherical waves. 

Justification for approximating the entrance-channel interaction 

by the elastic-scattering optical potential is based on the observation 

that the elastic-scattering process, modified through coupling to other 

reactions as implied by the optical potential, is the dominant process 

between a and A. It is asswned that a direct reaction into the channel 

to be studied may be treated as a perturbation of the elastic-scattering 

process. 
10 As shown by Henley and Yu the exact interaction between A and 

a is a sum of two-body potentials between the nucleons of A. and a. It 

is, therefore, to be expected that the optical-model potential chosen 

should approximate a sum of two-body potentials. 

The interaction potential V is a sum of terms 

(5) 

The potentials Vbx and VbA, are sums of two-body potentials between 

the nucleons of the respective nuclides. UbB is an arbitrary potential 

used to give'the asymptotic relationship between Band b. 

It is assumed that 

(6) 

,', ... 
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leaving only the term Vbx ' Inasmuch as VbA. and UbB involve core 

nuclei differing by ~ it can be appreciated that this assumption should 

be more valid for heavy nuclei than for light nuclei. An optical-model 

potential determ:Lned from elastic scattering of b on B is usually used 

for UbB • 

On would expect UbB to approximate a sum of two-body potentials 

in order to satisfy (6). For this reason and for reasons discussed. in 

connection with 'IjJ( +) some worl~ers12-l4 have suggested that the optical

model potentials used for nuclear structure calculations should be sums 

of nucleon potentials or that optical-model well depths should be approxi

matelyn times the single-nucleon well depths, the number of nucleons 

in the light particle being n. It has been pointed out7,13 that although 

the optical-model potential gives the proper asymptotic form to the wave 

flIDctions 'IjJ(+) and 'IjJ(-) (see (7)) it mayor may not give the proper form 

near or within the nucleus. It is, therefore, not unreasonable to con

sider some variation in the potential that will improve the scattering 

wave function in the nucleus but may destroy the fit to elastic· scattering. 

The exit-channel wave function is a product of three factors. 

(-) (-) -? -? -? 
X := 'IjJ (k2,R2)'ljJJ T (A,x,R)'ljJJ T (b) 

2 2 b b 

The optical-model wave fun~tion 'IjJ(-) between Band b has wave number 
-? -4 
k2 , relative coordj.nate R2 and a boundry condition giving incoming 

spherical waves. The wave function dependent upon the internal coordi-
-? 

nates of B is 'IjJ(A,x,R). It is assumed the coordinates of B can be 
- ~ -? -

separated into ~, ~, and R, where R represents the relative coordinate 

(or coordinates) between ~ and x. 'IjJ(b) is the wave ftulction dependent 

on internal coordinates of b. The transition amplitude can now be written 

using Eqs. (4) and (7). 

(8) 
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-7 
The Jacobian fort.ransformation from the. natural coordinates . R 

. .... . .' -7" -7 . " . . . . . 

~nd (see Fig. 1) to Rl and R2 is J. This Jacobian will not 

receive further consideration. Hereafter the symbolJ will be used 

for a different purpose. Note also that strictly speaking the above ex .. 

pression should have definite magnetic quantum number designations. In 
,'i keeping with the stated objectives of this section these quantum numbers 

. together with their attendant sums will not be considered except in a 

:few cases. 

The factor (II) in (8) is the matrix element of the interaction 

taken between the internal coordinates of the nuclides inv01ved. The 

matrix element acts as an effective interaction between the initial and 

f;inal states •. Notice that only the interaction between band !, the two 

parts of ~, is responsible for the transition. 

To facilitate calculat~on of the factor (II) it is necessary to 

expand the nuclides' wave functions in terms of their respective parts. 

-7 

'ljJJ T (A,x,R) = 
2 2 

The core b.:. if? represented in the configuration "I' with total spin J c 
and isospin Tc' The nucleons of! are in a configuration "1 character

ized by quantum numbers J and T. The square bracket indicates vector 

coupling, t3' is a coefficient of fractional parentage (c. f.p.) times a 

recoupling constant if one is necessary. For example, the characteriza

tion of the nucleons in ~ might be in a jj scheme. In two-nucleon transfer 

it is necessary to transform from a jj to an L8 scheme thus necessitating 

a "transformation coefficient. 

Also included is a statistical factor expressing the number of 

ways the particles of ~ can be drawn from identical particles of ~./ 

.Assume x contains i nucleons and these can be drawn from i' identical 

nucleons in !!(i' nucleons in a shell above a closed core for example). 

The statistical factor is then 

( ~') . 
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b 

x 

A 

X B L678 - 3859 

Fig. 1. Spatial relationship between the centers of mass of particles 
in a nuclear reaction. 
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If 7/J(A,x,Fl) ':'.is' a wave function of mixed configuration the appropriate 

mixing coefficients are also included in 13 1
• 

The wave function of x must be further expanded~ 

(10) 

~ 

It is here assumed that ~(x,R) can be expanded in terms of internal 

structure. XSTyIl (x) 

to A. PN.L\SJTyIl are 

coefficients will be 

and center-of-mass motion ~A(R) tak.en relative 

expansion coefficients defined by Eq. (10). These 

further discussed in Sec. II-B. The square bracket 

indicates vector coupling. The center-of-mass motion of x is character

ized by principle quantum number N and angular momentum A. The z 

projection of A is taken to be M. S is the total intrinsic spin of x 

and T is the total isospin of x. The internal relative motion of x 

is designated by 'Y II
• 

The light particle ~ must be expanded in terms of its space and 

spin components. Consideration will be restricted to a and b with four 

nucleons or less whose motion is relative S. with respect to one another. 

The quantum number J of Eq. (4) then becomes S, the total intrinsic a a 
spin of a. 

Assume that the wave function of a is a product of space and spin 

terms. 
- 1 

A. Gaussian wave function is an example of the desired type of 

function. 

~S T (b,x,p) = Xs T (b,x)¢I(b)¢I(x)¢(p) (11) 
a a a a 

X(b ,x) is the' spin and isospin function of a. ¢(p) indicates the re

lative motion between band x. The other two factors indicate relative 

motion within b and x. 

It is assumed that the wave function of b in the exit channel can 

be expanded into a space and spin function. Because of the assumed re

lative S motion Jb now becomes Sb' 

~S T (b) 
b b 

Xs T (b)¢(b) 
b b 

(12) 

! 
1 

I 
I 
I 

~. I 
I) 1· ~ 

I 
f 
t 

! 
I 
I 

I, 
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The spin function is X(b) and ¢(b) is the spatial function. 

The requirement of overlap between the initial and final channel 

imposes several restrictions on the expansions just discussed. The 

overlap of the core & with the target requires J and T equal J
l c c 

and Tl respectively. By assumption the internal motion of ~ in ~ is 

relative S only. Thus only relative S motion of x in B is allowed. 

It follows that the total orbital angular momentum L associated with 

x arises from the center-of-mass motion. Therefore A is set equal 

to L. 

The factor (II) of Eq. (8) can now be written. 

The double sum on 'Y and 'Y" is now redundant and ha s been replaced by 

a single sum on' 'Y. Square brackets indicate vector coupling. 

The overlap of several quantities can now be defined. First con

sider the core A. 

(14) 

The index 'Y' refers to a single configuration of A. The C'Y' 
are mixing coefficients for the complete wave function of the target 

ground state. Let the coefficients . C'Y' be absorbed into the corres

ponding ~' to give ~ and drop the subscript and sum over 'Y" 

The 'Y index on the function XST)'(x) indicates the j.nternal 

spatial function of ~ in~. The overlap of this spatial function with 

¢I(X) can be designated n'Y' Let XST(x) now represent the spin and 

isospin function of~. The overlap of ¢(b) with ¢I (b) can be desig

nated nb • This manner of defining. n'Y and ~ assumes that Vb)p) 

is independent of the relative spatial coordinates within x and within b 

thus allOWing these overlap integrals to be evaluated without consideration 

of the interaction potential. An overlap of the spin and isospin functions 

of the light particles involved is defined by Eq. (15). 
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(15) 

Vbx is a sum of two-body potentials acting between the nucleons 

of band x. If the,wave functions of the light particles are all spatially 

symmetric, the potential may be written as follows~ 

1 . Vij is 

i and 

Ubx(p) 

(16) 

the potehtial for the triplet spin interaction between nucleons 
o 

jand Vij is the potential for the singlet spin interaction. 

is that portion of the potential which depends only on the spatial 

coordinate P • 

If it is assumed that the potentials discussed above are . central 

potentials only and that the singlet potential is proportional to the 

triplet potential, b'ST can be written as follows. 

(17) 

D(S) is a function of the spin S which is transferred in the reaction. 

The need for such a spin-dependent term has been discussed by Fleming 

et. al. 15 and by Hardy and Towner. 16 

It is also illustrative to consider spe'Cif'ically the Clebsch

Gordan coefficient for coupling the target"transferred and product iso~ 

spins. Define CST as follows. 

(18) 

Now (13) can be rew~itten. 

The proportionality sign is now used because Clebsch-Gordan coupling co

efficientshave been neglected. Let a quantity GNLSJT be defined as 

follows. 

(20) 
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The transition matrix now has the form shown in Eq. (21) 

(21) 

~ '-7 M~-? 
If the integral over Rl and R2 ,is designated by BNL(k

l
,k2) 

Eq. (21) is in a form corresponding to the notation of Glendenning. l 

By reference to Fig. 1 it can be determined that Rand pare 

related to Rl and R2 • R is proportional to Rl -(b!a)R2 and p is 

proportional to R2 -(A/B)Rl • 

The six-dimensional integral of Eq. (21) is difficult to evaluate, 

For this reason the zero-range approximation is often employed as indi

cated below. 

(22) 

Let D(p) be approximated as follows. 

(23) 

A number of methods have been used7 ,17-19 for the evaluation of D(P) 

and of D. By reference to Fig. 1 it is seen that whe.n the coordinate 
o 20 

p goes to zero all other coordinate vectors become parallel. The 

integration in Eq. (21) then becomes an integration over a one-coordinate 

vector only. Physically the zero-range model for the reaction means 

the IIparticle ll x is captured at a point and b is emitted at that same 

pOint. 

The square of the transition amplitude is proportional to the 

probability for the reaction with specified magnetic quantum number, pro~ 

jections. The differential cross section is proportional to a sum of 

such amplitudes. The sum extends over the proper magnetic quantum numbers. 

Under some assumptions the sum of Eq. (21) may be coherent in 

nature, but in general the sum on J is incoherent. If it is assumed 

there is no spin-orbit coupling, the sums on LSTM are also incoherent. 
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1 If proper account is now taken_of factors neglected, Glepdenning has 

shown the cross sections to have the following form. 

(stripping) (24 ) 

~_ kl 2Sa + 1 
uu ~--=- (~) an = k2 2f\ + 1 UH 0 

(pickup) (25) 
,-

- , 

(~) 
o 

int ~ , 
= (21J'l'l2)2 

(26) 

A reduced mass is indicated by m*. It is important to note the 

formulation (26) allows for the separation of the kinematic factors 
M 

BNL from the spectroscopic factors. 

Selection rules for transfer reactions are discussed by Penny and 

Satchler21 and by Glendenning. 9 In order to evaluate B:L the distorted 

waves *(±) are represented by a partial-wave expansion. Let La and 

~ represent a partial wave of ~ and £. respectively. The following tri-

angular relationships must exist • 

~ 
. .., .~ 

L -~ -= L a 
~ ~ ~ 
S - Sb = S a 
. .., .~ ~ 

T -- T = T a b (27) ~ ~ -.., 
L + S = J 
~ - -1. ~ 

J l 2 = J 

~ ~ ~ 

Tl - T 2 
;:iT 

The quantum numbers L, S, J, and T designate the physical qllantities 

t~ansferred between th~ system of light particles and the system of 

heavy particles. 

The change of parity in the reaction is determined by the over 

all change of motion.. The p~rity will therefore change if the partial 

wave of b does not have the parity of the partial wave of a-.' 

<) .-

i 
I 
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(28) 

This may also be written as 

La + ~ + L ~ even 

These expressions are valid in two,cases. First, they are always 

true in the zero-range approximation. Second, they are always true if a 

and b have relative S motion only (even in finite-range calculations). 

If the light particles contain components of motion other than relative 

S the orbital motion of these light particles must enter the first expres

sion of (27) as well as (28) and (29). 

B. Comparison of Single- and Double-Nucleon Transfer Reactions 

The equations discussed will now be specialized to two cases; 

deuteron pickup or stripping and two-nucleon transfer. Comparisons of 

the two reactions will be noted. 

If ~ represents a deuteron and the reaction involves transfer of 

a single nucleon, Db and D~ are both unity, PNLSJTy is one, and 

~NLSJ~ will not includ~ a recoupling coefficient. 

The sum on nuclear configurations is possible in single-nucleon 

transfer if the wave functions of A and B involve mixed configurations 

such that a nucleon, bound in a single-particle state j, may be trans

ferred between more than one combination of configurations in A. and B. 

An example of such a case would be between states of intermediate coupling 

within a single shell. 

If it is assumed that the single nucleon is transferred to (or 

from) a shell-model, single-particle, bound state, a single value of N 

and L describes the nucleon motion in that state. Thus the coherent 

sum on N is removed. A configuration-mixed state may have contributions 

from more than one L value however. 

The spin Sand isospin T of a single-nucleon transfer are re

stricted to a value of 1/2. 

I , 

I 
.\ 
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The spectroscopic factor 3L of single-nucleon reactions is then 

defined as follows~ 

I '. . 

2 [ .'. M [2 
~JT CST ; i GNLSJT BNL ,. = 

Theoretical treatment Of two-nucl'eon transfer reactions has been 

developed by several workers.1 ,9,10,22-31 The present work follows the 
1 development by Glendenning. Consider the form ofG in Eq. (20). ~ is 

a producet of the c.f.p. and statistical factor as indicated. If the 

c.f.p. is given in terms of j1 ,'and j2' the shell-model single-particle 

states for the two transferred nucleons, these two j values must be 

recoupled to an LS description by use of the 9-j coefficients since an 
M 

LS description is used for calculation of BNL' This spin-recoupling co-

efficient is a factor in ~, Glendenning discusses prescriptions for 

calculation of ~ in several cases, 

A two-particle configuration may be coupled to give contributions 

from more than one Land S value. Multiple S values also imply 

multiple T values. This is in contrast to the single value of L, S 

and T contributing to a configuration in single-nucleon transfer re

actions. 

The spatial motion of the two particles must be expressed in terms 

of center-of-mass motion and relative motion, If nlil , andn2 i2 are the 

principle and 'angular-momentum quantum numbers of part.icles 1 and 2 re

spectively, an expansion in terms of the center-of-mass motion, described 

by quantum numbers ., NA ,,' and the relative motion between 1 and 

scribed by quantum numbers' ni, is possible. The expansion1 is 

NA nl wi th coefficients I 

2, de:" 

a sum 

(32) 

on 

If the single-particle wave functions are harmonic oscillator functions 

the coefficients are easily obtained. 32 Only the relative motion with 

,"' 
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£ = 0 is able to overlap with relative S motion in the light particle 

a. It therefore follows that A = L. 

Relationship (33) must be satisfied for the expansion under dis-

cussion. 

(33) 

When £ = 0 a unique relationship exists between nand N as can be 

seen in (33). The overlap integral n'Y' 
can be written n. A single sum on N 

n 
the expansion. 

dependent on relative motion, 

is all that is now required for 

The sum on N is coherent (Eg. (26)) which may lead to an enhance

ment or a reduction in the cross section. The coherent effect may result 

in a simple addition of terms and in favorable or unfavorable or unfavor-
1 able form-factor characteristics. Glendenning has shown the sum on N 

may enhance the magnitude of the form factor in the nuclear surface, a. 

condition favorable for a direct reaction. The opposite effect is also 

possible. Single-nucleon transfer does not involve a coherent sum on N. 

A second coherent effect arises from a sum over the configurations 

of the nuclear wave function as shown in Eg. (20). In two-nucleon transfer 

this sum is general because jl and j2 couple to a resultant L thus 

allowing various combinations of jl and j2 to contribute to an L 

value. In contrast, a sum over configurations in single-nucleon transfer 

is restricted as discussed above. 
2 1 

The following values of bST have been given by Glendenning. 

%0 flrl. , (t,p) or (3He ,n) 

2 
1/2 ( %0 flrl + %l~) (t,n) (~He ,p) (34) b

ST = , or 

°Sl E!ro ' (a,d) 

The factor D(S) of Eq. (17) has been discussed by Fleminget. 
15 16 al. and by Hardy and Towner. If the singlet and triplet nucleon-

nucleon potentials are assumed to be equal (i.e. a spin-independent force) 
16 D(S) is unity for both S = 0,1. Hardy and Towner have evaluated the 

" 
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ratio R(S)::: [D(l) ID(O )12 . for several spin-dependent potentials which 

were used as effective interactions in nuclear~structure calculations. 

The ratio has qeen found to be about 0.5. 
Selection rules for two-nucleon transfer reactions have been dis

cussed by Glendenningl ,9,22 and Newns. 23 In addition to the general se

lection rules (27)-(29) the following are of importance in two-nucleon 

transfer reactions. By expression (28) 
,. 

In the present formulation £::: 0 and ~ ::: L which means the 

angular momentum transfer L associated with the center of mass of the 

pair designates the parity change. 

The jj to LS transformation coefficient vanishes unless 

L ::: S ::: J ::: even (36) 

Now ~ n is odd or even as L and may be substituted for L in (36). 

~ n + S + J ::: even (37) 

If S::: 0 

~ n + J ::: even 

If jl::: j2 ::: j the parity change is even and S + ~ ::: even 

The transferred pair x must have a totally anti symmetric wave 

function. Their relative· S motion dictates an even space 'function. 

The product of spin and isospin must therefor~ be antisymmetric. This 

requirement is seen in the delta-function requirements of expression 

(34). For (t,p) or (3He ,n) reactions T::: 1 and only s::: 0 is possible. 

For (a,d) reactions only S::: 1 and T::: 0 is possible. For (3He ,p) 

and (t,n) reactions either combination is possible and in some instances15 

1 both contribute to a given transition. Glendenning tabulates these 

allowed combinations. 
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A few general remarks concerning two-nucleon transfer reactions 

will help to point out the characteristics and usefulness of such re

actions. ~NLSJTy contains factors which measure the extent to which 

the product ~ can be expanded as ~ coupled to the parentage~. The jj 

to L8 coupling coefficient, also in ~, measures the extent to which 

angular momentum of the two particles can couple9 to transfer angular 

momentum L. For states where the two particles are correlated in such 

a "way as to give a large coupling coefficient the cross section will be 

enhanced. 

PNLSTJTy is a coefficient measuring the degree to which the two 

particles are correlated such that their center-of-mass motion ~L(R) 
allows the proper L transfer. The proper correlation here also en

hances the cross section. As an illustration, consider the case of 

jl ::: j2' If the two are coupled to a minimum or maximum value, both 

coupling coefficients just discussed are enhanced to some degree in com

parison to other possible couplings. Yoshida3l has shown that collective 

motion enhances the two-particle correlations, thus enhanCing the 

transition amplitude. 

As was pointed out earlier in this section, there are two co

herent sums in the transition amplitude of two-nucleon transfer reactions. 

The residual interaction acting between pairs of nucleons gives rise to 

configuration-mixed wave functions. The spectroscopic factor G (Eq. (20)), 

for each value of Land N transferred, is a coherent sum Over the con

figurations of a wave function. 

A second coherent sum, a sum on the principle quantum number N, 

is introduced in order to properly describe the complicated center-of

mass motion for two particles. The phases of the configuration mixing 

coefficients, therefore, affect the transition amplitude": first by 

affecting the phase and magnitude of G and second, through G, affecting 

the contribution of each ~L(F0 to the radial form factor. 

The above considerations have been concerned with one value of 

L only. Often each configuration (jl,j2) contributes to more than one 

value of L. The relative amplitudes of the allowed L transfers to a 

product state will strongly affect both the angular distribution and the 

total cross section for the state. In single-nucleon transfer, each con

figuration can contribute to only one L value. 

I 
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This discussion suggests the two~nucleon transfer rea.ction Vlill 

be selective, . exciting predominantly states with strong two-particle (or 

two-hole) correlations. This selectivity is in fact observed experi

mentally. It is also clear that a comparison of two-nucleon transfer 

calculations with experiment can be expected to be a sensitive test, in 

some cases, of the details of the nuclear wave functions used in the 

calculations. 
I. 

C. Examination of Assumptions ,and Other Reaction Mechanisms 

Several simplifying assumptions have been made or are implied by . 

the above development. A stripping or pickup reaction proceeding by. a 

simple, sin~le-step, direct mechanism has also been assumed. Some of 

the assumptions will be examined, Additional reaction mechanisms will 

also be discussed. 

1. Zero-Range Approximation 

This approximation was introduced in Sec. II-A in order to simplifY 

the integration of Eq. (21). The effects of this assumption have been 

discussed bya number of workers. Two recent publications treat the 

general subject well. One is the. presentation made by Satchler7 at the 

Boulder Conference and the other is by Hiebert, Newman, and Bassel. 33 

An earlier paper by Lee et al. 34 is also pertinent. 

The zero-range approximation generally overestimates the cross 

section. As is indicated in Eq. (21) the magnitude of B~L depends on the 

overlap of the two distorted waves and ~he radial wave function ~L' All 

three of these functions are oscillating rapidly in the nucleus. This 

variation leads to cancellations in the overlap. The zero-rangeapproxi

mation causes correlations in these varying functions which reduce can-
M 

cellation and hence it overestimates ~L' 

A simple correction factor known as the "local energy approxima

tion" (LEA) smoothly damps the radial form factor within the nucleus. 

Its use is discussed in the works noted above. Smith35 has developed an 

"effective-mass approximation" (EMA). His development produced second

order correction terms as well as first-order terms. In the (LEA) the 

cross section is shown to be a minimum when the following equality if 

approximately satisfied. 
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U (r) ~ U (r) + Ub(r) a x (40) 

The U(r) are optical-model potentials. This, of course, sug

gests U (r) as a potential formed by summation of the other two po-a . 
tentials. Such an idea is compatible with argwnents given in Sec; II-A. 

for use of summed potentials. 

Calculations for single-nucleon transfer using correction factors 

indicate little change in aDgular distributions for most cases. Unpub

lished data by Bassel has been cited,33 however, which shows definite 

effects of zero-range calculations on angular distributions. In general 

the magnitude of the cross section is changed 10 to 20 per cent. Some 

levels are clearly affected more than others suggestlng that zero-range 

calculations may j.ntroduce some error in relative cross sections as well 

as in absolute magnitude. 

The effects of the zero-range approximation become increasingly 

less important with increasing atomic nwnber7 ,35 in A and B. There 

are at least two reasons for this. First, the radial wave functions of 

heavy nuclei contain several nodes. The oscillating functions aid can

cellation. Many light nuclei have only one node or two nodes. second,36 

optical-model damping of partial waves is also greater in the nucleus 

of a heavy element than in a light element. 

Reactions involving particles strongly absorbed in the nuclear 

surface are expected to be less affected by the approximation than particles 

penetrating the nuclear interior. The authors mentioned have pointed 

out that effects of the zero-range approximation will be more pronounced 

for large angular momentwn transfer. 

The effect of this approximation in two-nucleon transfer reactions 

has been examined by Bencze and Zimanyi37 who have proposed corrections 

to be applied to the radial form factor. They suggest that zero-range 

effects will be more important in two-nucleon transfer than for single

nucleon transfer. 

I· 
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2. Local...Potential Approximation 

The usual optical-model potential used is a local potential. 

The usual shell-model potential wells used are also local potentials. 

The effects of this assumption are discussed in the first three works?,33,34 

mentioned in Sec. II-C-l. Schenter38 ,39 has also been concerned with 

this problem. 

A nonlocal potential includes exchange effects and target polari

zation both of which are neglected in local potentials. One important 

consequence of the neglect of exchange effects is the violation of the 

Pauli exclusion principle. Target polarization refers to the distortion 

of the core wave function due to the presence of additional nucleons 

either in a bound or an unbound scattering state. The effect of a non

local potential as compared to a local potential is to decrease nuclear 

wave functions in the interior of the nucleus but often to increase the 

bound-state wave function in the nuclear surface region. 

Each wave function is affected by the local potential approximation 

which means that both distorted waves and the functions for each trans.,. 

ferred nucleon are modified. In the scattered wave function some of the 

nonlocal effects are accounted for by an energy dependence in the optical

model potential. A correction factor of the LEA type mentioned for zero

range corrections has been used to modify the radial form factor of the 

bound-state wave function thus reducing these functions 15 to 20 per cent 

in th.e nuclear interior. The combined effect of finite -range and non

local potentials can decrease the radial integral of the transition 

matrix element by 50 per cent in the nuclear interior.? 

By the arguments of this section and the previous one several 

observation can be made concerning the local-energy approximation. 

Various transi-yions will be affected differently depending upon the. 

importance of the nuclear interior vs. surface in the transition. Pene.,. 

trating particles will be affected by the increased internal wave functions 

while those absorbed on the surface may be affected by the decreased 

surface wave function. Two (or more)-nucleon transfer reactions are ex

pected to be more affected than single-nucleon transfer. 
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In single-nucleon transfer; calculations usually show little 

change in angular distributions when corrections for nonlocal. potentials 

are made. However, Basse133 has found modifications in his cal~ulations. 
In general changes in the magnitude of transitions on the order of 20 

per cent have been found. These changes have both increased and decreased 

the magnitude as might be expected from the discussion above. 

3. Use of Radial Cutoff 

It has often been the practice to use a lower limit or cutoff' 

radius in the radial integration of' Eq. (~l). The cutoff radius was 

frequently in the region of the nuclear surface. This has been justified 

on the grounds that it helped to compensate for the over estimation due 

to zero-range and local-potential approximations. A number of arguments 

can be advanced, however, which show this extreme method is not justified. 

Correction factors are smooth damping factors and are poorly 

approximated by sharp cutoff. The increase of the bound-state wave 

funct~on in the tail region due to the nonlocal potential is, of course, 

not reproduced by cutoff. The two approximations just discussed do not 

affect all transitions within a given system in the same way. This dif

ference cannot be accounted for by cutoff. Interference effects between 

. the interior and exterior regj.ons are neglected if the integration does 

not extend into the nuclear interior. As has been stated above interior 

contributions are especially important in light nuclei. Satchler7 has 

pointed out that interior effects in light nuclei may lead to phenomena 

such as pronounced backward peaking. Hiebert,33 as well as other workers, 

have shown the use of radial cutoff strongly affects the magnitude of 

the transitipn matrix. 

l~. Concerning the Radial Form Factor of the Bound state 

The problem of properly representing the radial f'orm factor 

~L(;) is one of major importance in nuclear-structure calculations. 

Through this factor the nuclear structure and the reaction mechanism are 
7 40 interdependent.' The development of Sec. II-A demonstrates how this 

factor arises from the bound-state configuration of the transf'errred 

particles. The strength of' the transition and the nature of the angular 

distributions are directly affected by the overlap of distorted waves 

with the radial form factor as indicated in Eq. (21). 
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': 41 ' 
A:ustern has discussed proper characterization of the radial 

form factor. ,', 'Pinkston a~d Satchler 7 have shown that the exact expression 

for a single-nucleon form factor based on one parent configuration of a 

state is related by a set of coupled equations to all other possible 

parent configurations. A simple shell-model form factor is perturbed by 

the residual interaction and thus related to all possible configurations. 

The form factor for a given L value should, therefore, be a sum over 
\, ,42 

all principal quantum numbers (N) and all continuum states. 

The asymptotic shape of, the form factor should be an exponential 
40 with a decay constant related to the binding energy. The binding energy 

BE of x is defined in (41). 

The wave numberK of the bound particles ~ may now be defined. 

. 2 
K ::::: 

2m* BE 
x 

* 

(41) 

(42) 

The reduced mass of x is m. The asymptotiC shape of the form factor x 
of ~ is then proportional toexp( -KR). The proportionality constant is 

'not well known •. 

Several methods are used to approximate the form factor. Most 

of them use an unperturbed, shell-model, single-particle potential. The 

'" Woods -Saxon (WS) tini te, spherical well is often used. The DW program 

JULIE uses this well. 43 There are uncertainties in choosing the depth 

and radius parameter for the potential. 8 The tail of a WS radial wave 

function is a'good approximation to exponential decay, particularly for 
1~4 

single-particle bound states. Rost has used a deformed WS potential 

well for transfer reactions. 

An infinite, spherical harmonic oscillator (HO) potential well is 

often used for nuclear-structure calculations. This well has analytical 

properties which make it attractive for use; however, the tail of the 

well decays much faster than the desired exponential decay. To correct 
140 for this poor behavior' in the tail region a Coulomb or Hankel function, 

with decay based on the BE of ~, is often matched to the HO function at a 

point where the slopes of the two functions are equal. 
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Two methods are used to accomplish this matching. 20 In one method 

a matching radius Rm is chosen and the HO parameter ~m is adjusted 

until the HO and tail functions have equal slopes at R. In a second 
m 

method the value of ~ill is set equal to the value used in the nuclear 

structure calculation relevant to the problem. R is then adjusted to m 
a value such that the slopes of the tail and HO are equal. Iri both 

methods the magnitude of the tail must be adjusted in order to establish 

an equality between the functions at R , and the overall function norma
m 

lized to one .. One does not know "a priori" how properly to adjust R m 
and the tail magnitude. 

The center-of-mass motion of two nucleons in two-nucleon transfer 

reactions has been treated by the several methods discussed above. Cal

culations made by Glendenningl ,45 have employed the HO plus tail where 

matching is accomplished according to the second method discussed. 
46 Broglia and Riedel have compared several methods for treating 

the form factor in a two-nucleon transfer reaction. They· compare WS, 

HO, HO plus tail, and WS plus tail. Glendenning45 has pointed out the 

WS well, when used for the center-of-mass motion of two particles, does 

not approximate the exponential decay as well as a coulomb or Hankel 

function tail. This is shown to be the case in the comparisons of 

Broglia and Riedel. Also included in these comparisons was a form 

factor obtained by taking the product of two single-particle WS form 

factors. Each particle was given one half the binding energy of the 

pair. A sum of such products was taken over the configurations of the 

wave function. This form factor had the proper asymptotic shape. This 
. 47 latter method was earlier used by Drisko and Rybicki • 

Rook and Mitra30 have used a form factor based on the assumption 

that x is a point particle. They use a product of two single-particle 

WS form factors as described above. They, however, neglect the relative 

coordinate between the two nucleons. The two WS factors have, therefore, 

the same radial coordinate. This form factor was also examined by 

Broglia and Riedel and was shown to have two deficiencies. The factor 

is almost entirely of one sign. As a result cancellations in the integral 

of Eq. (21) cannot take place as they would for the proper integral which 

oscillates positive and negative. The factor is also much reduced in 
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the nuclear surface region, the region Of most importance for stripping 
. 48 

reactions. These same effects have been observed by Glendenning. 

5. Spin-Orbit Effects 

Three spin-orbit effects are possible for transfer reactions: 

incident distorted wave, bound state, and exit distorted wave. Satchler8 

has developed a formalism for treating spin-orbit effects which allow 

spin flip in the distorted waves. Each of ' the distorted waves is desig-
-? -? 

nated by ?jJ ,.(k,R). The initial projection at infinity is m, and m' is mm 
the projection after interaction. In the case of no spin-orbit interaction 

a sum on m is purely statistical •. With spin-orbit inter~ction a sum on 

both m and m' is necessary and the resulting coupling is correlated with 

the angular momentum of the partial wave. 

The sum on Land S in expressions for the transition amplitude 

is coherent when a spin-orbit potential is included in the distorted 

waves. That this is reasonable can be seen as follows. Equation (27) 

indicates that the values of Sand L are related to the corresponding 

quantum numbers in the distorted partial waves. Each coupling is weighted 

by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients relating their spin projections. 

The spin-orbit force introduces a correlation between the orbital and 

intrinsic angular momentum spin projections. This correlation affects 

the transferred quantities Land S through coupling coefficients. 

Angular distributions are affected to a minor extent? by the 

inclusion of spin-orbit effects. The distribution at large angles is 

most affected. In some cases observed j dependence is qualitatively 

reproduced. Cross section magnitude is changed by 5 to 20 per cent for 

sincle-nucleon reactions. 

Spin-orbit .coupling in the bound state? leads to modification 

of the wave function. The potential for the case of f + 1/2 is peaked 

in the nuclear surface allowing for an enhanced wave function and in

creased transition amplitude. For f - 1/2 the opposite is true. For 

single-nucleon transfer the difference in cross section magnitude between 

f + 1/2 and f - 1/2 has been found to vary from 10 to 50 per cent 

depending on the value of f (more effect for larger f) and the re

action. 
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6. Multiple-Step Processes 

In the formulation of Sec. II-A, the reaction was assumed to be 

a single-step process between the ground state of the target and the 

final state of the product. 

one step can be proposed. 

Many other mechanisms involving more than 
21 49,.52 Several workers ' , have developed 

schemes for calculations involving inelastic excitation in the incident 

channel, transfer taking place between the excited target state and a 

product state, and inelastic excitation (de-excitation) in the exit channel. 

Figure,2 indicates the mechanisms considered. 
21 Following the development of Penny and Satchler the distorted 

waves must be labeled by two indices which account for possible tnelastic 

excitation. For example the entrance channel distorted wave may be 
~ .~ 

7jJ AAI (kl'Rl )· Each of the possible reaction paths contribute coherently~ 

The product GB of Eq. (26) must be summed over all possible reaction 

paths. G becomes the spectroscopic factor for transition between the 

two relevant states AI~BI. The amplitude for the inealstic scattering 

will be determined by a coupled channel calculation for the corresponding 

distorted wave. 

Additional selection rules are present in such multiple step 
21 

processes. These have been discussed in detail by Penny and Satchler. 

The general selection rules of Eqs. (27), (28) and (29) are still valid 

where the quantities refer to the total transferred quantittes. Let 

Lll and L1

2 : ,be the angular momentum transferrred by inelastic scat

tering in the entrance and and exit channels respectively. Let L' 

represent the angular momentum transferred during the transfer of x 

between A' and B' • 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

L' + L' + L' ~ L 1 2 

Parity changes as follows: 

L' 
(-1) 1 

LI 
7TAI,7TB I 

:::: (-1) 

L" 
7TB I 7TB :::;' (-1) 2 

(44) 

11 + L' + L' 
7T 7L =( -1) 1 2 :::: (-1 L 
A jj 
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Fig. 2. Some nuclear reaction paths from target A to product B 
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Equation (43) indicates that a total angular momentum transfer L, 

which may not be allowed by a single-step process due to nuclear-configu

ration restrictions, may proceed through a multiple-step process. ECluation 

(44) indicates that a reaction which by a single-step transition is parity 

forbidden, may proceed through multiple-step processes. 

" The workers noted above have calculated the effects of these pro-

cesses. The angular distribution of a multi-step reaction is similar to 

the single-step but generally flatter. The' magnitude of such processes 

is rather small compared to an allowed single-step process although the 

angular distribution is affected to some' extent by addition of both 

mechanisms. The calculation of multi-step ,processes was found to be 

very sensitive to the optical-model parameters used. 

Multi-step processes will, no doubt, be most important for transi

tions of small cross section53 and transition which are forbidden for a 

single-step process. 

7. Other Mechanisms 

In addition to the reaction mechanisms discussed above others have 

been suggested which may contribute or interfere in a nuclear reaction. 

Compound-nuclear contributions are often important, particularly at low 

energies. Possible contributions from a compound-riuclear mechanism must, 

therefore, be considered in each particular case. 

Recently DW calculations of a knockout mechanism for direct re-
54 actions have been made by Strobel. Contributions from knockout were 

found to be small compared to stripping or pickup when both are allowed. 

When stripping or pickup were not allowed a knockout mechanism was still 

unable in most cases to account for the experimental observations. The 

calculated angular distributions were found to be very similar to those 

for stripping or pickup. Peh155 considered a possible knockout mechanism 

for two-nucleon transfer. He concluded the reactions could be equally 

well explained by other mechanisms. 

The question of heavy-particle stripping often is raised in con

"nection with backward-peaked56 cross ~ections. Austern57 has stated his 

belief that the existence of the mechanism has a sound theoretical basis 

but points out that proper treatment of the problem has not yet been 
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developed. Because of , this I· an accurate assessment of the importance of 

heavy-particle stripping has not been made. As Wa,S stated earlier, effects 

arising from the nuclear interior, especially in light nuclei, may also 

account for backward peaking. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL ~UIPMENT 

A. Cyclotron and Beam Line 
. 58 

The Berkeley 88-inch variable-energy cyclotron was used to pro-

duce beams of 3He and alpha particles for the experiments discussed in 

this report. 

The principal active elements of the beam-transport system,59 

proceeding from the machine to the scattering cha~ber, were a pair of 

quadrupole-magnet lenses, a switching magnet, a second set of quadrupole

magnet lenses, the scatter chamber, and a Faraday cup. The first pair 

of lenses focused the beam at a position midway to the switching magnet. 

A. radial and a vertical pair of slits located between the quadrupole 

magnets and the focus point were used to define the beam. The circular

pole, uniform-field, switching magnet bent the beam through 57° and 

created a focus at an analyzing slit. 

A quartz target could be placed at the analyzing-slit position. 

The fluorescent glow of the quartz induced by the beam was observed with 

a television camera and used as an indication of beam focus. Current 

adjustments in beam-transport elements were made to give a raidal focus 

at the analyzing-slit position. 

Beyond the analyzing slit a second pair of quadrupole-magnet 

lenses focused the beam at the center of the scatter chamber. A quartz 

target (see Fig. 3) with a slit cut out of the center was used to de

termine a proper focus in the scatter chamber. The beam current passing 

through the slit was maximized to ensure that the beam passed through 

the center of rotation of the chamber. 

B. 36-inch Scatter Chamber and Associated Equipment 

In Fig:;;. j and 4 the scatter chamber (SC) and associated equip

ment are shown. Basically the SC was a cylindrical section 12 in. high 

'and 36 in. in diameter. The chamber lid covered the entire cross section 

of the cylinder. A table which covered the entire floor of the chamber 

rotated 360 deg.The position of the table was given by digital voltmeter 

re~dput witp an error of ± 0.1 deg. 
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Between the Faraday cup and the scatter chamber were located two 

foil wheels and a plunger -typ e foil holder. Aluminum foils in the ;:ie de-
. 62 vices together with the range-energy tables of Williamson and Boujot 

were used to make an approximate determination of beam energy. The 

wheel nearest the. scatter chamber contained a blank hole and nine foils 

weighing approximately 1.8 to 9.3 mg/cm2 • The other wheel contained a 

blank hole and nine foils weighing approximately 10 tQ 90 mg/ cm2 • 'l'he 

plunger-type holder held one foil. The foil was placed in the beam for 

energy measurement and then withdrawn. The foil was easily changed 

through an air lock while the scatter chamber and beam line were main

tained under vacuum. 

On one side of the scatter chamber at an angle of 19 deg from 

the beam exit was located a port which held a monitor detector. 

A gas-handling rack, used to fill or to evacuate the gas cell, 

was mounted on a cart for convenient use. The rack could be connected 

externally to the hollow, target-positioning rod. The rack contained a 

manometer to monitor target gas pressure. It also contained a mercury 

toepler pump for transfer of gasses. 

C. Electronics 

The basic electronic block diagram is shown in Fig. 5. A detection 

and identification system described by Goulding et al. 63 ,64 for use with 

charged particles was employed. This system employed a ~ E plus E solid

state detector telescope for energy detection which also permitted use 

of an empirical power-law range-energy relationship for particle identi~ 

fication. Phosphorus-diffused or lithium-drifted silicon semiconductor 

detectors were used for the ~ E detector. The latter type were used 

for the E detector. Goulding65 has described the manufacture and charac

teristics of these devices. 

The preamplifiers (P.A.) used were a charge-sensitive type de

signated as 11 x 3391-P3. A similar but improved type designated 

11 X 4831-Pl has been described by Goulding et. al. 64 The preamplifiers 

were located inside the se in order to reduce the cable capacitance be

tween the detector and thus to improve the signal to noise ratio. 

.. 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of electronics. System 2 is similar to system 1. 
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The amplifiers and all other electronic equipment not discussed 

above were located in a counting room area. The Linear Amplifier System 
. 66 . 

11 X 1980P. was used for further amplification of signals. 

A. Particle Identifier 11 X 2650-P2 as described in the references 

noted above added the 6 E and E signals to give a total energy signal. 

It also generated an identification pulse with voltage magnitude propor

tional to the product MZ2 for a particle of mass M and charge Z. 

The identification signal was fed into a 4 Channel Router and 

Mixer Amplifier 11 X 2790P-l which contained four single channel analyzers 

(SCA) • Each SCA could be set to select a single particle type. When a 

particle of a type corresponding to a given SCA setting was identified that 

SCA generated a signal to be used for routing the coincident total energy 

signal to the proper block of storage in the multichannel pulse-height 

analyzer. 

,As noted earlier two detection systems were operated simultaneously. 

This required mixing of the two total energy signals in a mixer amplifier· 

in order to facilitate input into the same pulse-height analyzer. The 

identification pu1'se was ane.;!_yzed and stored in a RIDL 400 channel 

analyzer in addition to its use in the routers. 

A Nuclear Data multichannel pulse-height analyzer with a 4096 

Channel Arithmetic Unit ND-l60M was used for storage of total energy 

.. signals. Thi S analyz er wa s interfaced with a PDP -5 computer built by 

the Digital Equipment Corporation. The PDP-5 had an 8K, 12 bit word 

memory. Robinson67 has described this computer facility and its attendan~ 
equipment. Some associated external devices are CAL COMP plotter, type

writer, "micro" magnetic tape deck, IBM compatible tape deck, oscilloscope 

with accompanying light pen, paper tape reader, and paper tape punch. 

Light pen techniques were used for partial analysis or the data during 

the period of data collection. 

A monitor system with a single detector located in the SC port 
. . 

described in Sec. III-B was used. No particle identification was made 

for the monitor system. The energy signals were stored in a 400 Channel 

RIDL analyzer. The number of counts per microcoulomb of integrated 

beam in a spectrum peak (usually the peak due to elastic scattering) were 
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monitored. In this way changes in target thickness could be noted. The 

channel number of the spectrum pea1$:. was also monitored. A. change in 

beam angl/.'! could· change both the peak channel number and the counts per 

microcoulomb • 
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IV.' EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND RESULTS ' 

A brief description of-the experimental conditions and the methods 

of data reduction, together with a presentation of the ·data in final form 

will be found in this section. An examination of the data and comparison 

to other work will be made in Sec. V. A comparison of the data with 

theoretical calculations will be made in Sec. VI. 

,. 

A. Data Reduction Procedures 

Upon transfer of an energy spectrum from the Nuclear Data analyzer 

to the PDP-5 computer, the spectrum data were stored on a llmicroll magnetic 

tape. The spectrum was also plotted by means of the CAL COMP plotter. 

Strong transitions or tra~sitions to levels of particular interest 

were examined during the progress of the experiment. 

. by first displaying the spectrum on an oscilloscope. 

This was accomplished 

A peak was selected 

and the counts in the peak integrated using light-pen controls. The 

. computer was then used to calculate the differential cross section of 

the peak. In this manner the center-of-mass angular distribution of a 

level was obtained during the course of the run. 

At the conclusion of an experiment the IImicroll tapes were used 

to generate an IBM-compatible tape containing all spectra for use j.n 

further data analysis and for generating a numerical listing of the data. 

For final analysis the number of counts in a spectrum peak and 

the analyzer channel number of the peak were obtained by one of two 

methods: (1) by inspection of the peak on the plotted spectrum together 

with a manual summation from the numerical listing of the spectrum or 

(2) by use ofa computer program VFIT. 68 The program VFIT fitted peaks 

with Gaussian functions and then integrated the functions. Several 

Gaussians coliLd be used simultaneously to allow the·: separation 

of contributions to peaks that were not fully resolved from one another. 

VFIT also determined the peak channel number and calculated the differen

tail cross section and center-of-mass angle. 

The following equations were used for calculation of the differen

tial cross section in the center-of-mass system. 
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dO' 
dD c.m.:= 

CJ(e
L

) Z MR2 2.660 X 10-7 

BNA:t mb/sr 

:solid target 

dO' CJ(BL) Z (T+273)R
2 

SINBL 6.530 X 10-7 

mb/sr (46) dD c.m. = . BNP W 1 W2H2 ( 1 +R17~) . 

:gas target 

Quantities are defined as follows: 

C = number of counts in the peak 

J(BL) = Jacobian for the transformation from laboratory to 
center-of-mass system 

Z 

R 

B 

= charge of· an incident particle in units of electron 
charge 

= distance from the center of the target to the back 
of the detector slits 

= total ~Coulombs of beam charge integrated during 
measurement of the spectrum 

= number of target nuclei per molecule 

= molecular weight of the target in g/mole 

= solid target thickness in mg/cm2 

= width in inches of the gas-target defining slit 

= width of the detector slit 

= height of the detector slit 

= W2 X H2 = area of the detector slit 

= distance from the center of the gas target to the back 
of the gas-target defining slit 

= R - R 1 
= target-gas temperature in CO 

= target-gas pressure in cm of Hg 

= laboratory angle 

The excitation energies of levels e~cited in a reaction were 

determined by use of a computer program, LORNA. 69 From the peak channel 

numbers and the excitation energies of well identified levels excited 

in a reaction and using a polynomial of arbitrary degree, LORNA constructed 

an energy scale of excitation energy vs. channel number. The peak 
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channel number of an unidentified level was then compared to this energy 

scale and the excitation energy of the level determined. 

Data taken 'at 'several angles could be treated simultaneously by 

LORNA. The excitation energy of a level was then determined to be the 

average value obtained at the several angles. In practice, two or three 

levels of low excitation energy were taken as known values. Levels of 

a few MeV higher excitation energy could then be accurately assigned 

an excitation. energy. One or two of these latter levels could then be 

included with the known levels and another calculation made to identify 

unknown levels at still higher excitation energy, etc. The number of 

counts ,in a peak could also be included as input to LORNA and then the 

differential cross section and center-of-mass angle were also calculated •. 

Center-of-mass angles and the corresponding differential cross 

sections were used as input data for a program, TSECT, which calculated 

the total cross section over specified angular limits by use of the 

trapezoidal rule for numerical integration. 

B. 12C(3He ,p)14N 
12 3 14. . The C( He,p) N reaction was studied using an evaporated self-

12· 8 j' 2 supported C foil of 2 0 ± 25 I-lg cm thickness. A small contribution 

from the reaction 160 (3He,p)18F to the 1.131- and 0.93T-MeV levels of 

18F indicated 1-2% oxygen in the target. Data from 3He elastic scattering 
12 on a similar C target (see Sec. IV-C) were examined in order to 

estimate the amount of impurities in the target as evidenced by the pre

sence of impurity peaks .in the data." Oxygen was the most ab1ll1dant 

impurity observed. On this basis it was estimated that less than 2% of 

the target mass was due to impurities other than oxygen and hydrogen. 

An additional uncertainty in the measured cross sections arises from 

possible nonuniformity of the foil. 

The energy of the 3He beam, as determined by the range of the 

particles in Al (see Sec. III-B), was 20.3 MeV. A comparison of the 

eHe,p) reaction on ~ and on 12C leading to several excited states of 

14N, as ~iscussed belov, indicated a 3He energy of 20.1 MeV. 
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Two independent detector systems separated by 15° were used in 

the experiment. The smaller-angle system contained a 0.0043" thick 

phosphorus-diffused silicon 6 E detector and a 0.125" thick lithium

drifted silicon E detector with the latter placed at an angle of 40° 

to the scattered particle direction. 

with 0.0032" and 0.125" 6 E and E 

The larger-angle system was similar, 

detectors respectively. The solid 

angles subtended by the smaller- and larger-angle systems were 6.67 X 

10 -5 steradians and 7.25 X 10 -5 steradians' respectively. 

An energy spectrum taken at Blab; 30.4° is shown in Fig. 6. 
The full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of a spectrum peak for a "sharp" 

level appeared to vary with proton energy (i.e. with analyzer channel 

number). The FWHM ranged from about 80 keV at channel number 300 to 

~ 150 keV at channel number 600. This may have been due to the increasing 

rise time of the energy pulse as protons penetrated deeper into the E 

detector. 

The l2c(3He ,p)14N reaction Q-value is 4.7786 ± 0.0003 MeV. 70 

Background counts were arbitrarily subtracted from each spectrum 

as follows. No subtraction was made below an excitation of approxi

mately 8 MeV. By inspection a line was drawn from zero counts at 8 MeV 

with a slope increasing in counts with excitation energy. The line was 

drawn below the valleys of the spectrum. A second line was similarly 

. drawn with a sharper rise.vs. excitation energy and intersecting the 

·first at about 10.5 MeV." All counts below these two lines were sub

tracted as background. 

The program LORNA was used to assign excitation energy values 
14 to the observed levels of N. These experimentally determined values 

are listed in Table I. In addition to a few levels of l4N which were 

assumed to be known, the reaction ~(3He,p)3He was also assumed known. 

A peak corresponding to this latter reaction is shown in Fig. 6. The 

use of this impurity reaction in the determination of the energy scale 

had two valuable consequences: (1) confidence was placed in the energy 

assignment of levels in the region of 12 MeV excitation energy and (2) 

an independent determination of the 3He beam energy was made (see Sec. 

rr-A). 
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Fig. 6 .. Proton energy spectrum for the 12c(3He ,p)14N reaction at 
E(3He ) = 20.1 MeV. 
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'14 
Angular distributions for a number of N levels are shown in 

Figs. 15 to 19. Differential cross sections are tabulated in the Appendix. 

Errors, on the experimental ~oints represent statistical error orily. 

Total cross sections calculated between 10 0 and 70 0 center of 

mass are listed in Table I. The following estimated errors affect the 

relative cross sections: statistical error 5-10%, background subtraction 

'1-10% (for the states above 9 MeV). The errors for the strong states 

are the low limits. In addition to these errors the following would 

affect the absolute cross section: beam integration 3%, dead time and 

other electronic errors 2%, uncertainty in target thickness, 10%. From 

these estimates relative total cross sections are estimated to agree with 

5% - 15%, depending on the strength of the state. The absolute cross 

sections are expected to vary from 15% - 20% for levels below 9 MeV and 

due to errors in background subtraction, from,20% - 30% for higher ex

cited levels. 

C. 12C(3He,3He)12C 

The l2c(3He ,3He )12c reaction was studied using an evaporated, 
12 2 self-supporting C foil of 280 ± 25 flg/cm thickness. Target impurities 

were estimated as discussed in Sec. IV-B. 

The energy of the 3He beam, as determined by the range of the 

particles in Al (see Sec. III-B), was 20.1 MeV. 

The detector system contained a 0.0035" thick phorphorus-diffused 

silicon /::,. E detector and a 0.040" thick-lithium drifted silicon E 

detector. A solid angle of 7.19 X 10-5 steradians was subtended by the 

system. The FWHM of the elastic-scattering peak was approximately 160 

keVo Angular distribution for 3He particles scattered from the ground 

state (g.s,.) and 4.433-MeV level of 12C are shown in Fig. 13. Differen

tail cross ections are tabulated in the Appendix. Errors represent 

statistical error only. The following are estimated errors: beam 

integration 3%, uncertainty in the target thickness 10%, dead time and 

other electronic errors 2%, statistical and impurity peaks 3%. The 

absolute cross section of the g.s. is expected to be accurate within 

15%. The cross sections of the two levels are expected to be within 

5% relative accuracy. 

" 
f 



D. 160 c3He,p)18F 

The 160 eHe,py18F reaction was studied using O
2 

gas and the 

gas target described in Sec. III-B. A. gas pressure of 15.40 cm of 

Hg at 21.5°C was used. 'The gas was 99.7% 160 • The addiational 0.3% 

was due to impurities and other oxygen isotopes. The purity was de

termined using the suppliers analysis and the natural isotopic abundance 
16 3 ,of O. The energy of the He beam, as determined by the range of the 

particles in Al (see Sec. III-B), was 19.8 MeV at the center of the gas 

cell. 

Two independent detector systems separated by 20 ° were used in 

the experiment. The smaller-angle system contained a 0.0098" thick phos.,. 

phorus..;diffused silicon ,I:::. E detector and a 0.120" thick lithium

drifted silicon E detector with the latter placed at an agle of 40 ° to 

the scattered particle direction. The larger-angle system was similar, 

with 0.0010" and 0.120" I:::. E and E detectors respectively~ The solid 

; angles subtended by the smaller-: and larger-angle systems were 7.19 X 

'10-5 steradians and 6.75 x 10-5 steradians respectively. 

An energy spectrum taken at Blab = 25.1° is shown in Fig. 7. 

The FWHM of a spectrum peak for a, "sharp" level was approximately 140 

keV. 

The 160(3He ,p)18E reaction Q-value is 2.0334 ± 0.~009 MeV. 70 

Background counts were subtracted from each spe.ctrum as follows •. 

No subtraction was made below an excitation of approximately 6.5 MeV. 

By inspection, a line was drawn from zero counts at 6.5 MeV with a slope 

increasing in counts with excitation energy. The line was drawn below 

the valleys of the spectrum. All counts below this line were subtracted 

as background. 

The program LORNA was used to assign excitation energy values to 

the observed levels of l8F• These experimentally determined values are 

listed in Table II. 
18 Angular distributions for a number of F levels are shown in 

Figs. 21 to 24. Differential cross sections are tabulated in the Appendix. 

Errors on the experimental points represents statistical error only. 

Total cross sections calculated between 10° and 82° center of 

mass are listed in Table II. The following estimated errors affect the 

i 
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Fig. 7. Proton energy spectrum for the 160 (3He )p)18F reaction at 
E(p:) = 19.8 MeV. 
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cross s~ctions: beam integration 3%, dead time and other electronic 

errors 2.%, target thickness 1%, statistical and peak sep~ration 5-30%, 

background subtraction 1"'l0%~ Relative total cross se,ctions are esti

mated from these to agree within 5% - 30% depending on the strength of 

the state. The absolute cross sections are expected to vary from 10% 

to 40% depending on the strength of the state and the background sub

traction 
,. 

E. l60(a,dl8F 

The l6b(a,d)18F reaction was studied using 02. gas and the gas 
. 16 

target described in Sec. III-B. Gas with 99.4% 0 and a pressure of 

17.85 cm of Hg at 2.3.4°c was used. The additional 0.6% of the gas was 

d~e to impurities and other oxygen isotopes. The purity was determined 

using the suppliers analysis and the natural isotopic abundance of 160 • 

The energy of the a-particle beam, as determined by the range of 

the particles in Al (see Sec. III-B), was 40.3 MeV at the center of the 

gas cell. 

The single detecting system subtended an angle of 7.17 X 10-5 

steradians. 

An energy spectrum taken at Blab = 2.0.4° is shown in Fig. 8. 

The FWHM of a spectrurh. peak for a "sharp" level was approximately 135 

keV. 

The l60(a,d)18F~eaction Q-value is -16.32.01 ± 0.0009 MeV. 70 

Background was subtracted from each spectrum as follows. No 

suotraction was made. below an excitation of approximately 6 MeV. By 

inspection, a line was drawn from zero counts at 6.5 MeV with a slope 

increasing in counts with excitation energy. The line was drawn below 

the valleys of the spectrum. All counts below this line were subtracted 

as ba ckground. 

The program LORNA. was used to assign excitation energy values 
18 '.' to the observed levels of F. These experimentally determined values 

are listed in Table II. Total cross sections calculated between 10° and 

82.° center of mass are also listed in Table II. Differential cross 

sections are tabulated in the Appendix. Error on the experimental points 
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16 18 Fig. 8. Deuteron energy spectrum for the O(a,d) F reaction at 
E(a) = 40.3 MeV. 
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represents statistical error only. . The following estimated errors 

affect the cross sections: beam integration 3%, dead time and other 

electronic errors 2%, target thickness 1%, background subtraction 1-5%, 

statistical and peak separation 5-15%. Relative total cross sections 

are estimated from these to agree within 5% - 10% depending on the 

strength of the state. The absolute cross sections are expected to 

vary from 10% to 20% depending on the strength of the state and this 

amount of background subtraction. 
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V. SPECTROSCOPY AND MECHANISM BY EXAMINATION OF 
DATA. AND COMPARISON TO OTHER WORK 

A. Discussion of Mechanism 

The l2C(3He ,p)14N reaction has been studied by. several workers. 

Holbrow et al. 7l and Priest et al. 72 studied this reaction at a 3He 

energy of 14 MeV. The latter obtained angular distributions to the 
14 ground state and first two excited states of N (see Figs. 9-11). 

Rivet
4 

obtained angular distributions to the ground state and first two 

excited states of l4N at a 3He energy of 31 MeV. 

Hinds and Middleton73 obtained excitation functions at 10° 
14 laboratory for the ground state and six excited states of N from the 

(3He ,p) reaction at 3He energies of 5.7 to 10.23 MeV. All excitation 

functions show strong fluctuations over this energy range. Angular dis

tributions for these levels were taken at several energies. Angular 
. 14 . 

distributions for the ground state of N all peak at zero degrees ex-

. cept the angular distribution at E(3He ) = 10.14 MeV (see Fig. 9). At 

this energy the angular distribution has a maximum at approximately 30° 

c.m and then decreases at smaller angles. 

At 3He energies higher than 10 MeV the transition to the l4N 

ground state continues to show an angular distribution decreasing at 

zero degrees with a first maximum moving from about 25°c~m. to 15°c.m. as 

the energy is increased from 14 MeV72 to 31 MeV. 4 It will be shown in 

Sec. VI that the transition l2c(3He ,p)14N to the l4N ground state, if 

a direction two-nucleon stripping transition, should proceed predominantly 

by an L = 2 transfer. The angular distribution shape just discussed 

is an L = 2 shape (see Fig. 17). The change in the form of the ground 

state angular distribution in the energy region of 5 to 10 MeV suggests 

a changing reaction mechanism in this region. 
14 Angular distributions for N states at 2.311 MeV (Fig. 10) and 

the 3.9+5 MeV (Fig. 11) also show a change in character between 5.98-

and 10.14-MeV incident 3He energies, although the change isn't as pro-. 

nounced as in the case of the ground-state transition. It is also 

interesting to note that the e?velope of the angular distributions for 

all energies is nearly flat for angles larger than 60° or 70° center 

of mass. If a constant cross section magnitude at back angles was due 
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entirely to compound-nuclear effects, the cross section envelope might 

be expected to decrease with increasing angle for the reaction at higher 

3He energies. The fact that this trend is not observed suggests that 

effects other than compound-nuclear effects also influence the back

angle cross sections. 

Fulbright etal. 74 have measured, simultaneously, excitation 

functions of the differential cross sections at 10° laboratory for the 

reactions 12C(3He ,p)14N and l2c(3He ,n)140 to the ground state of ;U+O 

and the l4N analog state at 2.31l-MeV excitation energy. 3He energies 

ranged from 65 MeV to 11 MeV. The excitation functions showed a strong 

energy dependence and neutron and proton angular distributions showed a 

forward peaking characteristic of direct reactions. Total and differen

tial reaction cross sections for the reaction l2c(3He ,n)140 have also 

been measured by O$good et al. 75 and by Desh~ande et al. 16 for 3He 

energies below 11 MeV. These workers also found strong energy dependence 

in the cross sections for this reaction in this energy region. These 

data suggest that 12C(3He ,n or p) reactions proceed in large measure by 

compound-nucleus mechanism below an energy of at least 12 MeV. 

,Manley77 has obtained angular distributions for neutrons from 

the reaction l2c(3He ,n)140 to the ground state of ~40 at 3He 

energies of 19, 22, and 25 MeV. The differential cross section at 0° 

and 19 MeV 3He is about 3.4 mb/ sr. This value is in good agreement 

with a value of 2 x 1.8 = 3.6 mb/sr obtained by extrapolating to 0° 

data reported herein for the reaction l2c(3He ,p)14N to the 2.31l-MeV 

analog state. The factor of 2 is necessary to correct for the different 

value of bST
2 in the two reactions (see Sec. II-B), Bryant et a1. 78 

have measured the differential cross section at 0° for the (3He ,n) 

reaction on l2C at 25 MeV 3He and obtained a value of 4.3 ± 0.6 mb/sr 

which is in reasonable agreement wi~h these data and the 31 MeV data 

of Rivet. 4 

Eccleshall and Yates79 have measured excitation functions of the 

differential cross section for the reaction 160 (3He ,p)18F to the ground 

state and first excited state of 18F at angles of 15° and 60° between 

3He energies of 4 and 8.5 MeV. Resonant structure was observed in all 

four excitation functions. Hinds and Hinds80 extended these excitation 
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functions to 11 !4:M~V3He ~artic1es. No resonance structure was observed 

above 8~5,MeV: Hinds' and Midd1eton81 have measured the angular distri

bution to the ground state and fou:x. excited state of 18F at E(3He ) =5.9 

and 9.16 MeV (see Fig; 12). ,Angular distributions are similar at both 

energies. 

, Hinds and Hinds 80' also studied the reacti.on 160 (3He ,P'Y)18F at 

10 MeV 3He • They measured the angular 

gamma rays from the first excited state 

tons detected at angles of 36° and 71°. 

correlation of the 0.937-MeV 
:18 ' " 

of, ' F in coincidence with pro-

They concluded from their study 

that a direct, two-nucleon stripping process is the predominant reaction 

mechanism for this reaction at 10 MeV. These studies suggest that at a 

,3He energy near 12 MeV a direct reaction mechanism cOntributes more to 

the (3He ,p) reacti~n on 160 than .on l2C. 

Agu:llaret' a1. 82 have studied the 160 (3He ,p)18F reaction at 

E(3He) = 29 'MeV. FUhlhbfer and Bock5 ,83 have studied this reaction at 

18 ,MeV 3He ,energY. ' •• Theselatterworkers obtain angularg,istributions 
.,. " '''''18' 

t.o the' ground state (Fig. 12) and nine excited states of F.Tngeneral 

our values for the cross sections taken atE(3He ) = 20 MeV are 40% 
e' 

lower than the 18 MeV values. An error of 30% in the cross section 

magnitude is reported for the 18 MeV data. With this uncertainty in the 

cross section, the 20 MeV e.nd 18 MeV data cannot be said to disagree. 

. Figure 12 shows that the shape of the proton angular distributions 

for the 160(3He,p)18Fground state transition at 3He energies from 6 to 

20 MeV are similar. This is in contrast to the observations on the 12C_ 
14 " 

'N system which showed a change in the proton angular-distribution 

character over this energy range. 
, 78 " 

Bryant et ale have measured the differential cross section at 
M 3 W 3 ' ' 

'0° for the O( He,n) Ne reaction at E( He) = 25 MeV and found a value 

of 2.0 ± 0.4 mb/sr. ,This is lower ,than , might be expected in comparison 

to the data of PUhlhofer and Bock5 and this work. 

Manley and stein84 studied the (3He ,n) reaction at 19, 22 and 25 

MeV 3He on a number of nuclei from Be to Ag with oxYgen included as one 

of the targets. These data together with data taken by Manley77 9n 

carbon at the same energies were analyzed to determine the proportion of 

direct mechanism and compound-nuclear mechanism contributing to the 
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reactions at the energies studied. Data 'Were taken such that a total 

neutron spectrum at a given angle 'Was seRarated into three groups de

pending upon the neutron energy: ~ El from 1 to 4.5 MeV, ~ E2 from 4.5 
to 12 MeV, a~d ~'E3 from i2 MeV to the maximum energy neutron. Angular 

distributions for each of the three energy regions 'Were obtained, 

The cross sections expected for each energy region from a compound

nucleus mechanism, based upon a simple model giving isotropic, center-
" of-mass angular distributions, 'Were calculated and arbitrarily normalized 

to the eXperimental angular distributions. The experimental angular 

distributions 'Were similar to those calculated at angles larger than 

approximately 60° laboratory angle. 

The 0° differential cross sections 'Were also compared to the cal

culation. The cross section for energy groups ~ El and ~ E2 (En < 12 MeV) 

agreed 'Within a factor of t'Wo 'With the calculated values for compound-

nucleus mechanism, but the high neutron energy group ~E3 'Wasapproxi

mately a: fa Gto!,. of ten greater than the calculation. Neutrons from group 
.~ .. , . ," 

.~ E3 correspond to formation of states near the g.s. 'While the other two 

groups correspond to higher excited states. The results of this 'Work 

indicate, as is to be expected, that inasmuch as the emission of a neutron 

from a compound-nuclear system becomes less probable 'With increasing 

emission energy, a direct reaction mechanism 'Will dominate for the for

mation of states 'With the highest energy scattered neutrons. 

The 'Work of Manley and Stein84 then suggests that for the t'Wo-

7 nucleon transfer reaction studied the excitation of 10'W-lying states, 

particularly for small scattering angle, is predominantly by a direct 

reaction mechanism. It also suggests that back-angle cross sections in

clude contributions from compound-nucleus mechanisms. 

In summary the following can be noted. The model used by Manley' 
84 -- -

and Stein 'Was very simple and their appli-cation of it gave only quali-

tative information. The excitation functions discussed 'Were taken at 

energies about one half of that used in the experiments reported herein. 

Comparison of a few data in the energy region of these experiments sug

gests a smoothly varying excitation function. From these considerations 

a quantitative determination of the amount of compound-nuclear contribution 
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to reactioris studied cannot be made. It is,; however, safe to conclude 

that compound-nuclear contributions are significant in the differential 

cross sections at angles greater than about 90 0 center of mass. There 

is some suggestion that compound-nuclear effects are smaller in the 

160 system than in the l2C system. 

Possible multi-step mechanisms involving inelastic excitations 

in the entrance and exit channels of direct reactions were discussed in 
12 

Sec. II-C. In C the B(E2) for the quadrupole transition between the 
+ + o ground state and the 2 , 4.43~MeV excited state is 5 - 8 times the 

single-particle B(E2). 61,85 'l'his strong coupling suggests the possi

bility of a two-step mechanism in the (3He ,p) reaction under consideration. 
12 + 

The spectroscopic factors for two-nucleon transfer between the C 2 
14 state and states of N must, however, be compared to spectroscopic 

factors for the direct, single-step process before an estimate of the 

magnitude of multi-step processes can be made. 

For 160 the B(E2) between the ground state and the first 2+ level 

is 2 3 times the single-particle value. This would suggest less multi
+ step contribution to reaction cross sections than through the 2 level' 

in the case of a l2C target. The first 3- level of 160 may be more 
+ 61 strongly excited than the 2 level and, therefore, may make a contri-

bution to a mUlti-step process. As stated above, however, the spectro

scopic factors for transfer between states of l8F and 160 must be known 

before an estimate of mUlti-step contributions can be made. 

The 160 (a,d)18F reaction has previously been studied by Harvey 

et, a1. 2,3 at alpha particle energies of 47 MeV and 52 MeV. A compari

son of these data to the data reported in this work taken at an alpha 

energy of 40 MeV .shows that general characteristics of the data are the 

same at all three energies. Compound-nuclear effects are expected to 

be negligible at these alpha particle energies. 
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B~" Spectrosc'opy of Nitrogen 14 
14 . 

Table I contains a listing of all the known levels of N below 

an excitation ener[SY of 13.2 MeV and a few additional levels above this 

energy which are applicable to the two-nucleon transfer reaction under 

discussion. The energies listed in column one and the spin, parity and 

isospin assignments are those in the compilation of Ajzenberg-Selove and 
~... . . 

Lauritsen or are taken from the references listed. The third column 

contains the experimentally determined excitation energies and errors 

obtained in this work. 

The fourth column contains the integrated cross sections between 

10° and 70° center of mass from the present experiment. These limits 

were chosen to give a constant range of integration for all levels and 

in addition, this is the region of best agreement between the experi

mental and theoretical angular distributions. The dominant configu;ra

tions of the energy levels are given in cases where they have been 

assigned. The mixing coeffici~nts given are taken from the calculations 
87 .'., h . h' 88 'of True . and Co en and Kura t • . 

Selection rules for (3He ,p) reactions have been discussed in 

Sec. II-A and II-B. For this reaction on a target of spin zero, the 

spin 'J
2 

,and isospin T2 of the final state are just equal to the 

transferred quantities J and T. For f~nal states of isospin one, 

the intrinsic spin S transferred must be zerOj therefore, the final 

state spin J2 equals L, the transferred angular momentum. Inasmuch 

as the parity of the final state is odd or even as L is odd or even, 

T ~ 1 states of unnatural parity are forb~dden in the reaction. 

For final states of isospin zero the intrinisic spin transfer 

is one. In this ,c~se 

and L must be, odd or even as the parity of the final state is odd or 

even. All T ~ 0 natural-parity states are, therefore, restricted to a 

single value of L transferred as in the case of T = 1 statesj how

ever, for T = 0 unnatural-parity states, two values of L are allowed 

by the selection rules. The proper mixing of the two allowed L values 
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in a transition clm be a sensitive measure of the correctness of a 

theoretical calculation as wili be seen in Sec. VI. 

By the selection rules, as just discussed, transitions to a 

number of levels i~ l4N via the l2c(3He ,p)14N reaction are restricted 

to a single L value. These restricted tran~itions were used to 

identify the angular distribution shape peculiar to a given L transfer. 

Figures 15 to 17 contain angular distributions for transitions proceeding 

.via L:::: 0, 1 and 2 respectively. Figure '18 contains L:::: 3 angular 

distributions. 

Note that the 8.71- and 9.508-MeV levels are unnatural-parity 

states of T:::: 1 and are, therefore, not allowed. Neither of these 

levels is observed above the tail of the neighbor level peak. 

The 8.489-MeV level has been assigned J:::: 4- by Detenbeck et 

a1. 89 who suggest a (p3/2) -1(pl/2),2(d5/2) configuration for this state. 

The observation90 ,9l of this level in the reaction 12c(a,d)14N confirms 

the T:::: ° assignment. By spin selection rules both L:::: 3 and 5 

transitions are allowed for this state. The above proposed configuration 

would, however, restrict the L to a value of 3 only. As can be seen 

in Fig. 18, this transition does proceed by anL :::: 3 transition which 

confirms the negative-parity assignment and is consistent with the 

suggested configuration. 
14 All of the known energy levels of N below 8.7 MeV excitation 

energy are reso~ved by this' work. Three levels near 9 MeV are, however, 

not resolved. The level of lowest energy in this group is a known 3-, 

T :::: 1 level. The next level is the giant level seen by Harvey et 
.~ ~ . + in the C(a,d) N reaction, and asslgned by them to be J:::: 5 • 

2 a1. 

Dentenbeck et al. 89 have also measured the excitation energy of this 
+ 

level and confirmed the 5 assignment. 

The third level of the group has been studied by Latorre and 

Armstrong. 92 They have assigned a spin and parity of 2+ and a configu-
87 ration of (2s,1~) to this level. In the calculations by True for 

14 + . 
levels of N a 2 T:::: ° state of (2s,ld) configuration is predicted at 

an excitation energy of 8.8 MeV. 
14 

known level of N at 10.09 MeV. 

This level was associated with the 

Kashy et al. 93 have shown a pre
+ 

ference for a 1 
+ 

assignment for the 10.09 MeV level although the 2 
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value could not be eliminated as a possibility. On the basis of these 
+ 87 .' 

data, the 2 T:::: 0 level predicted by True to be at 8.8 MeV is as-
.' . + 14 

signed to the known 2 T:::: 0 level of N at.8.979 MeV. 

The9.388-MeV level has also been studied by Latorre and 

Armstrong92 .andthey restrict the spin and parity assignment of this 

level to 2 or 3-. By the spin and parity selection rules only an L:::: 

3 transition is possible for a 3 spin and parity assigrunent. Both 

L :::: 1 and 3 are allowed for a 2 assigrunent. A comparison of the 

angular distribution of this level with other L :::: 1 transitions (Fig. 

16) indicates that the transition to the 9.388-MeV level of l4N is pre

dominantly L :::: 1 which restricts the spin and parity of this level to a 

·value of 2-. 
101 Rose et. al, have shown the 10.2l3-MeV level to be of spin 

+ 
and parity 1 and, . further, that the level is mos~ likely T p O. This 

level is not observed by Pehl et , al. 9l and Zafiratos et al. 90 in the 
12 ()14 ... . 

. . C a,d N reaction. As indicated in Table I this level was not ob-

served in the (3He ,p) reaction either. (In Fig. 6 the position of this 

level is indicated and a small peak is apparent at this excitation 

energy; however, this is the only spectrum, among all those taken, which 

has a peak at this excitation energy.) 
+ 87 . 

A 1 T:::: 0 level predicted by True at a calculated energy of 
+ 14 

9.3 MeV was associated by him with the 9.702-MeV 1 T:::: 0 level of N. 

This level is observed in both the (a,d) and (3He ,p) reactions. It ., 
+ will be shown in Sec. VI that True IS 1 T:::: 0 level is not expected to 

·be observed. For this reason the predicted level is tentatively re

assigned to the 10.2l3-MeV level of l4N, which, as is mentioned above, 

.' was not observed. 

Th~ 10.85-MeV level of l4N is strongly excited in the l2c(a,d)14N 

reactions. 90, 91 This suggests that the level has a high spin and T :::: O. 

The an'gular distribution of protons from the l2c(3He ,p)14N reaction 

exciting this level, as shown in Fig. 18, indicates a transition of 

L :::: 3 or greater. The calculations by True87 indicate that transitions 

. in this region should involve L :::: 4 or less. The spin and parity of 
- ± 4± + ·this level are then· restricted to values of 2 , 3, , 5. The strong 

. population of this level suggest that it has a simple,2-particle 
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Table I. ( continued) 

EXperimental This Work Dominant Configurations b References 

Energy J'TT T Energy a 
(j 

(MeV) (MeV ± keV) (mb) 

8.489 4-0 8.47 30 1.82 (P3/2)-~1(pl/2)~(d5/2) 89-91,94; 107 --~ 

8.617 O:t 1 8.61 34 0.68 -0.907(sl/2)2- 0.308(d5/2)2 87,90,92,94-,95, 
99,105 

8.71 0 - 1- 1.000(pl/2,sl/2) ) -

87, 92,~, 95, 99, 
105,106,108 

8·906 3 - 1 -0. 994 (p1/2,d5/2) - 0.086(d5/2,f7/2) 87,92,94,95,99, 
105,106 

8.963 
+ I 8·96 15.88 -0.995(d5/2)2 + 0.098(f7/2)2 2,3,87,89-91, 5 0 19 

-, 107,109 ' 
I 

8·979 2+ 0 J -0.850(sl/2,d5/2) + 0.420(sl/2,d3/2) 87,92; 94-
0'\ 
~ 

] 9.15 (p3/2) -1(pl/2)2(Sjd) 
I - 0 18 3·64 89,90 9.129 2 

+ - 1 
87,88,90,94-,96, 9·17 2 1_ ~.7(sl/2,d5/2), ~.7(p3/2,pl/2)- . 
99,106,107,110 

9.388 2- OC 9·39 26 2·71 90-92,94-

9.508 - 1 -0.999(pl/2,d5/2) + 0.026(pl/2,d3/2) 87,90:-92,94-,95,-2 
99,105,106 

+ 
9·702 -1 0 9·70 22 1.56 90-92,94 

10.096 
+ (1 )0 10.08 18 1.63 90-94-

10.213 1 + (o)c 0.695(d5/2)2 - 0.532(81/2)2 87,92,94-,101 

10.431 
+ 10.43 2.76 ~.7(s1/2,d5/2), ~.7(p3/2,p1/2)-1 87,88,90-92,94-2 1 20 

96,99,106,110 

10·55 (1-) 10·56 28 0·56 90,93 

10.85 (4+)Oc 10.81 23 1.01 0.770(d3/2,d5/2) + 0.640(pl/2,f7/2) 87,90,91 

• to ( 
... _.,,"" .. - -_ .. " .......... . ~ .. --..-... ~,,--.~.--~ .... ~.---.-....,---------..--~-.-.;--'" 
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Table I. (continued) 

~ Experiinehtal This Work .Dominant Configurations References b 

Energy J'TT T Energy a 
cr 

(MeV) (MeV ± keV) (mb) 

11.06 + 11.06 0·98 1 0 50 90,91 

11.23 (3'-)1 ] 11.,27 50 90,93 
- 90,92 11.299 2 0 
+ 40 11·39 (1 )0 11.39 93 
+ 

11·51 3 0 11.51 30 90 
11.66 11.66 40 

11.74 + rl
.
79 1 110 

11~80 (2 +) I 
0\ 

(2 +) 
I\) 

11·97 11·95 30 I 

12.05 
12.21 3 
12.29 
12.41 4- 0 12.40 30 3.41 90,91 

12·52 12·50 20 2.18 

12.61 + 12.63 25 1.51 3 
--12.69 3 

]12.74 12.80 4+ 30 8·90 
12.83 4- 0 90,91,109 

12·95 (4 +) 12·90 25 5.74 

(13. 05) (0) 90 
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Table.I. (continued) 

. EXp·e':d.mental This Work' Dominant Configurations 

Energy J7T T Energy a 
(J 

(MeV) (MeV ± keV) (mb) 

13·17 0- ,1-0 13·15 . 40 
+ 

13·72 1- 1 . ' ... , . , (p3/2 ,p1/2)-1 

14.84 0 14.91 60 

15·5 (6-)0 15.8 200 (d5/2,f7/2) 

16.5 0 

17·3 0 17.4 200 

aTotal cross section integrated between 10° and 70° center of mass. 
b References used other than 86. 

CJ 7T and/or configu~ation proposed by this work. 

q ., ~ 

.' b 
References 

90 

96 
111 

87,91, 109, III 

111 

91,109,111 

, . 

.1 
0\ 
\>J 

I 
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configuration. All of the energy levels ,of 14N predicted by True87 

below an excitation energy of 10 MeV have been uniquely associated with 

known level~ of 14N• It is, therefore, reasonable to attempt to associate 

a l~vel predicted by True with this 14N level. By the spin and parity 

restrictions discussed above only two predicted levels can be considered; 
+ + ' 

a 3 T::; 0 at 11.0 MeV and a 4 T::; 0 at 10.8 MeV. As will be shown in 
+ Sec. VI a transition to the 3 would be very weak while a transition to 

4+ "8 14 the would be very strong. On this basis the 10. 5-MeV level of N is 
+ tentatively assigned 4 T::; O. The configuration predicted by True is 

indicated in Table: I. 

A'region of levels between 12.4 MeV and 13.2 MeV is strongly popu

lated by the reaction under discussion. A strong population of levels in 
, 90 91 12 14 

this region has also been observed' in the C(a,d) N reaction and 

in the reaction 12C(1~,9Be)14N carried out by Sachs, Chasman and Bromley.109 

A, 4+ T ::; 1 state of (d5/2)2 configuration is predicted by True 

tobe at an energy of 12.0 MeV. A comparison between the (CX,d) reaction, 

which could not excite aT::; 1 state, and the (3He ,p) reaction, which 

could excite the T ::; 1 state, should allow identification of T ::; 1 levels 
+ 

in this region. Two levels in this region are proposed to be 4. One 

of these may be the T ::; 1 (d5/2)2 level. As is shown in Table I, five 

levels can be individually resolved in the data from the 12C(3He ,p)14N 

reaction. A composite peak containing three levels is also observed. 

The (a,d) data of Pehl et al. 91 has insufficient energy reso

lution for comparative purposes. The (a,d) data of Zafiratos et al. 90 

has better energy resolution and should be useful for comparison. These 

workers report a very strong peak at an excitation energy of 13.05 MeV. 
14 

An examination of Fig. 6 reveals that an excitation of 13.05 MeV in N 

_~s in the region of a sharp minimum between the 12.95- and 13.17-MeV 

levels indicating very little excitation of a level at this excitation 

energy. It seems quite unreasonable to suppose a level so strongly 

populated in an (a,d) reaction would not be excited at all in a (3He ,p) 

reaction. Data from both reactions have been carefully checked90 in 

an effort to solve this apparent discrepance in excitation energy assign

ments, nevertheless the discrepancy still remains. It is, 'therefore, 
, 4+ not possible to assign the T::; 1 state by a comparison of the results 

from the two reactions with these data. 
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Fig. 17 contains a group of L = 2 angular distributions. There 

is a distinct differenc~ between the angular distributions for the ground 

state and the 7.029-MeV levels in comparison with that for the 6~44-MeV 

level. The two former levels are of (p)2 configuration while the latter 

is of an (s,d)2 configuration. These data suggest angular distributions 

may be dependent, to some degree, upon nuclear shell effects. 

C. Spectroscopy of Fluorine 18 

The low-lying energy levels of nuclei in the ma ss 18 hlobar 

arise from three basic configurations. First positive-parity states' are 

the (s,d) shell coupled to a expected to arise from two particles in 
16 " 112 113 

• closed 0 core. ' 
114 Second, as pointed'out by Brown and Green, 

three observations ,lead to the postulation of a two-hole-four-particle 

(2h4p) deformed configuration in mass 18 nuclei: (1) alpha scattering 

on 160 excites levels which can be fit into a rotational band, (2) 

, strong E2 transitions were observed in 160 and 180, and (3) a 0+ and 

2+ level 'in 180 at excitation energies of about 5.5 MeV can not be ex_ 
18 + 

plained by the simple shell model. There also exists in F a 1 at 
+ 1.7 MeV excitation and a 2 at 2.5 MeV which are not accounted for by 

the shell model. 

Engelandl15 and Federman and Talmil16 ,117 have shown, that, in-
, 18 . , 

deed, the extra states of 0 are described by mixing 2h4p deformed 

states with the shell model states. A deformed state with a (pl/2)-2 

(s,d)4 configuration is assumed by these workers. Their calculations 

suggest that the shell-model states contain 10% to 20% deformed character. 
, 118 

Calculations by Brown and Green indicate an even larger contribution 

of deformed character. 

Arima et al. 119, on the basis of a weak-coupling mod~l, have 
2 4 + 18 

proposed a (pl/2)j=1(s,d)J=O configuration for the 1 level of F at 

,,:8 = 1. 7 MeV. Kuo and Brown120 have shown that the 2h4p states in l8F 
x ' 

, should lie at approximately 2.5 MeV excitation. This configuration 

would account for the positive-parity levels in this region. 

- .. 

I 
i 
i 
.t , 
! 
t 

t 
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The third type of levels to be found in these nuclei are negative

parity levels. Harvey12l has proposed that these levels arise from a 

(p)-1(s,d)3; lh3p configuration. 

If 160 is predominantly a closed shell it follows that only the. 

simple (s,d)2, shell-model states would be populated in a two-nucleon 

stripping reaction on an 160 target. states with lh3p or 2h4p character 
16 are expected to proceed through small components of 0 or through 

more complicated mechanisms. 

A b
· 18 . 

. comparison etween known levels of F and levels excited 

strongly enough for positive identification in the l60 (a,d)18F and 160 (3He , 

p)18F reactions is made in Table II. In accordance with the selection 

rules discussed in Sec. V-B the (a,d) reaction is expected to strongly 
18 excite onlyT = 0 states of F. On this basis a number of states are 

definitely or tentatively assigned T = 0 as indicated in Table II. Other 

T = 0 assignments are confirmed by this work. 
122 . 18 

Ollerhead et al. have made tentative assignments for F 

levels corresponding to the T = 1 levels of 180 • The levels at 1.042 

and 3.060 MeV excitation energy are well established as indicated in the 

references of Table II. Note the 3.06-MeV level is not excited in the 

(a,d) reaction. It is, however, excited in the (3He ,p) reaction and, 

although not resolved from the 3.134-MeV level is dominant over it as 

indicated by the excitation energy of the spectral peak corresponding 

to these two levels. 
+ + 

Assignment of the 4.651-, 4.741- and 4.964-MeV levels as 4 , 0 
+ and 2 T = 1 levels respectively is consistent with the decay-scheme 

work referred to in Table II. It is also consistent with the level 
18 spacing in 0 as is shown in Fig. 20. The decay-scheme work, however, 

could not rule against the possibility that the 4.400-MeV state could 
+ be the 4 T = 1 state, As is shown in Table II, the 4.400-MeV level is 

excited in the (a,d) reaction and therefore must be assigned T = O. On 

the other hand·the 4.651-,4.741-, and the 4.964-MeV levels are not 

excited by the (a,d) reaction and are excited by the (3He ,p) reaction. 

These observations confirm the T = 1 assignments to the three levels 

under consideration. 
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Table II. Fluorine 13: energy levels ana cross sections at E(3He ) = 19.8 MeV ana E(a) = 40.3 MeV. 

Experim~ntal This Work Dominant References a 

160~a,a)18F 160(3He ,p)18F Configuration 
a J7T Tb · Energy c Energy a Energy a a 

(MeV) (MeV ± keV) (mb) (MeV ± keV) , (mb) , 

0.0 
" + 

l 0 0.0 17 0.85 0.0 7 2.42 (s,a) 2 79,123-126 
+ 0.934 14 1.89 8 6.10 (s ,a)2 0·9371 3 0 0·937 79,123,125-127 

1.0417 + 

11.111 
2 79,123-128 . '0 1 (s,a) 

: 1.0807 0-0. 
] 1.119 

(p) -1(s,a)3 79,121,123,125-127,129~i31 
+ 16 8.46 7 4.96 2 79,123,125-127 1.1310 5 0 (s ,a) 

1·7005 1+ 0 1·716 18 0.13 1.680 24 0.45 (-2 4 p) (s,a) 119,120,123,125-127,132 

2.1008 - 2.100 11 0.27 2.096 13 ' 1.05 . (p) -1(s,a)3 121,125-127,129,130 2 0 
+ oe 2.541 18 0.46 -2 4 I 

2·5235 2 19 0.10 2·509 (p) (s,a) , 120,123,125-127,132 0\ 
-.J 

3·0603 
+ 

] 3. 062, . 15 3·0~ 
2 122-128,132 

I 

2 1 (s ,a) 
- 3·122 14 0.13 (p) -1(s,a)3 121,123,125-~27,132 3·1339 1 0 

3.3581 2, (3) + oe 3·363 20 0.22 3·352 16 0·70 (s,a) 2 123,125-127,131,132 

3.7248 
10] 

13.830 

2 126,127,131 (s,a) 

3· 790 1,2, (3-) 0 (p) -1(s,a)3 121,126,127,131 

3.8385 2+ oe 3·808 12 0.89 6.41 2 126,127,131 12 (s,a) 

4.108 1,2,(3) Oe] 4.140 12 0.44 ] 4.134. 11 1.02 131 

4.218 1, (2) . 126,131 

4.350' 2,3 J 4.393 ] 4.378 
126,131 

4.400 .>'2 oe 9 . 0.55 9 1.90 126,131 

4.651 4 + l e 
. ) 4.651 2.45 2 122,124-126,128,131 12 (s,a) 

4.741 . + l e 2 122,124,126,128,131 0 (s,a) 

" 

~ 
~~~1'f._>_"'~~-"--____ .~ ____ '_'" .. ~ .. 1.\. ___ .. 
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Table II. (continued) 

Experimental This Work Dominant References 
a 

160(0: ,d) 18F 160(3He ,p)18F Configuration 
a J7T Tb Energy c Energy d 

Energy (J (J 

(MeV) (MeV ± keV) (mb) (MeV ± keV) (mb) 

4.844 J, oe 4.852 10 0.55 4.843 12 1.36 131 

4.964 
+ 

l
e 4·967 2 21 0.61 (s,d) 

2 122,128,131 

5·295 Oe 5·266 34 .., 5.297 25 0.48 131 

5·502 

5.594 (4 +)oe \°.37 J5.601 
2 

] 5·590 27 12 2·71 (s ,d) 

5·662 (1,2-) (1) 122 

5.786 oe 5.785 31 
6.092 6.105 8 5·62 

I 
0\ 
co 

6.139 Oe 6.139- 1:68 
I 

12 

6.233 2C)(1) 

J6.265 

122 

6.247 (1+) 13 3·38 

6·376 
6.472 . 

6·556 
+ e (3,4,5 )0 6.548 18 0.60 

6.634 

6.636 1 

.6·765 
] 6.807 J6.779 6.800 2- Oe 10 1.17 7 7.67 

6.859 
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Table II. (continued) 

Experimental This Work Dominant References a 

160~a,d)18F 160~3He,p)18F Configuration 
a J7T Tb Energy c Energy d Energy (j (j 

(MeV) (MeV ± keV) (mb) (MeV ± keV) (mb) 

7.185 (~ +)Oe ] 7.191 8 1.92 J7.206 .. 

j.08 
' .... 

(1 +) 9 .,. 

7.26 

7·315 (3-)(1) }.434 

" , 122 
7.493 (3-)(0)e 13 0·5l 
7.54 

7·60 (o)e 
] 7.658 J7.6~6 4.18 7.69 (o)e .' 12 0·50 14 

I ' 

7·72 0\ 
'-0 

(2 -) Oe l874. 
22 ' 4.06 

I 

7.88 J 7·871 11 0.52 

7.']2 (1 +) 

8.07 ' 
8.20 

8.22 

8.36 .' .. -
. oe 8.596 19 0·37 .' 

8·98 (O)e J8.861190 0.43 

J9.145 9·17 32. 3.38 

9·35 1 

! c 
-::- :~·4.-- .-~ ........ --:- ; -.......... ~ ________ . __ . _____ _ 
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Table II. ( continued) 

Experimental This Work Dominant References a 

160{a:,d)18F 160eHe,p) 18F Configuration 
a J7T Tb Energy c Energy d Energy CY CY 

(MeV) (MeV ± keV) (mb) (MeV ± keV) (mb) 

9.42 J 9. 494 
J 9.404 31 5·69 

9.49 oe 15 1.62 

9·60 
+ 

9·67 2,3 

9·79 9.82 40 

9·96 oe 
] 9·96 120 0.45 

10.11 10.06 45 
I 

10.268 0.56 J -..J 
10.27 12 0 

J 

10.38 10·352 25 3.58 

10.51 (O)e J~0.541 10 1.11 . , .. . ' 
(10.57) 

10.76 
,-

(10.85) 

}0.96 10.93 60 4.42 

11.02 

Jl1.073 11.07 Oe . 37 0·51 ] 
11.16 11:.13 50 4.96 

11.39 oe 11.384 . 18 0.46 

11.78 

12.03 Oe 12.055 16 0·30 



v-

E:>"'Perimental 

Energy 
(MeV) 

12.51" 

12.66 

12.94 

J7T Tb 

oe 

. Table II. (continued) 

This Work 

lb~(a,d)18F lbO(3H~~)IBF 

Energy 
(M~V ± keV) 

-12.67· 60 

c d 
cr Energy cr 

(mb) (MeV ± keV) (mb) 

Dominant 

Configuration 

aReferences 86, 133 and 134 were used in addition to those in the reference column. 

bA parenthesis ( ) indicates a .preference or tentative assignment. 

cCross sections are integrated from approx"imately 12 °to 80 ° center of mass. 

dCross sections are integrated from approximately 11° to 82° center of mass. 

eAssignmen~ of J7T and/or T and/or configuration made or confirmed by this work •. 

i?" '~. 

a References 

., .. 

-
.1 
-J 
I-' 
1 
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A J 1- 135 1 1 f 18 4 4 M V 122 . = . eve 0 . 0 at Ex = ~ 5 e was proposed as 

corresponding to one of two levels at 5.59- and 5.66-MeV excitation in 
18 

F. As is seen in Table II. the 5.59-MeV level is excited in both the 

(a,d) and (3He ,p) reactions, which restricts this level to T = O. The 

angular distribution of this level is characteristic of L = 4 as shown 

in Fig. 23. Arguments will be presented in Sec. VI for the assignment 

of this level as J'TfT = 4+ O. The 5.66-MeV level is not resolved from 

the 5.59-MeV level just discussed and it is not certain that this level 

is excited in the (a,d) reaction. It may, therefore, be the J'Tf = 1-, 

T = 1 level. 

( -) 18 122 The 2 level in F at E = 6.23 MeV was proposed as corre- . . x 
sponding to the 5.09-MeV level of 180 . The 5.09-MeV level is now known136 

tobe a 3 level which casts doubt on this proposed correspondence unless 
18 the 6.23-MeV level of F has been assigned the wrong spin. 

122 
The 6.556 -MeV level wa s also sugge sted a saT = 1 level. The 

observation of this level in the (a,d) reaction indicates a T = 0 assign-
18 . 

mente The F energy levels in the region of 6.5 MeV are closely spaced 

and generally of unknown spins. The assignment of T =.1 levels in this 

region, therefore, seems unjustified. 
122 . .. 

Ollerhead' et al. also suggested that the 6.19-MeV level of 

18F (now known137 to be J'Tf = 2,3-) corresponds to either the 7.315- or 
18 the 7.499-MeV level in F. Both are tentatively assigned 3 spin and 

parity. The7.499-MeV level is seen to be T = Oby its observation in 

the (a,d) reaction. The 7.315-MeV level may, therefore, be the T = 1 

level. 

Angular distributions for L ~ 0, 2, and 4 transitions in the re

action 160 (3He ,p)18F are shown in Figs. 21 to 23. Angular distributions 

. for the 2.101- and 2.524-MeV levels are shown in Fig. 24. As discussed 

above these two levels and the 1.700-MeV level are considered to be 

particle-hole states. The angular distributions to the two states first· 

mentioned do not show a direct-stripping pattern. This observation helps 

to confirm their particle-hole character. All three states have a rather 

small cross section which is to be expected 'for states of strong collective 

c~aracter. The relative strengths of these states will be further examined 

in Sec. VI. 
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, , 

The L=O stripping':'like. angular distribution for, the 1. 700-MeV 

st.ate is unexpected if the state is of predominantly particle-hole char

acter, and if the angular distribution of the 2.524-MeV l~vel is taken 

as typical fora state of particle-hole configuration. As was discussed 

in Sec. II-C, however, calculations suggest multi-step processes should be 

given angular distributions similar to those for single-step processes. 

Perhaps the two ,transitions proceed by different'mechanisms, or the inter

ference between contributing mechanisms is. 'different in the two states. 

The 1.700-MeV state may also contain significant amounts of two particle 

configurations. ' 
.. ' 5 160 (3 )18 Plihlhofer and Bpck, in their study of the He,p F reaction 

3 W ' 
at E( He) :::: 18 MeV, were able, to re'solve the four levels of F near 1 

MeV excitation. Their work shows the 1.042- and 1.08l-MeV levels to have 

cross, sections about 1/4 and 1/20 that of the ground state respectively. 

In' the work of this paper two distinct, but only partially resolved, 

peaks near 1 MeV were observed. It is assumed that the lowest-energy', 

peak contains contributions from the 0.937-MeV level only and that the 

other peak contains contributions from :the 1. 042 - ,1. 081- and l.l31-MeV 

levels. A comparison of cross sections for the reaction at 18 and 20 

MeV substantiates these assumptions. 

In several cases an experimental peak in the spectrum is too 

broad to resolve individual levels but nevertheless a careful determination, 

of the excitation energy of the peak shows the predominant contribution 

comes from only one level. If the C3He,p) reaction is considered, several 

such cases are observed. The 3.062-MeV peak has already been discussed. 
+ 

", ' A peak at 3.830 MeV must arise predominantly from the proposed 2 T:::: 0 

state at this energy. The 3 T:::: 0 state nearby thus has a small cross 

section which is consistent with small cross sections to the other two 

negative parity levels discussed. 

The observed peak at 4!65l MeV must arise predominantly from the 
+ 

'known level at that energy. The cross section to the 0 , T :::: I companion 

level must, therefore, be small. ' The 5.60l-MeV peak has been discussed 

above. 
18 A new F level at an excitation energy of 8.596 ± 0.019 MeV 

was observed in the (a,d) reaction. 
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One further observation is of interest. Of the large number of 

known energy levels in l8F below an excitation energy of 13 MeV only a 

relatively few are strongly or moderately excited in these two-nucleon 

stripping reactions. This observation points up one of the advantages 

of two-nucleon· transfer reactions; that is the preferential population of 

specific types of states. 
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VI. ',' THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS: COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT: ,DISCUSSION 

Two computer programs were used for evaluation of the kinematic 

factors B~L of Eq. (26). The program REACTION 6, written by Dr. Norman 

K. Glendennihg, was used for most of the calculations. The program ,"; 

JULIEJ20;~3 was used for a few model calculations as discussed in Sec. 

VI-D. 

The program REACTION 6 employs the zero-range approximation and 

the local-potential approximation. The function ~L(;) describing the 

center-of-mass motion of the captured pair, is a harmonic oscillator with 

an exponential tail function matched as described in Sec. II-C-4. In' 

the present calculations the harmonic-osciallator parameter defined by 

Eq. (48) was usually fixed at the value used in the nuclear structure 

calculations. 

(48) 

The mass of the transferred pair m is in units of MeV. 
, ' x 

The program carries out the coherent sum on N and ,the incoherent 

sum on M,L and J indicated in Eq. (26). This summing requires that the 

structure factors GNLSJT be input parameters for the program. The pro- . 

gram contains no spin-orbit coupling. 

The program JULIE also employs the zero-range approximation and 

the local-potential approximation. It includes spin-orbit coupling. A 

Woods-Saxon function may be used for the bound-state function ~(-;) . 
Calculations can be made for only one N value at a time. 

Optical-model parameters were obtained from elastic scattering 
138 data by use of a ,modified version of the computer program SEEK. The 

optical potentia~ employed is defined as follows. 

U(r) = Vc(r) - Vf(r) - iWf ' (r) - iWdg(r) 

V (r) = c 

= 

, 2 
ZZ'e 

2R c 

, 2 , r 
(3- -) 

R 2 
c 

r > R 
- c 

r < R 
- c 

(50) 

I 

• 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I , 
- I 

I : I 
I 
1 

I , 
I 
! 
r 
f 



f(r) 

f' (r) 

= [1 + exp 
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r _ RoAl/3] -1 

A o 

= [1 + exp r - :iA1/3 r 
41 ~r f'(r)1 = 

g(r) or 

= 

(51) 

. (52) 

The program also includes a spin-orbit potential which was not used in 

this work. Vc ' V, Wand Wd are the Coulomb, real, imaginary-volume and.'. 

imaginary-surface potentials respectively. 

A. . 123312 
Opt~cal-Model Parameters for C( He, He) CElastic Scattering 

Several families of potentials were found in the optical-model 

analysis of 3He scattering on 12C at EeHe) = 20 MeV. Representative 

sets of parameters are given in Table III. The solid line curve in Fig. 

13 is calculated using the optical potential with V = 220 MeV. It was 
139 140 found, as had been observed earlier, ' that inclusion of spin-orbit 

parameters in the potential did not alter the angular distribution 

significantly. 

Baugh et al.,141 who studied 12C and 3He elastic scattering at 

30 MeV 3He , found that optical-model calculations did not fit experimental 
142 

values at angles 'larger than 70°c.m. Kellogg and Zurmuhle have studied 

3He elastic scattering on 12C and on 13C at 12, 15 and 18 MeV 3He • The 

angular distributions at 15 and 18 MeV for 13C are similar while angular 
12 distributions at these two energies for C are not similar. The obser-

vations that 3He elastic scattering from 12C does not show the smooth 

trend with incident energy seen in 3He .elastic scattering on 13C and 

differs from the optical-model predictions at large angles may be due to 
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Table III. Optidalparameters for 3He elastic ' 12 scattering on C at 
E(3He ) = 20 MeV. 

V R A W R. B' R Chi2 
0 0 ~ c 

(MeV) (F) (F) (MeV) (F) (F) (F) (F) 

220 1.16 0·597 12.4 1.55 1.046 1.3 4.7 '. 
200 1.26 0.578 16.4 1.25 1.141 1.3 2.7 

190 1.31 0.555 21.4 0·96 , " 1.230 1.3 2.4 

180 .' 1.37. 0·531 42.2, 0·30 1.380 1.'3 2·5 

210 0.81 0.730 5.6 2.19 0.837 1.4 4.7 

180 . 0·93 0.703 6.2 2.14 0.856 1.4 6.3 
140 '1.16 0.650 7.5 1.96 0.890 1.4 4.1 

125 1.26 0.626 8.9 1.76 0.952 1.4 2.7 

110 1.39 '0.579 13.4 1.'34 .•. ~ 1.125 1.4 1.7 

110 0.79 0.830 3·9 2.54 '0.611 1.4 1.7 

90 0·97 0.788 4.4 ' 2.42 ' 0·709 1.4 2.1 

70 1.21 0.734 5·2 2.29 0·729 1:4 1.2 

50 1.57 ' ,0.614 9·7 1.54 1.050 1.4 1.4 

". j 
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XBL67B-3867 

3 . 123312 Fig. 13. He angular distributlons for the C( He, He) C reaction at 
E(3He) = 20.1 MeV. The solid-line curve was calculated using the 
V = 220 MeV optical-model potential in Table III. 
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. . ~ .' + 
the strong.coupling between the . C g.s. and first 2 state. Harveyet 

61 . . . 2 4 . 12 
ale obtained a value of 13'e (fm ) for the B(E2) in C compared to 

a B (E2) of approximately 6 e2 (fm 4) for a similar transition in 13C• 

B. Calculations for the Reaction 12C(3He ,p)14N at E(3He ) = 20 MeV 

1. 
14- '. 

12c and N Wave Functions and Calculation of Structure Factors 
14 Energy levels of N may be class:i.+i~d into three groups according 

to the major configuration of each level. The energy levels below 9 MeV 

excitation energy are shown in Fig. 14 and are grouped according to 

classification. One group of four positive-parity levels are predominantly 

of a (p)-2 configuration. The ground state and 2.311-MeV state are pre

dominantly (pl/2)-2.· The other two states of this group have a (p3/2)-1 

(pl/2) -1 configuration (see Table I). 
2 -

Another group of positive-parity levels arise from an (s,d) con-

figuration. Some mixing between these two types -of positive-parity levels' 

is expected. 

A third group of levels are of. -negative parity and arise from a 

(p)-3 (s,d) configuration. 
- 14 

Two sets of wave functions for N states have been used in the . . 88 
calculations to be discussed. Cohen and Kurath have made an intermidiate-

coupling calculation for nuclei in the p shell. They therefore calcu-
, . -2 14-

lated wave functions only for the four (p) states of N shown in Fig. 

14. The ground-state wave function for 12C is also taken from this 

calculation. 
. n . 12 14 
The (p3/2)- character of the C and N wave functions will be 

14 
shown by this work to be important. In addition to N states with this 

major configuration, the 12C ground state, in the Cohen and Kurath
88 

calculations, has a 60% admixture of (p3/2)-n configuration (see Table 

VIII footnote). Of course the Cohen and Kurath calculation neglects any 

(s,d)2 components in the wave functions. 

. True87 has calculated the levels of 

assumed that 14N consisted of a closed p3/2 

14 . 
N based upon a model which 

. 12 (/ ) -4) core (i.e. C as pI 2 

with two particles in the following single-particle states: pl/2, d5/2 , . 
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8.906 3-,1 
8.979 2+.0 
8.963 5+.0 8.71 0-.1 8.617 0+ .1 8,489 4- ,0 .' 

8.060 1- ,I 
7.97 2- .0 

7.029 2+.0 

6.44 3+.0 
6.21 1+,0 

5.83 3-,0 (s,d}2 
5.69 1-.0 

5.10 2-.0 
4.91 -3 0- .0 

(p) (s ,d) 

3.945 1 +.0 

14N 

Energy levels below 

2.311 0+,1 
9.0 MeV 

XBL671- 40l-A 
14 Fig. 14. N energy levels below 9-MeV excitation grouped according to 

major configuration. References are listed in Table I. 
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2s1/2, d3/2 and f7/2. True, therefore, does not describe states with 
. "'-n 

major components of (p3/2). configurations, 'neither do these configura-
-2 . 

tions mix into other states •. The two lowest (p) states, the negative-
. . 2 

parity states except for the 8.489-MeV level, and the (s"d) states all 

b 1 9 M V . t ti' . 14N . l' th t t d' t d b e ow e exc~ a on energy 1n. are some 0 e s a es pre 1C e y 

True. 

These two sets of wave functions have been found to predict physi

cal quantities in agreement with experimental quantities. Both are in 

good agreement with the measured energies of energy levels described be

low 10 MeV of excitation energy. Cohen and Kurath88 have calculated a 

number of magnetic dipole moments, Gamow-Teller beta decays and M1 gamma 

transitions. These show reasonable agreement with experiment. They point 

out that use of an 14N wave function with 0.988 overlap with the calcu-
14 14 lated N ground state would produce the observed log ft value for C 

, ~3 . 
beta decay. Warburton and co-workers have compared experimental gamma 

transi~ions for the positive-parity states of 14N to calculated values 

obtained from the following 14N wave functions. They have taken from . 

True' s87 calculatio~ the coefficients for configuration mixing and the 

(s,d)2 configurations. They have replaced all (p)2 components by the 

wave functions of Cohen and Kurath. These comparisons show excellent' 

agreements. 

Morrison et al. 144 have studied the (d,p) . reaction at E(d) = 12 

MeV on all stable targets from 6Li to 14N and have compared the experi

mentally determined spectroscopic factors with calculations based upon 
, 88 

Cohen and Kurath wave functions. Excellent agreement has been found 

except for the 12C(d,p)13c ground-state transition. Ball andCerny145 

have studied the,(3He ,o:) reaction at EeHe) >::! 40 MeV on a several p-shell . 

nuclei. Relative spectroscopic factors extracted are in good agreement 
'. . 13 3 12 

with Cohen and Kurath predictions; and specifically the C( He,o:) C 

. ground-state transition is in good agreement with the predicted strength 

relative to other transitions. 
100 13 3 14 Holbrow, Middleton and Rosner have studied the C( He,d) N 

reaction at E(3He ) = 15 MeV. Relative spectroscopic factors for the 
2 . 

four (p-)- states are in good agreement with predicted values from Cohen 
88 . 

and KUrath .wave functions. Spectroscopic factors to the first four, 
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. 14 
negative-parity levels of Nwere also obtained. These factors were in 

good agreement with predicted values from the True87 wave functions with 

the exception of the 5.83-MeV state which is only 60% as large as the 

predicted value. 
105 ' . 

Alburger et al. . have compared total radiative widths and 

branching ratios for five of the first six excited states of 14C to pre-
- 87 14 

dicted values for these quantities based upon True's, C wave functions. 

One radiative width is known and the predicted value is in agreement with 

this known value. Lower·-limits are placed on radiative widths for three 

other levels and the predictions are above these limits. One upper limit 

is placed on a radiative width and the prediction is just larger than 

the limit. Branching ratios from four levels are in good agreement, but 

the branching ratios from one level are very poor--the ground-state 

branch being predicted too strong. This failure is though to be due to 
. ( /) -n . 14 the fact that True does not inlude thep3 2 . character of the C 

ground state. 

Lieb and Hartmann146 have studied transitions from several nega

tive-parity levels of 14N and compared the transition strengths to the 

predicted values from True 1 s87 wave functions. Four predicted values are 

in essential agreement with the known data. One transition is about a 

factor of three larger than the experimental value. 

In order to evaluate· GNLSJT (Eq. (20)) from the wave functions 

of Cohen and Kurath,88 the two-particle c.f.p. values were needed. 
. 88· . . 

Kurath kindly provided these coefficients in an LS coupling scheme. 

In the notation of Sec. II-A these coefficients may be designated by 

J
2

T2 indicate the state of 14N, JIT
l 

indicate the ground state of 12C and 

JT indicate the two transferred particles with their LS coupled to J. 

Inherent in the coefficient above is a sum over the various configura-
14 12 

tiops in the N state and the C ground state. ~NLSJT 

-(10) to a statistical factor - 2 times the above coefficient. 

indicates two particles taken from the ten p particles in 

is then equal 

The factor 
14N• 



,The radial wave functions of the bound pair of transferrred par

ticles were assumed to be harmonic oscillators which meant the PNLSJT 

factor was just .the M~shinsky32 bracket for coupling two p particles to 

center~of-mass motion designated by Nand L and relative motion designated 

by principle quantum number n and angular moment £ = O. n was evaluated 

according to the method of Glendenningl which assumes a Ga~ssian wave 

function for 3He with a size parameter of 0.206. A harmonic-oscillator 

parameter::: 0.32 was used. PNLSJT and nn ,were evaluated in this manner 

for all calculations to be performed and will not be further discussed 

in other sections. 

Values of GNLSJT calculated as outlined above ar~ listed in 

Table IV. The structure factor for the 8.489-MeV state was calculated 

using the Cohen and Kurath l2C ground state and a (P3/2)-1(pl/2)2(d5/2) 

configuration89 for this 14N state. . . 8 
The wave functions of True 7 are two-particle wave functions 

and, therefore, the two-particle c.f.p. is identically one. In this case 

£1 1/2 jl 

BNLSJT ::: C ~2 1/2 j2 8JJ2 t1rT
2 

(54) 
'Y 

L S J 

C'Yis the mixing coefficient for the COnfigU~4tion [jlj2JJ2 in a mixed 

configuration wave function for th!= state of N. The bracket is a jj 

to LS 'transformation bracket. Structure factors calculated from True's 

wave functions using a harmonic-oscillator parameter v equal to 0.32 

are shown in Table IV. 

Both Cohen and Kurath88 and True87 predict a 2+T ::: 1 state near 

9.5 MeV excitation with a (p)-2 and an (s,d)2 configuration respectively. 

As discussed in the references of Table I, the 9.17- and 10.431-MeV states 

. are proposed each to contain approximately a 50"/0 admixture of these two 

configurations. Assuming the wave function shown in Table I for these 

. two states, structure factors have been calculated. 
+ 

As was mentioned in Sec. V -B a 1 T::: 0 state predicted by True 

had been associated with the 9.702-MeV level of this spin parity assignment. 
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Table IV. Structure 
. 12 3 14 

factors GNLSJT for the C( He,p) N reaction. a 

b T . c c 
Level rue Cohen and Kurath 

' .. (MeV) J7T Tx L N=l N=2 N=3 N==4 N::::l N::::2 

+ 
0.0 1 Oa 0 0.016· 0.112 -0.113 0.007 -0.012 -0.085 

2 -0.560 0.112 -0.004 0.417 
I," + 

2.311 0 la 0 -0.049 -0.348 0.189 -0.013 0.075 0.541 

3.945 1 
+ 

Ob 0 ,. 0.057 .0.410 
2 0.017 

4.91 0 - Oa 1 -0.023 0.639 

5·10 
- Oa 1 0.065 0.349 -0.077 2 

3 0.216 -0.001 

5·69 1 - Oa 1 -0.013 0.542 -0.017 

5.83 - Oa 3 ,0.557 -0.048 3 
6 .. 21 1+0b 0 0.014 0.057 0.574 -0.011 

2 -0.113 '0.013 0.006 

6.44 
+ 

3 Oa 2 0.060 0.653 -0.009 
." 4 0.022 0.005 

+ 0.218 7 .029 2· Oa 2 
- Ob 1 '0.018 0.097 -0.032 7·97 2 

3 -0.712 0.014 

8.060 1 - la 1 -0.006 0.401 -0.021 

8.489 4- od 3 -0.381 

8.617 
+ 

-0.024 0 Ib 0 -0.115 -0·525 0.012 

8.71 0 - la forbidden 

·8.906 3 
- la 3 0.488 -0.030 

8.963 
+ 

5 Oa 4 -0.599 0.016 
6 -0.006 

8.979 
+ 

2 Oa 2 0.033 0.550 
+ Ie -0.104 0.388 -0.004 9.17 2 2 

9.508 
- la forbidden 2 
+ 

0.004 .0.056 -0.011 10.213 1 Oc 0 0.109 
2 -0.102 -0.069 0.006 

10.431 
+ Ie 0.388 -0.004 2 2 0.117 

10.85 
+ 

4 Oa 4 '0,756 



(MeV) 

b Level 
, 7T ' 
'J'Tx 

11~0(/ + 
3 Ob 
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< Table IV.' (co~tinued)' 

L·: 

2 ,,' -0.047 
40.047 

, c 
True 

0.031 
-0.003 

0.006 

',". ", 

'Cohen and Kurath c 

N=l' N=2 

aA 3He size parameter of 0.206 was used. l , A harmonic-oscillator para-
meter v of 0.32 was used~ " 

bThe a,b, etc. refer to the first, secondi~etc. theoretical level of J7T 
given in the relevant calculation. The N energy'level associated 
with a J7TTx theoretical level is given. 

cReferences for thS8 wave functions used are as follows: True, 87 and 
Cohen and Kurath.' , 

~ave functions we~e the 12C g. s. by Cohen and Kurath and the 14N con
figuration of (p3/2) -1(pl/2)2(d5/2). 

eThe 2+ T = 1 states in this region from both calculations were mixed as 
discussed in the text. 

f This is the energy value predicted by True .87 

!~: 
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The 10!096- and 10.213-MeV levels have also been tentatively assigned + . 
1 T = O. The structure factors for the state in question (listed in 

Table IV under the 10.2l3-MeV state) are much smaller than those for 

other (s,d)2 states and on this basis it is not expected that the state 

should be observed. Of the three levels under discussion only the 

10.213-MeV level is not observed and the predicted state is tentatively 

assigned to this level. 

The 10.85-MeV level was alsodiscu'ssed in Sec. V-B. Two states 

predicted by True87 may possibly be assigned to this level; a 4+ T = 0 
+ 

and a 3 T= O. The spectroscopic factors for these two states are the 

last two entries in Table IV. The factors are vanishingly small for 
+ . 4+ the 3 state leaving only the state for tentative assignment to the 

10.85-MeV level of 14N. The spectroscopic factor for the 4+ state is 
+' 

larger than the factor for the 5 T = 0 giant state seen in (a,d) re-
- 90 91 + actions.' If the 10.85-MeV level is to be associated with the 4 

state predicted by True the strength of this configuration must be mixed 
+ 

into other 4 states. Two states near 12.5 MeV excitation Qre tentatively 
. 4+ assigned • If one of these is a T = 1 state, as discussed in Sec. V-B, 

+ the other could contain part of the strength of the 4 state under con-

sideration. 

2. Optical-Model Parameters 

Optical-model parameters used in distorted wave (DW) calculations 

for'the 12C(3He ,p)14N reaction are shown in Table V. Several sets of 

parameters obtained from the elastic scattering of 3He on 12C were used, 

without success, in DW calculations.. Parameter set 2 yielded a fit to 

positive~parity states up to about 7.5 MeV excitation energy. It did 

not, however, yield a fit for odd-parity states. 

Potential set 1 was constructed by summing the potentials of 

single nucleons and was found to give reasonable fits to the data. 
147 Bjorklund and Fernbach obtained a single set of optical potentials 

for the scattering of 7 MeV neutrons on targets of mass 27 to 209. 
148 Perey has obtained a systematic set of parameters for proton scattering 

at energies of 9 to 22 MeV and for targets of mass 27 to 197. It was 

assumed these systematics would extend to mass 12 and 7 MeV energy. 



-: 

Table V. Optical-model parameters for the l2ceHe,p)l4N reaction.-

V R A W Wd -
" :-~-~ 0 0 

Particle Ta~get Set ' (MeV) , .(F) (F) (MeV) (MeV) 

3He (20 MeV) l2 c l l46.5 1.25 .65 36·5 

II II 2 220.0 1.l6' ·597 ,l2.4 

p(30 MeV) l4N 3 42.0 1.25 .65 6.,0 

p(20 MeV) II 4 ' ,47.0 'l.25 .65 ' 6.0 

~ 

" " , 

• -.-... _,._ ............ ~ ..... _ .. ___ .~~' _~ __ ....... __ .~_~._-.~ •• ~._~ __ v __ .__ ___ -_ 

R. B 
~ ,:. 

(F) .(F) 

1.25 ' , .47 

1·55 1.046 

1.25 ·50 

l.25 ·50 

R 
C 

(F) --

1.25 
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.;,1.3 

' 1.25 

1.25 
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These proton and neutron potentials both used the same radius and dif

fusness parameters and were, therefore, used in set 1. The potential 

well depths of set 1 were obtained by summing the single-nucleon po

tential depths discussed above. 

Proton parameters for the exit channel were obtained by fitting 

data for proton elastic scattering on 14N. Proton data at 31 MeV taken 

by Kim et al. 149 and at 20 MeV taken by Chow and Wright150 were fitted 

using a fixed set of parameters as shown in Table V. Only the real 

well depth was adjusted as a function of energy. A straight-line inter

polation or extrapolation from these two potentials was taken to obtain 

a potential set for the energy of the outgoing proton. The systematic 

proton potentials of perey148 were also used in a few calculations and 

were found to give a 1% to 4% change in cross section magnetidue and no 

observable change in calculated angular distribution in comparison to 

the use of potentials 3 and 4,as discussed. 

3. Distorted-Wave Calculation 

A DW calculation for the reaction 12C(t,p)14C at E(t) = 10 MeV 

has been made by Glover and Jones36 for the ground state and first three 
, 14 

excited states of C. The general character of the experimental 

angular distributions are reproduced. However, the theoretical curves 

begin to deviate from experiment for center-of-mass angles of 50 0 and 

greater. Relative total cross sections were not reproduced without 

using'a radial cutoff of 4f. 
10 

Henley and Yu have 

reaction at E(3He ) = 20 MeV. 

made DW calculations for the 12c(3He ,n)140 
14 

Their calculation for the 0 ground-state 

angular distribution fits our data for the analog state at 2.311 MeV 

in 14N. Their predicted relative cross sections for other T = 1 states 

are much too large. This may be due to the fact that they used an un

realistically small harmonic-oscillator parameter in order to fit the 
140 g.s. transition. This was necessary because they used a pure har

monic oscillatbrwithout'correcting for the exponential decay in the 

nuclear surface region. 
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88 
Cohen an~ Kurath evaluated nuclear interaction matrix elements 

and did not employ single-particle wave functions in their nuclear

structure calculation. For this reason no harmonic-oscillator parameter 

'. is suggested for the reaction calculation. 

True,87 however, did nuse harmonie-oscillator functions in his 

calculations with an oscillator parameter of 0.32 for pl/2 particles and 
-2 of 0.27 for other particles. The value of v = 0.32 for (p) states 

;. -2 
was used in calculations bfl both True and Cohen and Kurath (p) states. 

2 . 
The value of v = 0.27 was used for True (s,d) states and an average 

value of v = 0.295 was used for negative-parity states. Structure 

factors calculated using the respective values of v were used in the 

calculations. The dominant factors for each level given in Table IV 

are very nearly equal to the factors actually used. 

The curves in Figs. 15 to 19 were obtained by using the optical

m~del parameter set 1 for the incident 3He and sets 3 and 4, as discussed 

above, for the scattered protonj curves were individually normalized to 

the data. The calculations did not involve a cutoff radius. Several 

attempts were made to use a cutoff radius but .fits obtained in such 

attempts were inferior to those shown in the figures. Calculated angul~r 
14 distributions are shown for N energy levels up to an excitation energy 

.·of 9 MeV. The wave functions of levels at higher excitation energy are 

uncertain as discussed above, and the binding energy is so small that . 

. calculated angular distributions are not meaningfUl. 

Data and calculations for several L = 0 transitions are shown 

in Fig. 15. The general features of the transitions are reproduced al- . 

through the first maximum beyond zero degrees is at too large an angle' 

. in general. The ·fit to the'.s.6l7-MeV level is the worst obtained. In 

this case the first experimental maximum is entirely out of phase with 

the calculated curve. 

A group of L = 1 transitions is shown in Fig. 16 •. These transi

tions are reasonably well fit to an angle of about 70°. center of mass, 

beyond which the calculations fall below the experimental values. 
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Fig. 15. Proton angular distributions for the 12C(3He ,p)14N reaction at 
E(3He) = 20.1 MeV; transitions of predominant L = 0 character. The 
solid-line curves are DW calculations. Statistical errors are in
dicated by error bars or are smaller than the point symbols. 
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Fig. 16. Proton angular distributions for transitions of predominant 
L ~ 1 character. See caption of Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 17. Proton angular distributions for transitions of predominant 
L = 2 character. The solid-line curv~ of the g.s. transition is 
calculated using the Cohen and Kuraths S wave functions--the broken
line segment is calculated using True 7 wave functions. See 
caption of Fig. l5. 
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Fig. 18. Proton angular distributions. The first three distributions 
are of predominant L = 3 character. The fourth distribution may be 
an L =4 transition. See caption of Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 19. Proton angular distribution for a composite peak conlaining 
transitions to the 8.906-, 8.963- and 8.979-MeV levels of N. 
See caption of Fig. 15. 
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.A group of L=2 transitions is shown in Fig. 17. Note again 
-2' 

the corttrastbetween the transitions to two (p) type states and the 

6.44-MeVstate. The calculated curves agree quite well with the g.s. 

and 7.Q19-MeV state angular distributions but the calculation for the 

6.44-MeV state does not reproduce its mor~ forward peaking. This may 

suggest that corrections must be made in the calculations for shell 

effects. 

,The ground-state transition is allowed, by selection rules, to ' 

have both anL = 0. and an L = 2comp6nent; however, an examination of 

the angular distribution indicates that very little L= 0. component is 

present. The solid-line curve is a calculation based upon the wave 

, rQnctions of Cohen and Durath. 88 This calculation reproduces the data 

very well. The da'shed line segment is a calculation ,based upon the 
, . 8 

wave functions of True. 7 The forward-rising nature of this latter 

calculation indicates too large an L = 0. component in the True wave 

function. The source of this error will be further discussed in con

nection with other calculations. 

A group of L = 3 transitions is shown with DW calculations in 

Fig. 18. Note the8.489-MeV level is well fit with an L = 3 tyPe angular- " 

distribution which helps to confirm its assigned configuration. 

The angular distribution of Fig. 19 arises from three unresolved 

levels near 9 MeV excitation in 14N. Calculations for all three of 

"the!?e levels have been made, the contributions of each level have been 

weighted by (2J
2 

+ 1) as indicated by Eq. (24), and the values summed 

to give the DW fit to the data. The 3 level gave the smallest contri~ 

bution. 

Before a.comparison of the relative cross sections can be made, 

each transition must be properly weighted by factors not considered. 

The calculation cross section for a level must be multiplied by its 

(2J
2 

+ 1) value as indicated in Eq. (24). The factor CST of Eq. (I8) 

must also be evaluated. The value of the coupling coefficient, as 

"written in Eq. (18), has a value of one for all states in reactions re

ported in this work. Likewise the value of bST is 1/~2 for all transi

tions. 'A value of unity for D(S) was found to be necessary. Further 

discussion of D(S) will follow in Sec. VI-D-l. 
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Experimental and theoretical relative cross sections integrated 

between 10 0 and 70 0 center of mass are shown in Table VI. The factor F 

at the bottom of Table VI is a measure of the goodness of fit and is 

defined as the average value of the greater ratio between experimental 

relative cross section and calculated relative cross section minus one. 

For a perfect fit F would be zero. 

The calculated relative cross section for four states predicted 
M ,2 

by Cohen and Kurath and the four values for (s,d) states predicted by 
8 ' 

True 7 are in good agreement with experiment. 

Those states in the True87 calculation which have p character 

are not in good relative agreement with the experiment. Two cases of 

disagreement are particularly striking. The experimental ratio of the 

first excited state to the ground state is 0.8. This ratio is predicted 
88 to be 0.7 by the wave functions of Cohen and Kurath. The wave functions 

. 87 
of True, on the other hand, predict a ratio 0.2. The disagreement in 

the calculated relative cross section of the 4.91- and 5'.10-MeV levels is 

also striking. 

It seems reasonable to postualte that the failure of the calcu

lations based upon True wave functions of p character is due to the fact 

that these functions do not account for the (p3/2)-n character of these 

levels. To test this idea further, several model calculations were 
14 

carried out for the ground state and the 2.311-MeV state of N. 

Structure factors for these calculations are listed in Table VII. The 

results of the calculations are shown in Table VIII. 

Two experimentally-observable quantities were examined in the 

model calculations. One is the ratio between the cross sections to the 

two states and the other is the ratio of the L = 0 to L = 2 amplitudes 

in the ground-state transition. The ground-state angular distribution 

is sharply falling at small angles. A.s seen in the case of the 2.311 

MeV transition, an L = 0 angular distribution is strongly forward 

peaked. Fro~ these two observations it is concluded that the L = 0 

conttribution to the ground-state transition is small. 

It is noted that the Cohen and Kurath wave functions properly 

account for both of these observables. The calculation in the jj limit 

gives a poor value for the relative strength of the states. It is 
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Table VI. Cross section ratios for the reaction 12c(3He ,p)14N at 
E(3He) =20 MeV: experiment and theory compared. 

Level 
(MeV) 

0.0 

2·311 

3·945 

4.91 

5·10 

5.69 

5.83 

6'.21 

6.44 

7 .029 

7 ·97 
8.06 

8.489 

8.617 

8.71 

8.906 

8.963 

8.979 

Major 
L 

'2 

o 
O. 

1 

·i 
1 

3 
o 
2 

2 

3 
1 

3 
o 

forbidden. 

Relative Level CrOss 

Experiment 

1.0 

0.8 

1.5 

1.4 

3·5 

1.9 

1.6 

. 3~0 

',11.3 

0·9 
1.0 

0.7 

1.9 

0·7 

16.6 

Cohen t 
Kurath 

2 (p ) 

1.0 

0·7 .. 

1.2 

e . 
F :; 0.3 

Sectionsa 

b . 
True (Relative to 6.44 

2·5 

.11.3 

10·5 

MeV State) 

0·7 

0.2 

1.8 

a . 
Cross sections integrated from 10° to 70° center of mass. 

b ' References for wave functions used are as 
and Kurath. 88 

87' 
follows: True and Cohen 

c .. 
These three states are unresolved by the experiment. 

~his level was . assumed to be (p3/2 -;-d5/2)4- coupled to.cohenand! .. 
Kurath wave function for 12C. 

eGoodnessof fit parameter defined in the text. 

.;" 

,6 
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Table VII. . 12 (3 )14 . a Structure factors GNLSJT for the C HeJp N model calculatlons. 

Wave Function b 14 N g.s. Level 14 
N 2.311-MeV Level 

14N 12C L N=l N=2 N=3 N=4 N=l N=2 N=3 N=4 

C & K C&K 0 -0.012 -0.085 0.075 0.541 
2 0.417 . 

True (pl/2)0 0 0.016 0.112 -0.113 0.007 -0.049 -0.348 0. 189 -0.013 
2 -0.560 0.112 -0.004 

(pl/2)2 (pl/2)0 0 -0.019 -0.135 0.056 ;',0.404 
2 0.602 

(pl/2)2 C & K 0 -0.019 -0.147 0.063 0.453 

2 0.391 

True C & K 0 0.016 0.123 -0.113 0.007 -0.056 -0·394 0.189 -0.013 
2 -0.365 0.112 -0.004 I 

'& 
Combinedc C & K 0 0.009 0.065 -0.113 0.007 -0.066 -0.475 0.189 -0.013 I 

2 -0.384 0.1l2 -0.004 

aA 3He size parameter of 0.206 was used. l A harmonic-oscillator parameter of 0.32 was used. 

b C & K designates Cohen and Kurath. 88 . 87 True designates True. 

cTrue wave function with the C & K wave function replacing the (pl/2)2 configuration. 
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Table VIII. " .+' +' 14 Model calculatlons for g.s. (1 ,0) and 2.311-MeV (0 ,1) states of N. 

-14 a . N Wave Function Experiment C & K True 
12 t" C Wave Func lon C & K (pl!2)0 

b- . 
0.8 Cross Section {2.311) ·Q,7 0.2 

Cross Section (g.s.) 

Cross Section ~L=Ozg.s.2 small 0.06 0·3 
Cross Section 

.Cross Section {Relative ,g. s.) 7·2 . 32.0 

a~(14,g.s.) = -0.951 (pl/2)2 - 0.217 (d5/2)2 + -----

0.975 (p1/2)2 - 0.208 (pl/2)3 -0.076 (pl/2)4 
2 2 

~(14,2.311)= -0.931 (pl/2) + 0.299 (d5/2) + -,----
. 2 . 4 

= 0.914 (pl/2) - 0.405 (pl/2) 

/
'022 

~(12,g"s.) = 0 .. 612 (p12) + 0.261 (pl/2)A + 0.625 (pl/2)B 
b . ' . 

Cross sections integrated over 10,0 to 70 0. 

(pl/2)2 (pl/2)2 True Combinedc 

Jpl/2)0 C & K C & K C & K 

0.2 0·5 0.4 .0;6 

0;07 0.2 0.4 0~3 

14.8 7.1 22.6 18.8 

(True)87 

(Cohen & Kurath) 88 

(True) . 

(Cohen & Kurath) 

+ 0.255 (pl/2)3 + 0:319 (p1/2)4 - (Cohen & 
1<:urath) 

-' 

cTrue ~ave functions with the C & K wave functions replacing the (pl/2)2 configurations. 

~ !" 

I 
'0 
'0 

I 
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important to note that the introduction of the Cohen and Kurath l2C wave 

function makes a big improvement in the relative strengths of the two 

states although agreement with experiment is still poor. This improve

ment is not too surprising when it is noted that the intermediate-coupling 

wave function88 of l2C is only 40% closed p3/2 core. 

It is seen in Table VIII that only 10% of the g.s. and 15% of the 

first excited state are of components other than (pl/2)2 and yet the 

consideration of this small admixture makes the pronounced change seen 

between using the Cohen and Kurath (pl/2)2 wave functions for 14N with 

the Cohen and Kurath wave function for 12C. These calculations entirely 

within the p shell. are to be considered quite reliable. This is a case 

where the coherent and enhancing effects of two-nucleon transfer make the 

transitions sensitive to the minor components of the wave function. 

In all cases were the True wave functions are introduced no 

agreement with experiment is found. It will be shown in Sec. VI-D that 

in this particular instance, calculations in two different shells are 

not properly treated. It cannot, therefore, be concluded that the (s,d)2 

admixtures predicted by True are too large. It can be said that the p3/2 

hole character in these wave functions is very important and may account 

for some of the failure in the case of True's p-type states. 

Two other important observations should be made concerning the 

groups of levels which are in good relative agreement. First, as the 

excitation energy increases the relative agreement becomes poorer in 

both groups. Second, there is a large discrepancy in the relative cross 

section between the group of states calculated by Cohen and Kurath
88 

and 

the group of (s,d)2 states calculated by True. 87 The ratio of the 6.44-

MeV state to the 'ground state is 77.2 nearly a factor 7 too high. These 

problems are most interesting and will be treated in Sec. VI-D-2 • 
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C. Calculations for the Reaction 160 (3He ,p)18F at EeHe) = 

leF Wave Functions and Calculation of structure Factors 

20 MeV 

18 Four sets of wave functions ,for the energy levels of F were 

used for calculations and compared to the experi~ent. All four sets assume 

a closed 160 core with two particles in shell-model states. One set was 
120 

calculated by Kuo and Brown. These workers used the Hamada-Johnston 
151 (HJ) p.otential to construct an effectiv~ two-nucleon interaction. 

This potential has been used. successfully 'to fit free nucleon-nucleop. 

scattering up to about 350 MeV and the deuteron properties. The effective 

interaction was constructed by allowing the two particles to interact 

via the HJ potential and by adding an additional interaction of one 

particle upon the other through polarization of the core. Only single-

particle states of the (s,d) shell were included in the calculation. 

Arimaet a1. 152 ,153 have constructed an effective interaction 

which includes central, tensor and spin-orbit potentials. Theircalcu

lation includes (s,d) shell, single-particle states only. 

Redlich154 has kindly made available two sets of calculations 

based upon a simple, central potential. The methods used for the cal

culation are similar to those reported155 for 210pb calculations. One 

set of calculations (Redlich), using a triplet-even force 1.5 times the 

singlet-even force,'included only (s,d) shell, single-particle states. 

The other set (Redlich (E)), using a triplet-even force 1.25 times the 

singlet-even force, included all possible delta-two excitations from 

the (s,d) shell as well (A delta-two excitation is the excitation of one 

particle by 2~ill energy units or the excitation of two particles, each 

by l~ill energy unit). 

Each of these calculations employed harmonic-oscillator radial 

wave functions. The oscillator parameters used in these nuclear structure 

calculations were also used in the reaction calculations under discussion. 

The respective oscillator parameters are indicated in Table IX. 

The energy levels of' 18F and 180 together with the four sets of 

f 180' calculated energy levels are shown in Fig. 20. The ground state 0 

has been normalized to the 0+ T = 1 state of 18F and the grmmd state of 
18 .. 

the two Redlich calculations have been normalized,to the F ground state. 

... ' 
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The positions of the ground states for the other two calculations, relative 
18 ... .. .. . .. 

to the F ground ,state, reflect their calculated binding energy relative 
18 to the experimental binding energy of F. 

Note that for three of the sets no ·predicted levels fall between 

1.5 to 2.5 MeV excitation. 152 Arima, by means of the tensor force, has 
+ + lowered a 2 and a 1 level into this region. 

zamick,156 using matrix elements evaluated with the HJ potential" 

has been able to account for the very long'life time of 14c. Using the 
120 .. . 18 18 

Kuo and Brown matrix elements and wave functions fQr . Ne andF he 

has also acco~nted for the fast beta transition between 18Ne and 18F . 
118 18 Brown and Green have been able to predict the known transitions. in 0, 

by using the HJ potential for mixing deformed states with the Kuo and 
120 Brown single-particle states. It is pleasing to see· that a free 

nucleon-nucleon potential can be so successfully u:;;ed for calculations 

in finite ~uclei. 

The four sets of calculations discussed above provide two-particle 

. wave functions. The calculation of two-nucleon transfer structure: factors 

for such wave function~ was discussed in connection with True8? wave 
·14 

functions for Nand ·need not be further discuss.ed here. Table IX 
18 

.contains structure factors for a number of the states of F. 

An examination of the factors of Table IX reveals several inter-
18 

esting facts. For each F level one value of GNLSJT is much larger 
7r. than the rest. In cases where there are two states of the same J T, 

the dominant structure factor of the second state is considerably smaller 

than the factor of the state of lowest excitation. These phenomena 

, arise from the correlations introduced in configuration mixing by the 

.. 

residual interaction. It is further noted that although these sets of 

wave functions have been calculated using very different interaction 

potentials., the dominant structure factors are nearly identical. Redlich154 

has pointed out that this similarity in the wave functions is to be 

expected when .working entirely within the (s,d) shell. He further states, 

however, that admixtures of higher order components into the wave functions 

may be quite different for different potentials and that these admixtures 

may be important in ·obtaining calculated quantities that are in ag'reement 

with experimental quantities. 

.• 1 
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Table IX. 16 (3 )18 . a Structure factors GNLSJT for the 0 He,p F reactlon. 

b 
Level Arima c Kuo and Brown c 

J7T Tx L v = 0.362 v = 0.339 

N=l N=2 ·N=3 N=l N=2 N=3 

+ 1 Oa 0 -0,023 -0.108 -0·556 '0;0;15 0.090 0.556 
2 -0.000 -0.020 0.008 0.097 

b 0 -0.008 0.087 -0.199 -0.005 0.081 -0.179 
2 -0.024 -0.012 -0.018 -0.119 

+ 0.066 0·560 0.056 0·563 2 Oa 2 
+ 

3 Oa 2 0.072 0·583 0.058 0·592 
4 0.005 0.016 

0.108 
I 

b 2 -0.052 I-' 
0 

4 0.004 +:-
I 

+ 
4 Oa 4 0·598 

+ 4 0·598 0~603 5 Oa 
+ 0.113 0.544 0:014 0.103 0.499 0 la 0 0.023 

b 0 0.009 -0.099 0.218 0.009 -0.063 0·310 
+ 

0.076 0·518 0.060 0.484 2 la 2 

b 2 ' -0.030 0.219 -0.019 0.238 
+ 

4 la 4 -0.444 0.419 



1-; Table IX. (continued) -- . 

. b 
Level Redlich

c 
Redlich(E)C 

J7T Tx L v ==-0.350 v == 0.339 

N==l N==2 N==3 N=l N=2 N=3 N=4 N=5 

+ 
1 Oa 0 -0.019 -0.095 -0.548 -0.014- -0.081 -0.502 0.068 -0.010 

2 0.012 0.056 '0.009 0.045 -0.006 -0.001 

b 0 -0.008 0.074 -0.225 -0.006 0.062 -0.217 , 0.015 -0.000 
2 -0.027 -0.157 . -:0.025 -0.160 0.022 -0.001 

+ 2 Oa 2 0.050 0.548 --0.043 -0·511. 0.078 -0:008 
+ 

3 Oa 2 -0.066 -0.583 0.055 0·535 -0.086 0.015 ' 
4. 0.027 -0.024 0.004 0.000 

b 2 -0.043 0.127 0.037 -0.127 0.014 -0.003 . 
4 0.090 '0.086 0.007 -0.000 I 

f-J 

+ 0 

4 Oa 4 0.601 0.564 -0.086 0.-010 \J1' 
I 

+ 4 0.601 -0.563 0.082 -0.01(;) 5 Oa 
+ o la 0 0.017 0.105 0.499 -0.013 -0.089 -0.480 '0.,050 -0.005 

b 0 -0.010 ,: 0.073 -0.292 0.007 -0.067 0.266 -0.017 0.000 
+ 2 la 2 -0.065 ' -0·508 0.056 0.493 -0.051. 0.007 

b 2 -0;028 0.190 0.027 -0.166 0.015 -0.002 

4 + la 4 -0.410 0.413 -0.039 0.005 

a 3 . 1 
A He size parameter of 0.206 was used. 

ba,b refer to :t:irst and second iTT theoretical level respectively. 
c . ' f 11 '. A' 152,153 . 120 . 154,155 References for the wave funct10ns used are as 0 ows: rlma, Kuo and Brown, Redl1ch. 

! , 
~'::..~~IJIr-'.~~~ •• - .. --------..... - ... ,-~ • • '~ ~ 
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2. Optical-Model Parameters 

Optical-model parameters used in calculations for the 160 (3He ,p)18F 

reaction are shown in Table X. Sets 5 and 7 were taken from the paper of 

Hiebert et al. 33 who used them successfully for (d,3He ) calculations. 

Set 6 is an average of these two; Sets 8 and 10 were "obtained by fitting 

the data of Artemov et al. 157 Set 9 was obtained by taking the average 

of sets 8 and 10. 

Potential set 11 for proton scattering on mass 18 was calculated 
148 

from the systematic potentials of Perey and is typical of potentials 

used in the exit channel. 

A potential constructed from single-nucleon potentials as was 

done for the 12C system discussed was used unsuccessfully in an attempt 

to fit the data of the 160 (3He ,p)18F reaction. 

3." Distorted-Wave Calculation 
16 18 Distorted-wave calculations for the reaction O(t,p) 0 have 

been made by Glover et al. 37 ,158 at E(t) = 10 MeV. Angular distributions 

for the ground state and first two excited states were calculated. Total 

cross sections for the ground state and the first excited state were 

in good relative agreement with experimental values. Henley and yulO 

have made calculations for the 160(3He,n)18Ne reaction at E(3He ) = 20 

MeV for the ground state and two excited states of 18Ne . These calcu

lations are not in agreement with experimental values. 

PUhlhofer and BOCk5 ,83 have made calculations for the 160 (3He ,p)18F 

reaction at E(3He ) = 18 MeV. They calculated angular distributions and 

total relative cross sections to the .ground state and six excited states 

of 18F below 4 MeV excitation. They used the wave functions of Inoue 

et al. 159 and Ari~.152,153 Their results are in agreement with those 

reported here. 

The curves in Figs. 21-23 are DW fits to the 160 (3He ,p)18F data 

for E(3He ) = 20 MeV; curves are individually normalized to the data. 

The solid curves use optical potential set 9 for the 3He particle and 

the dashed curves use set 6. As can be observed the angular distributions 

are best fit by using param~ter set 9.· 



Table X. Optical-model parameters for the 160 (3He,p)18F reaction. 

V R A W Wd R. B R 
0 0 1. C 

Particle Target Set (MeV) (F) (F) (MeV) (MeV) (F) (F) (F) 

3He(10.5 MeV) 16 0 5 170 1.03 0.893 20.0 2.06 0·510 1.40 

3He (20 MeV) (q.verage) 6 180 1.08 0·784 15·6 2.12 0.468 -1.40 

3He (29 MeV) 160 7 190 1.14 0.675 11.2 2.17 0.426 1.40 

3He (16.6 MeV) 160 8-_ - 220 1.01 0.663 _ 5·3 2.21 0.803 1.40 

3He (20 MeV) (average) 9 220 1.11 0.653 7·1 _ 2.11 0.815 - 1.40 

3He (25.8 MeV) _ 160 10 220 1.29 0.633 10.4 1.93 0.837 1.40 I 
}--4 

18X 
0 

p (22 MeV) 11 42.6 1.25 0.65 8.4 1.25 0.47 1.25 
--.:] 

I 

,-
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. 1 3 le 
Fig. 21. Proton angular distributions for. the o( He,p) F reaction at 

E(3He) = 19.8 MeV. The g.s. transition is of predominant L = 0 
character and the f.704 transition may have ~ = 0 character. The 
solid-line curves are DW calculations using ~e optical-model po
tential set 9 and the dashed-line curve is a DW calculation using 
set 6. Statistical errors are indicated by error bars or are smaller 
than the point symbols.' 
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Fig. 22. ,Proton angulardistributio:;:s for transitions of predominant L = 2 
character. The curves labeled 2 ,Oa and l+,Ob are in proper relative 
proportion to each other. See caption of Fig. 21.. 
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Fig •. 23. Proton angular distributions for transitions of predominant L = 4 
character. The pairs of curves for the first two transitions are in 
proper relative proportion to each other. See caption of Fig. 21. 
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'Fig. 24. Proton angular distributions for transitions of predominant 
particle-hole character. -See caption of Fig. 21. 
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Experimental and calculated relative cross sections are listed in 

Table XI. In general, good agreement with experiment ,is found. If the 
+ 

level 1 Ob is assumed to be the 1.7-MeV level the calculated cross section 

and angular distribution both appear to be in agreement. However, it 

should be noted that the cross section is small and this is also to be 

expected for a particle-hole configuration. In Sec. V it was suggested 

that the level could be mixed in configuration with both particle-hole 
2 ' + 

and (s,d) character. The 1 Ob level could also be associated with the 

3.725-MeV state. A small cross section for this state is, in agreement 

with the experiment. This excitation energy is in better agreement with 
+ the predicted energy of the 1 Ob state. 

+ 
For purposes of comparison, calculations were made for the 2 Oa 

state at both 2.'524- and 3.838-MeV excitation. The 2+0a must be asigned 

to the 3.838-MeV level on the basis of relative cross section and on the 

basis of angular distribution. 

The relative cross section and L = 2 angular distribution of the 
+ 3 Ob agree well with experimental observations for the 3.358-MeV state. 

+ 
The 4.108-MeV state is also a possible choice for the 3 Ob assignment 

even though its cross section is nearly twice the predicted value, as 

the 4.2l8-MeV may be making a contribution to the cross section reported. 

The 4.108-MeV level does not have an L = 2 angular distribution, but 

this may a~so be affected by the 4.218-MeV level. 

The excellent agreement in the relative cross sections of the 
+ + + 

4 a, 0 b, and 2 b T = 1 states and the agreement in the angular distri-

bution for the 4+a and O+b states confirms the suggested assignment
122 

of these levels. 

The predicted cross section to the 5.594-MeV state is not in as 

good agreement with experiment as predictions to other levels, neverthe

less, a relatively strong level is predicted which agrees qualitatively 

with the observation. This fact, together with the very characteristic 
+ 

L-4 angular distribution, make an argument for a 4 T = 0 assignment to 

this level. 

The relative cross sections of two levels seem to deviate from 

the experimental values by more than would be expected on the basis of 

the relative errors in the experimental cross sections. The composite 
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Table XI. Comparison of relative cross sections for-the reaction 160 (3He ,p)18F at E(3He ) ::: 20 MeV. 

Levels .' 
Relative Level Cross Sections a 

EXperiment 
b 

Theory EXperiment Arima d Arima d 
Kuo & Redlichd Redlich(E)d 
Bd 

J1T T J1T Tx 
rown 

(MeV) VC 
:::: 180 220 220 220 220 . 

0.0 1+ 0 + 
1 Oa ,1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 " 0.8, 

+ . + . , 

0·9371 3 0 3' Oa 2·5 2·5 2.5 2·5 2·5 .3.2 

1.0417 
. '+ + 0" 1 0 la 

1.0807 - 0 2.0 ,1~4 ' l~p 1.4· 1.5 2.0. 0 

1.1310 
+ 

50 
+ 

5, Oa 
1+ 0 + 

1·7005 1 Ob 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0~3 0·3 

2.1008 2 - 0 ·0.4, I 
I-' 

2+ 0 + I-' 

2·5235 2 Oa' 0.2 1.9 .. 2.0 1.9 2.0 2.1>' \.N 
I 

3·0603 2+1 + 
2 la 1.3 1.7 1.9 1.5 1.8 1.7 

-
3·1339 1 0 

+ + 
3.35812,(3) 0 3 Ob 0·3 0.2 0.2 0~2 0.2 

3.7248 1 0 
+ . 1 Ob 

3·790 1,2, (3 -)0 2.6 2·5 2.8 2.6 2.8 2.6 

3·8385 2+ 0 + 
2 Oa 

4.108 1,2, (3) 0 0.4 

. 4.218 1, (2) 

4.350 2,3 0.8 

4.1+00 >2 0 

4.651 . 4+ '. 1 + 
4 la 1.0 0·9 1.0 0·9 0·9 0·9 

4.741 
+ 0+ Ib 0 1 

~~"""~'-__ '~~"""-~" __ ~""""""""-~:O--". ___ """~"'''''' ___ -'._._-. ___ """"' __ -.r-... ....... "_~ .... .--.._ ..... , .. ,._. - • 
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Experiment 

(MeV) J1T T 

4.844 1 0 

4·964 2+ 1 

5·295 0 

5·502 

5·591- (4 +)0 

5 • 662 (1,2 -)( 1) 

Levels 
b Theory 

J1T Tx 

2+ lb 

+ 4 Oa 

Table XI. 

Experiment 

<:::: 0.6 

~ 0·3 

0.2 

l.l 

(continued) 

Relative Level Cross Sectionsa 

Arima d Arima d Kuo & Redlichd Redlich(E)d 

Brown d 

V
C 

= 180 220 220 220 220· 

0.4 0·5 0·5 0.4 0.2 

l.6 l.8 l.8 2.0 

Fe 0.32 0.36 0.27 0·32 0.25 

aCross sections integrated from 10 0 to 82 0 center of mass. The theoretical cross sections in each 
column are in proper relative proportion to each other, but have been arbitrarily normalized. 

ba,b refer to the 1st and 2nd J1Tt theoretical level respectively. 

Cv = real well depth of the 3He optical model potential. 

~ave function references are as follows: Arima152 ,153 Kuo and Brown120 and Redlich. 154 ,155 

eGoodness of fit parameter defined in text. Calculations for 2.524-MeV level not included. 

I 
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peak at about 1 'MeV excitation energy has a.low predicted value for three 

of the wave function sets. ·The predicted c~oss section of the 3.060-MeV 

··level is too large in all four cases. 

A. possible explanation for these observed errors may be that no 
16 account has been taken of the particle-hole character of either 0 or 

W ~ ~ . 
. O. In the case of the C- N system such configurations were found 

to be very important. In Sec. V-C it was pointed out that the states of 

mass 18 nuclei have significant amounts of'·particle-hole components. 
114 

Brown and Green have predicted 22% 2h-2p and 2% 4h-4p .character in 

the 160 ground state. 'The 160 (d,3He )15N detaof Hiebert et a1. 33 is in 

agreement with these predictions. 

A few comments concerning the wave functions used in these calcu-

lations are in order. It appears that the' calculations of Arima et a1. 152 , 153 
+ predict the 2 a T = 0 level at too low an excitation energy. Arima152 

has suggested that this may mean the tensor force, which lowers this 

state, is too strong or that a stronger spin-orbit force may be needed 

,to raise the state to higher excitation. In this connection, it is in

teresting to note that the potential used 'by Kuo and Brown also included' 

tensor and spin-orbit forces but gives a better excitation energy for 
+ 

the 2 a T = 0 level. 

The higher configurations included in the wave functions of the 

Redlich(E) calculation do not improve the fit in general. This may in

dicate that such higher configurations do not .contribute to low-lying 
18·· . 154 levels of F, or as Redlich has suggested, that the simple potential 

used does not properly mix these configurations. 
120 

. It appears significant that the Kuo. and Brown calculations, 

using the HJ free-nucleon potential, compare so favorably with other shell 

model calculations. 

It should also be pointed out that the relative cross sections 

~o not show an increasing disagreement with increasing excitation energy 
;. 12 14 

as was seen J.n the, C- N system. 
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D. Spin~Dependent Two-Nucleon Force and Model Calculations 

1. Spin-Dependent Two-Nucleon Force 

If the interaction potential Vbx(p) (Eq. (8)) is a central force 

a factor D(S) (Eq. (17)), which accounts for the difference in the singlet 

and triplet nucleon-nucleon interaction, appears in the cross section 

expression. If the singlet and triplet interactions are assumed equal, 

D(S) is unity for both S ::: 0 and S ::: 1 (S is the intrinsic spin trans

ferred by the pair of nucleons). Consideration of the free nucleon

nucleon interaction and of effective interactions used in nuclear structure 

calculations, however, shows that the singlet and triplet forces are not 

the same. It is to be expected, then, that a spin dependent interaction 

should be used in reaction calculations 

Fleming et al. 15 have made calculations for the (p,t) and 

(p,3He ) reactions "on 15N and on 160. They have found that a spin depen

dent force can be used to obtain an improvement in calculated relative 

cross sections in comparison to experimental relative cross sections. 

Let R(S) be defined as follows: 

R(S) ::: [D(l)/D(O) 12 

If these workers use an R(S) ~ 0.33 they obtain agreement for the relative 
16 cross sections in the reactions on 0 and an improved agreement in the 

reactions on 15N." In the latter case, however, some large discrepancies 

still exist. 
16 As mentioned in Sec. II-B, Hardy and Towner have" evaluated R(S) 

for several potentials used as effective interactions in nuclear-structure 

calculations. They obtain values ranging from 0.4 to 0.6. 
Furthermore, they evaluate R(S) experimentally for the reaction 

12 3 14 . .. 14 C( He,p) N using the ground state and fust two exc1ted states of N. 

The cross section data shown in Table I were used in their evaluation. 

They assumed that only one value of B~L" contributed to the cross section 
12 for each L value. They assumed the C ground state to be a pure wave 

14 . . . 11 [44] . 
function in the L-S llm1t, that 1S a S state. They used N wave 

functions from four different calculations and found R(S) to vary from 
88 14 0.38 to 0.56. In particular, they used the Cohen and Kurath N wave 

functions and found R(S) to be 0.52. 
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. . ....... .' '. 16 
Using the method of Hardy and Towner .. for finding R(S) and 

. 88; .• 
using the Cohen arid Kurath ! structure factorso{ Teble IV. R(S) 'Was 

found to be 1.14 ; The only difference between this and the calculat,ion·· 

above 'Was in the 12C ground state wave function. This determination 
. .' .' 88 12 . 

used the Cohen and Kurath wave function for C. Using the data of 

Rivet
4 

at E(3He ) =30 MeV the value ofR(S) 'Was found to be 0.78 • 

. It should further be noted that no spin-dependent force 'Was found·. 

necessary in the 160 (3He ,p)18F calculations~ PUblhofer and BOck5 inde

pendently made calculations for this same system and likewise found no 

need for a spin-dependent force. 

Several observations may be made concerning the abovecalcula-

tions. 
16· . 

Consideration of the calculations of Hardy and Towner and of thQse 

Of this 'Worksho'W that a' d~t~rmination 'Of~, the strength of the spin-dependent 

. force:!s dependent upon mel assumed 'Wavie functions for the states involved. S.ince' 

invoking a spin-dependent force is not able to bring complete agreement 

in the 15N(p,t!and 3He ) work of Fleming et a1. 15 other effects that th~y . 

enumerate must also be significant and must be consider.ed in order to 

·evaluate the strength of the spin-dependent force. 

Glendenning 48 has pointed out that the variation in R(S) between .. 

the calculations for 12C(3He ,p)14N at 20 MeV and 30 MeV 3He may be due 

to the use of improper nuclear wave functi~ns or to the use of an improper 

bound-state 'Wave function. This latter effect may be due to the method 
M 

of calculation 'Which neglects the contributions of the B12 terms. 

In summary, although a spin-depdnent force is to be expected the 

contribution of the force cannot be determined with certainty until 'Wave 

functions, kno'Wn to ,be correct,. are u~ed and until other contributing 

effects are understoqd. 

2. Model Calculations 

Model calculations in this Section will demonstrate a strong " .. 

relationship between the. optical-model di·stprted waves and the bound-state 

'Wave fun<;!tion and,'Will show the total cross-section trends for the cal

cultions used in this vork. 
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In their calculations on the 160 (3He ,p)18F reaction. PUhlhofer 

and BOCk5,83 used a WS potential "Well for the bound-state "Wave function 

with parameters of R ;::: 1.25F and A ;::: 0.65F "Which are the real-well, 

single-nucleon param~ters of perey.148 They use the following set of 

optical-model parameters for generation of the 3He distorted wave: 

V ;::: 140.9 MeV, Wd ;::: 6·5 MeV, Ro ;::: 1.22F, A ;:::0.731F, Rl ;::: 1.24 F, 

B ;::: 0.814F, and RC ;::: 1.3F where Wd is the potential for the surface' 

derivative term (see Eqs. (49) to (53)). As mentioned before, calcula

tions in this work were made using HO (with matched tail) wave functions 

for the bound state. 

Three bound-state radial wave functions are compared in Fig. 25. 

A, quantity proportional to lu(r) I is plotted vs. radius. Each function 

is arbitrarily normalized. The two functions just discussed are shown. 

A WS "function "With R :::: 0.9F and A ;::: 0.9F is also shown. These values 
o 160 

are the real well geometry parameters obtained by Satchler for 

deuteron elastic scattering on 12C. It is interesting to note that this 

latter function is nearly identical to the HO inside the nucleus and to 

the other WS outside the nucleus. The dec'ay of the WS and tl1e HO beyond 

the nuclear surface differ in relative magnitude but are equal in slope. 

Broglia and Riede146 found that the WS function decayed faster than the 

HO function in a Pb nucleus and criticized the WS for this behavior. 

Model calculations were made for an L ;::: 0 transition at E ;::: 0 x 
using the 3He potential of Puhlhofer and Bock given above. Their proton 

potential "Was also used but the calculations were not significantly 

changed if the perey148 potential was used. Calculations were made for 

'the three bound-state wave functions discussed. The results are shown 

in Fig. 26. The calculation using the R ;::: 1.25F WS well gives a rea-
18 0 

sonable fit to the F ground state angular distribution at both 18 and 

20 MeV 3He . The other two calculations give no fit at all. These cal

culations demonstrate the sensitive relationship "Which can exist between 

the distorted waves and the bound-state wave function .. 

Model calculations for L ;::: 0 and L ;::: 2 transitions to 18F ~t ' 
Ex ;::: 0, made with potentials 9 and 11 from Table X, are shown in Fig. 27. 

The R ;::: 0.9F WS function "Was used in the calculations but it "Was found 
o 

that very little change was made if the R ;::: 1.25F WS function was used. o 
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optical-model potential of PUhlhofer 1 was used. 
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Fig. 27. Proton angular distributions from L =.0 and L = 2 DW calcu
I lations of the l60(3He,p)leF reaction at E(3He) = 20 MeV for 
. Ex = O. The 3He optical-model potential set 9 was used. 
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The set of functions used for the HO calculations were those used to fit 

the 18F data in Figs. 21-23. It is seen that potential 9 is much less 

sensitive to the bound-state wave function than the Plihlhofer potential. 

Nevertheless, the L = 2 WS calculation could not be considered as a fit 

to the data. 

Several calculations, using unit spectroscopic factors, were made 

to compare the change of total cross section with excitation energy (or 

binding energy of the transferred pair) for'several sets of functions. 

The results of these calculations are shown ,in Fig. 28. The cross 

section for L = 0 and L = 2 are nearly equal and are increasing with 

excitation energy. The trends are nearly the same for three sets of 

functions. The calculation using the PUblhofer 3He distorted wave appears 

to deviate from the trend, perhaps because of the hypersensitivity seen 

earlier. It should be noted that the relative cross sections in the 

160(3He ,p)18F reaction are well accounted for over the range of excita

tion studied which suggest that the trends seen for the calculated total 

cross section are correct. 

Calculations for 12c(3He ,p)14N were made. Results for L = 2 and 

,L = 0 transitions at E = 0 are shown in Fig. 29. In this case the rex 
sults for WS and HO are nearly equal. The agreement for the L = 0 

transition becomes even better with increasing excitation energy. 

Model calculations, using unit spectroscopic factors, were made 
, ' 14 

for a number of sets of functions in the N system to show the trends 

of total cross section vs. excitation energy and shell-model state. 

Results of these calculations are shown in Figs. 30 and 31. 

Configurations' of (p)2 require L,N combinations of 0,2 

while (s,d)2 configurations require 0,3 and 2,2 combinations. 

and 2,1 

The (p)-3 

(s,d) configurations require 1,2 and 3,1 bound-state wave functions. In 
14 

Fig. 30(a) are seen the trends for function sets used in the N calcu-

lations. 
14 

In Sec. VI-B-3it was pointed out that N calculated cross 

sections became relatively smaller with increasing excitation energy and 

that a factor of 7 discrepancy existed between the (p)2 type transitions 

and (s,d)2 type transitions. 
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Fig. 29. Proton angular distrfrbutions from L = 0 and L = 2 DW calcu
lations of the 12CpHe,p)1 N reaction at E(3He) = 20 MeV for 
Ex = O. The 3He optical-model potential set 1 was used. 
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Th.e' cause of bbth of these discrepancies is easily seen by com .... 

. parison'ofFig~' 30(aY~nd Fig. 28. Cross sections for the (s,d)2 type' 

transitions are much larger than for (p) 2 type which would account for 

the discrepancy mentioned. The cross section is sharply dropping as a . 

function of excitation energy for' (s,d)2 transitions and remains constant ". 

for (p)2 transitions; which is in contrast to an increasirtgcross section' 
-{'n the l' 1 t' ~ ;.. 18F ... ca. cu a ~ons· :i.·or • 

Calculations using a WS, function are' shown in Fig. 31. The (p) 
2 . 

type transitions shiJi.na small increase in cross section vs • excitation 

energy. This small increase is the amount needed to give good agreement 

in the reaction calculations. The (s,d)2 type transitions are much . 

.... nearer the (p)2 type in magnitude and have constant or slightly inc~easing 
cross section vs. excitation energy. This behavior.would bring down the 

.... " discrepancy between the (p)2 and (s,d)2 transitions by a factor of 2 and 

. would give better relative agreement within the (s,d)2 transitions. 

Figure 30(b ) shows the change: incross section trends for a change" 

'. in the HO bound-state function. 

In this section the interddpendence7,40 of nuclear structure, 

through the bound-state wave function, with the reaction mechanism, 

through the distorted waves, has been strikingly illustrated. The ~ro-

, blem of properly choosing the bound-state wave function and the 'potential 

for distorting the scattering waves remains important and challenging. 
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VII • SUMMARY 

Information in three categories has been obtained from this work: 
14 18 14 18 

(1) spectroscopy of Nand F, (2) wave functions of Nand F and 

(3) stripping reaction mechanism in light nuclei. 

The following spectroscopic information has been obtained for 

levels of 14N. An L = 3 angular distribution has been observed for the 
+ transition to the 8.489-MeV level which was consistent with its 4 0 

spectroscopic assignment and suggested (P3/2)-1(pl/2)2(d5/2) conf-igu

tation. 89 The 2+0, 8.979-MeV level~ was associated with the 2+0a state 
·8' 

calculated by True 7 and the observed cross section was consistent with 

this assignment. The 9.388-MeV level was restricted to a unique spin and 
+ parity of 2-. The 10.213-MeV level was associated with the 1 Oc state 

calculated by True87 on the basis of its suggested spin and parity and 

the fact that the level was not observed in either the (a,d)90,9
1 

or the 

(3He ,p) reaction. The 10.85-MeV leve190 was tentatively assigned 4+0 

with a partial amplitude of the 4+0a state predicted by True. 87 This 

suggestion was made on the basis of its observed angular distribution in 

the (3He ,p) reaction and its large cross section in the (a,d) reaction. 90,91 

The following spectroscopic information for 18F was obtained in 

this work. The 2.524-MeV .2+0 level126 was shown to have little (s,d)2 

configuration. This' conclusion was based on the nature of i;ts angular 

distribution and the magnitude of its cross section. On similar evidence 
+ 126 ., + . 2 

the 3.838-MeV 2 0 level was assoclated wlth the 2 ·Oa (s,d) state. 

Although a particle-hole configuration has been suggested for the 1.700-

MeV state,119 these experiments were unable to eliminate an (s,d)2 configu

ration for this state. The 3.358-MeV level126 was tentatively associated 
+ 2 with the 3 Ob (s,d) state. These conclusions are supported by the recent 

work of PUhlhofer and BOCk. 5 

By comparison of the reactions (a,d) and (3He ,p) and by use of a 

pure 160 target .the following observations, not made by the above men-
. ~6 

tionedworkers) were made in this work. The 4.400-MeV level was 

excited in the (a,d) reaction and is,therefore, a T = 0 level. A 

comparison of the two reactions indicated that the 4.651-, 4.741- and 
122 

4.964-MeV levels are not T = O. These levels were confirmed as the 
+ + + 

4 a, 0 band 2 b T = 1 levels respectively by the agreement of their 
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relative cross 'sectionS',to 'predicted values., ,The 5.594-MeV level was 
. • '.+ '. 2 
associated with the 4 ?a. (s,d) state. It was excited in both reactions 

and had anL = 4 angula;r distribution. Its cross' se!=!tion was in quali.;. 

tative agreement wfthcalculat~d values'~ In addition to these levels, 

22 other levels were either assigned or confirmed as T = 0 states. A 

new l8F level at an excitation energy of 8.596MeVwas identified. 

The above spectroscopic assignments were based in part upon re

action calculations for the eHe,p) reactions which employed two sets 
. ..~" W 

of wave ,functions for N and four sets of wave functions for F. The 
~. '. ,~' , .' 

N wave functions and the necessary C ground state wave function were 
" 00 8 . 

taken from the work of Cohen and Kurath and of True. 7 Using these 

wave functions, relative cross sections to predicted levels were calcu .. 

'lated and compared to experimental, relative cross sections. Such com.., 

parisons,were satisfactory for the four (p)-2 states predicted by Cohen 

and Kurath
88 

and for the states of dominant (s,d)2 configuration pre-
. 8 

:dicted by True ~ 7 
. . . . 

, Calculated cross sections for states with p character predicted ' , 

by T;ue87 did not agree with exPerimental values. This last:observatio~,,', 
together with model calculations for the ground state and 2.3ll-MeV state, 

of l4N indicat,ed -that the p3/2 hole character of wave functions with p 

character must be included. 

The model calculations just noted were sensitive to 10 or 15 per,.' 

cent admixtures in the wave functions which demonstrated that the two

nucleon transfer reaction can be sensitive to the details of the wave 

function. , 

Calculations for the l8F system were based on 18F wave functions 
, 152 153 154 155 . ,'., ' 120 
of Arima et a1.,;,' Redlich, ' andKuo and Brown. Relative 

cross sections calculated using four sets of wave functions from these 

workers are all in good agreement with the data. Ar~ma et al~152,153 
+ 

predict the 2 Oa at; about 2.5 MeV excitation. As mentioned above, this 

shell mOdelleve:,L is found experimentall at 3.838 MeV excitation, It 

must,therefore, be concluded that in the limited, shell-model space of . 

. the (s,d) shell, Arima et a1. l52 ,153 have chosen the wrong effective .. 
". , 154 155 

interaction. A comparison of the two Redlicb ' calculations, one 

based on (s,d)2 configurations and the other including, in addition, 

'. 'f 
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higher configurations, indicates, that for the simple effective inter

action used, the higher configurations make no significant changes in 

the wave functions. It is most satisfying to note that the calculations 
120 . 

of Kuo and Brown, "which are based on a free nucleon-nucleon inter-

action potential, are good as calculations based on an impirical effective 

interaction. 
14 In the system involving N, it was 'shown that the particle-hole 

character of the wave functions had a significant effect upon the reaction 

calculations. It is, therefore, to be expected that accounting for the 

particle-hole character of 160 and l8F would further improve calculations 

in this system. 

This work has indicated that the two-nucleon transfer mechanism 

is basically understood and applicable in the region of light nuclei. In' 

general, calculated differential and total cross sections are in satis

factory agreement with experime~tal values. It has been possible, on the 

basis of calculations, to make some spectroseopic assignments and to 

confirm a number of other suggested assignments. 

Two problems concerning the reaction mechanism have been empha

sized by the results of this work. It has been found necessary to use 

a spin-independent potential for the interaction in the distorted-wave 

theory which is responsible for the nuclear rearrangement. Other data15 

suggest the need for a spin-dependent potential and indeed from basic 

considerations16 one expects it. This important problem, therefore, re

mains for future solution. 

The interdependence between the bound-state wave function of the 

transferred pair and the distorted waves as generated from the optical

model potential was seen in the cross-section calculations. It was ob

served that a set of these functions whi"ch account of the experimental 

cross sections is not unique. A more complete understanding of the 

bound-state wave function and of the distorted waves, is therefore, still 

to be sought. 
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APPENDIX 
Tables of center~of-mass differential cross sections are given 

in this section •. Errors listed. are the standard deviation arising from 

statistics only. The tables are labeled by reaction and excitation 

(E ) of the product nucleus. Tables Al and A2 are for the reaction 
x 

12cc3He,3He )12c at E(3He ) = 20.1 MeV. Tables A3 to:A25 are for the 

reaction 12c (3He ,p)14N at E(3He ) = 20.1 MeV. Tables A26 to A49 are for 

the reaction 160 (3He ,p)18F at E(3He ) ::; 19.8 MeV. Tables A50 to A70 are 

for the reaction 160 (CX,d)18F atE(CX.), = 40.3 MeV. 
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Table Al. 12C(3He,3He)12c 12 (3 312 Table A2.. CHe, He) C 
E = 0.00 MeV E = 4.433 MeV x x 

Bc.m. da/an Error Bc.m. da/dSl Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) . (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

10.6 6387 12 11.0 2·3 0.2 
13·1 3453 8 13~6 2.4 0.2 
15.6 2050 5 16.2 3·4 0.2 
18.1 1272 4 18.8 5.1 0.2 
20.6 681 2 21.3 5·0 0.1 
23·1 368 1 23·9 4.7 0.1 

25·3 174 0.5 26.2 4.6 0.1 
26.8 104 0.5 27.7 4.7 0.1 
26.8 108 0.7 27·7 4.9 0.1 
28.0 64.1 0·3 29·0 4.7' 0.1 

30·5 23.4 . 0.2 31.6 4.3 0.05 
33.0 14.5 0.1 34.1 3·9 0.05 
35.4 16.6 0.1 36.6 3·2 0.05 

37·9· 19·5 0.1 39·2 2.6 0.05 

40·3 19.9 0.1 41.7 2.2 0.05 . 
42.8 17.4 0.1 44.2 2.2 0.05 
45.1 12·9 0.1 46.7 2.0 0.05 
47.6 8.26 0.08 49.1 2.0· 0.05 

49.9 ·4.95 0.05 51.6 2.0 0.05 

52·9 2.85 0.06 54.7 1.9 0.01 

55·9 2.84 0~05 57·7 1.7 0.01 
58.8 3·95 0.05 60.7 1.5 0.05 

61.7 5·09 . 0.06 ·63·7 1.5 0.05 

65.8 5.47 0.05 67·9 1.6 0.05 

70.4 3·99 0.05 72.6 1.8 0.05 

75.4 1.80 0.03 77.8 . 2·5 0.05 
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Table AJ. t2C(JHe,p) 14N Table A4. '12CeHe,p) 14N 
E == 0000 MeV E == 2.J1 ± 0.022 MeV x x 

e~. dIJ/dfl Error BGm .. da/dfl Error 
(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb! [3r) 

9.4 0.13 0.021 9.-5 
" ........ __ .---_ ... - ~-~ .... 

0.85 0.054 
11.6 0 .• 18 0.025 11.7 0.62 0.046 
13.9 0.23 0.024 14.0 0.48 0.034 
17.2 0.32 0.032 14.0 0.46 0.041 
22.8 0.41 0.019 11.3 0.24 0.027 
26.1 0.35 0.033 22.9 0.03 0.005 
28.3 0.31 .0.032 26.3 0.08 0.016 
30.5 0.29 0.026 28.5 0.14 0.021 
30.5 0.33 0.034 30.7 0.16 0.019 
33.9 0.27 0.029 30.7 0.20 0.026 
39.4 0.18 0.012 34.1 0.25 0.027 
44.8 0.17. 0.01"5 39.6 0.38 0.018 
45.3 0.15 0.017 45.1 0.34 0.021 
45.3 0.17 0.010 45.5 0.36 0.027 
50.3 0.26 0.017 45.5 0.36 0.014 
55.7 0.23' 0 •. 018 50.6 0.21 0.017 
61.0 0.21 0.017 56.0 0.12 0.013 
61.4 0.18 0.019 61.4 0.06 0.009 
61.4 0.21 0.011 ·61.8 0.06 0.011 
66.3 0.20 0.016 61.8 0.07 0.006 
71.6 0.14' 0.014 66.7 0.05 0.009 
76.8 0.07 0.008 72.0 0.07 0.010 
84.5 0.03 0.005 77.2 0.12 0.010 
92.1 0.08 0.009 84.9 0.12 0.009 

109.5 0.19 0.026 92.5 0.12 0.010 
114.3 0.24 0.017 124.2 0.02 0.010 
123.8 0.12 0.020 128.9 0.03 0.006 
128.5 0.13 0.012 . 158."8 0.04 0.005 
158.6 0.54 0.018 172.0 0 .. 08 0.007 
171.9 0.92 0.023 - .. 
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Table ASo 12C(3He ,p) 14N Table A6 0 12CeHe,p) 1~ 
+ E 4.93 ± 0.033 MeV E = 3.94 - 0.032 MeV = x x 

Bem. drJ/dfl Error Bcm. dcr /dfl Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

9.5' 1.79 0.077 9.5 1.38 0 .. 068 
11.8 1.93 0.080 11.8 1.03 0.058 
14.0 1.37 0.057 14.1 1.05 0.050 
17.4 0.74 0.048 14.1 1.11 0.035 
23.0 0.31 0.016 17.5 0.87 0.052 
26.4 0.32 0.032 23.1 0.71 0.024 
28.6 0.31 0.031 26.5 0.57 0.042 
30.9 0.38 0.029 28.7 0.55 0.042 
30.9 0.35 0.035 31.0 0.47 0.033 
34.2 0.42 0.035 31.0 0.46 0.040 
39.8 0.46 0.019 34.3 0.45 0.036 
45.3 0.38 0.02-3 39.9 0.32 0.016 
50.8 0.26 0.019 45.5 0.31 0.021 
56.2 .0.23 0.018 51.0 0.24 0.018 
61.6 0.16 0.015 56.4 0.14 0.014 
62.1 0.18 0.019 61.8 0.14 0.014 
62.1 0.18 0.010 62.3 0.11 0.015 
67.0 0.15 0.014 62.3 0.15 0.009 
72.3 0.16 0.015 67.2 0.11 0.013 
77.5 0.18 0.013 72.5 0.09 0.011 
85.2 0.14 0.010 77.8 0.09 0.010 
92.8 0.19 0.013 85.4 0.10 0.008 

110.2 0.15 0.023 93.1 0.06 0.008 
115.0 0.21 0.016 110.4 0.03 0.010 
124.5 0.14 0.022 115.2 0.04 0.006 
129.2 0.18 . 0.014 124;'7 0.09 0.018 
158.9 0.29 0.013 129.4 0.13 0.012 
172.0 0.26 0.012 159.0 0.03 0.004 

172.0 0.07 0.006 

." 
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J 4 . 12 3.' 14 
Table A7. 12C( He.p) 1 N . Table A8. + C( He.p) N 
E == 5.12 ! 0.036 MeV' E == 5.65 - 0.030 MeV 

x x' 

eem. fu:J/dfl Error ecm. dcr/dfl Error 
(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) .' . 

----_._---....... --_ ........ ~:-
9.5 3.19 0.103 9.6 1.99 0.083 

11.8 1.70 0.075 11.8 1.97 0.081 
14.1 . 1.46 0.059 14'.1 1.43 0.058 
14.1 1.61 0.070 14.1 1':40 0.062 
17.5 1.35 0.065 17.5 1.08 0.057 
23.1 0.98 0.029 ' 23 .. 2 0.85 0.027 
26.5 0.91 0.053 26.6 0.6.7 0.046 
28.8 1.01 0.056 28.8 0.55 0.041 
31.0 0.98 0.047 31.1 0.52 0.035 
31.0 '. 0.94 0.057 31.1 0.59 0.045 
34.4 0.99 0.054 34 .. 4 0.50 0.041 
39.9 0.95 0.027 40.0 0.39 0.018 
45.5 0.92 0.035 45.6 ' 0.38 0.020 
51.0 0.78 0.032 51.1 0.35 .' ' 0.025 
56.4 0.73 ' 0.032 56.6 0.29 0.020 
61.9 ' 0.54 0.026 62.0 0.25 O.OlB 
62.3 0.56 0.033 62.4 0.28 0.023 
62.3 0.61 O.OlB 67.4 0.21 0.017 
67.2 0.42 0.023 72.7 0.20 0.017 
72.5 0.35 0.022 77.9 0.21 0.015 
77.8 0.29 0.017 85.6 0.17 0.011 
85.5 0.25 0.013 93.3 0.14 0.012 
93.2 0.24 0.016 110.6 0.17 0.025 

\ 110.5 0.31 0.033 115.4 0.24 0.017 
115.3 0.38 0.021 124.9 0.22 0.02B 
124.7 0.37 0.036 129.5 0.24 0.017 
129.4 0.40 0.022 159.1 0.14 0.009 

, 
i 

159.0 0.46 0.017 172.1 O.lB 0.010 
, 
i 

172.1 0.48 0.017 
-...... ..--.. .. ~ 
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Table A9. 12C(JHe ,p) 14N Table A10. 12C(JHe ,p) 14N 

E = 5.84 : 0.030 MeV E = 6.21 + MeV 
x x - 0 0 020 

Bc:m. da/dfl Error Bc:rn. da/dfl Error 
(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

_ " .. _.~ ~>o_"_ ~ . 

9.6 0.68 0.047 9.6 3.38 0.106 
11.8 0.81 0.052 11.9 2.92 0.097 
14.1 0.52 0.035 14:'1 2.26 0.073 
14.1 0.47 0.041 14.1 2.17 0.089 
17.5 0.50 0.039 17.6 1.51 0.068 
23.2 0.45 0.019 23.2 0.71 0.024 . 
26.6 0.46 0.042 26.6 0.54 0.041 
28.8 0.38 0.038 28.9 0.50 0.039 
31.1 0.42 0.031 31.1 0.55 0.034 
31.1 0.38 0.036 31.1 0.59 0.045 
34.5 0.40 0.034 34.5 0.55 0.040 
40.1 .0.36 0.017 40.1 0.61 0.022 
45.6 0.40 0.024 45.7 0.71 0.031 
46.0 0.40 0.023 51.2 0.71 0.031 
51.1 0.38 . 0.021 56.7 . 0.63 0.029 
56.6 0.32 0.021 62.1 0.53 0.026 
62.0 0.37 0.022 62.5 0.51 0.031 
62.4 0.34 0.025 62.5 0.59 0.018 
62.4 0.33 ~. 0.013 67.5 0.42 0.023 
67.4 0.38 0.023 . 72.8 0.28 0.020 
72.7 0.32 0.021 78.1 0.25 0.016 
78.0 0.30 0.017 85.8 0.18 0.011 
85.7 0.25 0.013 93.4 0.26 0.016 
93.3 0 .• 22 0.015 110.7 0.46 0.040 

110.6 0.24 0.029 115.6 0.57 0.026 
.. 115.'5 0.35 0.020 125.0 0.42 0.038 
124.9 0.33 0.034 129.6 0.44 0.023 
129.5 0.46 0.023 159.1 0.17 0.010 
159.1 0.40 0.016 172.1 0.14 0.009 
172.1 0.29 0.013 

.... -~----~ 
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Table A11. +12C()H9,P)14N Table A12. !ZC()He,p) 14N 
E == 6.46 - 0.018 MeV E == 7001 - 00042 MeV 'x x 

Sc,m. dcr/ dSl Error Sc.m. dcr/on . Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/sr) 

-.. , .... -.~ '-- _. ..;..,~~ ... ,., ... -. 
9.6 8.51 0~169 9.6 0.37 0.035 

11.9 9.35 0.177 11.9 0.38 0.035 
14.2 9.03 0.146 14'~2 0.37 0.035 
14.2 8.71 0.178 17.6 0.27 0.030 
17.6 8.28 0.160 23.3 0.34 0.017 
23.3 6.45 0.073 26.7 0.41 0.040 
26.7 5.37 0.128 29.0 0.28 0.030 
28.9 4.59 0.114 31.2 0.29 0.030 
31.2 4.00 0.094 31.2 0.37 0.025 
31.2 3.90 0.115 34.6 0.26 0.025 
34.5 3.17 0.094 40.2 0.19 0.012 
40.1 1.95 0.039 45;.8 0.18 0.010 
45.7 1.52 0.045 51.4 0.14 0.014 
46.2 ' 1.36 0.051 56.9 0.13 0.014 
46.2 1.64 0.;030 62.3 0.16 0.011 
51.2 1.;44 0.044 62.7 0.15 0.017 
56.7 1.43 0.045 62.7 0.14 0.009 
62.2 1.29 0.041 67.7 0.17 0.015 
62.6 1.23 0.048 73.0 0.16 0.015 
62.6 1.43 0.034 78.3 0.14 0.012 
67.5 1.12 0.038 93.7 0.10 0.010 
72.9' 0.88 0.035 111.0 0.16 0.024 
78.1 0.76 0.028 115.8 0.16 0.014 . 
85.8 0.50 0.018 125.2 0.15 0.023 
93.5 0.51 0.023 129.8 0.18 0.015 

110.8 0.64 0.047 159.2 0.37 0.015 
115.6 0.77 0·030 ,172.1 0.51 0.017 
125.1 0~66 0.048 . ". - -.. -. . ~. - -

129.7 0.85 0.032 
159.2 0.80 0.022 
172.1 0.60 0.019 



12 3 14 
Table A13. + C( He,p) N 

E = 7095 - 00026 MeV x 

Bc.rn. dcr / dJl - Error 
(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

9.7 0.29 0.031 
12.0 0.30 0.031 
14.3 0.37 0.029 
14.3 0.37 0.037 
17.7 0.40 0.035 
23.4 0.42 0.019 
26.8 0.37 0.033 
29.1 0.27 0.029 
31.4 0.39 0.029 
31.4 0.36 0.035 
34.8 0.30 0.029 
40.4 0.27 0.014 
46.0 0.21 0.017 
46.5 0.22 0.021 
46.5 0.23 0.011 
51.6 0.17 0.015 
57.1 0.13 0.013 
62.5 0.14 0.014 
63.0 0.14 0.016 
63.0 0.13 0.008 
67.9 0.12 0.013 
73.3 0.18 0.016 
78.6 0.19 0.014 
86.3 0.17 . 0.011 
93.9 0.15 0.013 

116.1 0.12 0.012 
125.5 0.13 0.022 
130.1 0.17 0.014 
159.3 0.29 0.013 
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12:3 14 
Table A14. + C( He,p) N 

E = 8.05 - 0.035 MeV 
x 

Bcm. dcr / dfl Error 
(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

9.7 0.60 0.044 
12.0 0.66 0.046 
14~3 0.63 0.038 
14.3 0.61 0.047 
17.7 0.44 0.036 
23.4 0.38 0.018 
26.9 0.25 0.028 
29.1 0.22 0.026 
31.4 0.17 0.019 
34.8 0.13 0.019 
40.4 0.14 0.010 
46.0 0.15 0.014 
46.5 0.14 0.016 
51.6 0.10 0.012 
57.1 0.13 0.013 
63.0 0.10 0.013 
63.0 0.10 0.007 
73.3 0.08 0.010 
78.6 0.06 0.008 
86.3 0.03 0.005 
94.0 0.05 0.007 

111.3 0.10 0.019 
116.1 0.11 0.012 
125.5 0.06 0.015 
130.1 -0.06 0.009 
159.3 0.03 0.004 

--~ . ..........-.. -.-.... 

----._._-....... -, .. 

! 
i 

! 
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Table A15. +12C()He.p)14N Table A16
0 

12C()He.p) 14N 
E :::: 8.47- 0.0)0 MeV . E = 8 0 61 ± 0.0)4 MeV 

x x 

Bc;n. da/dSl Error 8c;n. d(J /dSl . Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) 

, - - .- _ ... "- ..... _-" .......... _ ... : 

12.0 0.95 0.055 12.0 0.77 0.050 
14.3 0.82 0.044 14,.3 0.37 0.029 
14.3 0.85 0.055 14.3 0.35 0.035 

. ).7.7 0.82 0.049 17.8 0.30 0.030 
23.5 0.73 0.024 23.5 0.26 0.015 
26.9 0.69 01.046 26.9 0.26 0.028 
29.2 0.78 0.049 29.2 0.37 0.033 .,'i 

, 

31.5 0.73 0.040 31.5 0.34 0.027 
31.5 0 .. 65 0.046 31.5 0.37 0.035 
34.9 0.68 0.044 34.9 0.39 0.033 
40.5 0.55 0.021 40 .. 6 0.27 0.014 

, 46.1 0.44 0.024 46.2 0.18 0.016 
4,6.6 . 0.46 0.030 46.6 0.15 0.017 
46.6 0.48 0.016 51.7 0.09 ' 0.011 

'51.7 0.,31 0.020 57.3 0.03 0.OC7 
57.2 0.24 0.018 62.7 0.03 0.006 
62.1 0.26, 0.018 68.1 0.03 0.006 

, 63.1 0.24 0.021 13.5 0.03 0.007 
63.1 0.28 0.012 78.8 0.08 0.009 
68.1 . '0.26 0.018 86.5 0.09 0.008 
13.5 0.30 0.020 94.2 0.08 0.009 
78.7 0.30 0.017 111.5 0.06 0.014 
86.5 0.33 0.015 116.3 0.05 0.008 
94.1 0.33 0.019 125.1, 0.06 0.014 

111.4 0.25 0.030 130 .. 3 0.06 0.009 
116.2 0.33 0.020 159.4 0.08 0.007 
125.6 0.32 0.034 
130.2 0.51 0.025 
159.4 0.54 0.019 
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Table A17. 12c(~e.p)14N Table A 18. 12C(~e.p) 1~ 
E = 8.96 ± 0.019 MeV E = 9.15 :!: 0.018 MeV 

x x 

8cJ!l. d(J/dSl Error 8(!m. da/dSl Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) 

.. -.•. ~. ... -. ~- .. 

12.0 8.66 0.165 9.7 4.79 0.124 
14.3 8.77 0.144 17.8 2.58 0.088 
14.3 8.95 0.178 23'.6 1.97 0.040 
17.8 8.46 0.160 27.0 1.77 0.073 
23.5 7.28 0.077 29.3 1.54 0.068 
27.0 6.63 0.141 31.6 1.18 0.050 

~, 29.3 6.00 0.135 31.6 1.34 0.067 
31.5 5.68 0.110 35.0 1.01 0.053 
31.5 5.93 0.140 40.7 0.64 . 0.022 
35.0 5.13 0.121 46.3 0.54 0.027 
40.6 4.13 0.057 46.7 0.55 0.032 
46.2 3.43 0.068 51.9 0.43 0.024 
46.7 3.27 0.078 57.4 0.43 0.024 
46.7 3.75 0.044 62.9 0.38 0.022 
51.8 2.94 0.062 63.3 0.33 0.025 
57.4 2.46 0.058 63.3 0.40 0.014 
62.8 '2.23 0.052 68.3 0.34 0.021 
63.3 1.90 0.059 73.7 0.27 0.019 
63.3 2.29 0.034 79.0 0.27 0.016 
68.2 2.00 0.050 86.7 0.23 0.013 
73.6 2.07 0.053 94.4 0.29 0.017 
78.9 1.99 0.045 111.7 0.28 0.032 
86.6 1.75 0.035 116.5 0.37 0.021 
94.3 1.82 0.044 125.9 0.26' 0.030 

111.6 2.06 0.086 130.5 0.30 0.019 
116.4 2.55 0.055 
125.8 2.10 0.086 
130.4 2.42 0.053 
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A19. +12c(3He,p)14N 
12 J 14 

Table Table. A20. + C( He,p) N 
E = 9.39 - 00 026 MeV E = 9.70 - 0.022 MeV 

x x 

. e C),ll. d<rjdD Error eCJl). d<rjdD Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) . (deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) 

w _. -.< _. -_. 
~.-"'-"--.. 

9.7 2.50 0.089 9.8 1.16 0.061 
. 12.1 2.03 0.080 12.1 1.17 0.061 
- 17.8 1.41 0.065 14'.4 1.11 0.050 
23.6 1.31 0.033 14.4 1.04 0.061 
27.0 1.27 '0.062 23.6 0.82 0.026 
29.3 1.13 0.058 27.1 0.74 0.047 
31.6 0.91 0.044 29.4 0.66 0.045 
31.6 1.19 0 .. 063 31.7 0.50 0.033 
35.0 0.93 0.051 31.1 0.59 0.044 
40.7 0.68 0 •. 023 35.1 0.59 0.041 
46.4 0.56 0.027 40.8 0.45 0.019 
51.9 0.41 0.023 46.4 0.37 0.022 
57.5 0.32 0.021 52.0 0.30 0.020 
63.0 0.32 0.020 57.6 '0.26 0.019 
63.4 0.27' 0.022 63.1' 0.21 0.016 
63.4 0.23 0.011 63.5 0.18 0.018 
68.4 0.26 0.018 63.5 0.24 0.011 
73.8 0.30 0.020 68.5 0.17 0.015 
79.1 0.26 0.016 73.9 .0.14 0.014 
86.8 0.22 0.012 79.2 0.13 0.012 
94.5 0.19 , 0.014 86.9 .0.14 0.010 

111.8 0.16 0.024 94.6 0.18 0.014 
116.6 0.32 0.020 111.9 0.18 0.025 
125.9 0.41 0.038 116.7 0.32 0.020 
130.5 0.48 0.024 .... ...---. 

i 
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12 3 14 A22. 12c(3He ,p)14N Table A21. C( He,p) N Table 
E = 10.08 ± 0.018MeV E = 10.43 ± 00 020 MeV 

x x 

e~. dcr/dfi. Error e~. dcr/dfi. Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

9.8 1.02 0.057 9.8 2.19 0.083 
12.1 0.76 0.049 12.1 1.98 0.079 
14.4 0.85 0.044 14.5 2.16 0.070 
14.4 0.85 0.054 14.5 2.11 0.085 
17 .. 9 0.61 0.042 18.0 1.97 0.076 
27.2 0.53 0.040 23.7 1.80 0.038 
29.5 0.44 0.036 21.2 1.29 0.062 
31.8 0.38 0.028 29.5 0.97 0.054 
31.8 0.43 0.037 31.8 0.91 0.044 
35.2 0.44 0.035 35.3 0.68 0.043 
40.9 0.38 0.017 4-1.0 0.52 0.020 
46.5 0.40 0.023 46.6 0.48 0.025 
52.1 0.38 0.022 47.1 0.43 0.029 
57.7 0.34 0.021 I 52.3 0.42 0.023 
63.2 0.30 0.019 51.8 0.38 0.023 
63.7 0.31 0.0.13 63.3 0.31 0.020 
68 .. 6 0.24 0.018 63.8 0.27 0.022 
74.0 0.26 0.019 63.8 0.34 0.013 
79.3 0.22 0.015 68.8 0.26 0.018 
87.1 0.20 0.012 74.2 0.21 0.017 
94.7,' 0.26 0.017 79.5 0.16 0.013 

112.1 0.30 0.033 87.2 0.13 0.009 
116.8 0.42 0.023 94.9 0.15 0.012 

112.2 0.14 0.023 
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12 (~ 14 ~4 •.. 12C(~e,p)14N Table A23. C e,p).N Table 
E = 10.81 -;I; 0.023MeV E 12.40 t 0.030 MeV 

x x 

" 
Bc.m. dcr/dD Error ec.m. dcr/dD Error 

(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/sr) (deg) (ritb/ sr) (mb/ sr) 
~ 

- - -~~~ .. ~ .... -... " 

9.8 0.27 0.029 10.0 2.55 0.088 
12.2 0.27 0.029 12,~3 2.04 0.079 
18.0 0.31 0.030 14.7 2.31 0.071 
23.8 0.30 0.015 14.7 2.58 0.093 
31.9 . 0.25 0.023 18.2 1.90 0.073 
31.9 ,0.29 0.031 24.1 1.27 0.031 
35.4 0.32 0.030· 27.6 1.17 0.058 
41.1 0.28 0.015 30.0 1.00 0.058 
46.8 0.31 0.020 32.3 0.89 0.043 
47.2. 0.29 0.023 35.8 0.83 0.047 
52.4 0.25 0.018 41.6 0.62 0.021 
58.0 0.22 0.017 41.3 0.50 0.025 
63.9 0.16 0.017 47.8 0.57 0.032 
63.9 0.20 0.010 53.0 0.68 0.030 
68.9 0.15 0.014 58.6· 0.66 0.030 
74.3 0.16· 0.015 64.2 0.58 0.027 
79.7 0.17 0.013 64.7 0.72 0.036 
87.4 0.19 0.011 64.7 0.70 0.019 
95.1 0.18 0.014 69.7 0.65 0.029 

112.4 0.10 0.019 75.1 0.54· 0.027 
80.5 0.39 0.020 
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Table A25. 12C( 3rte,p)14N 12 3rt 14 Table A26. C ( e, p) N. 
E :::: 12.50 t 0.020MeV E :::: 12.74 ± 0.030 MeV 

x x 

e CJll. dr:5!dfl Error ecm. dr:5/dfl Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

10.0 1.41 0.065 10.0 4.79 0.120 
12.3 1.56 0.069 12.4 4.86 0.121 
14.7 1.56 0.058 14.7 4.96 0.104 
14.7 1.36 0.068 ·14.1 5.14 0.132 
18.2 1.27 0.060 18.3 4.80 0.116 
24.1 1.80 0.029 24.2 4.06 0.-056 
21.1 0.84 0.049· 21.1 3.97 0.lG6 
30.0 0.65· 0.038 30.1 3.64 0.101 
32.3 0.61 0.035 32.4 3.47 0.084 
32.3 0.73 0.048 32.4 3.57 0.106 
35.8 0.50 0.037 35.9 2.88 0;088 
41.8 0;'31 0.024 41.5 1.80 0.048 
64.7 0.30 0.023 48.0 1.84 0 .. 058 
75.2 0.23 0.017 48.0 2.06 0.032 

53.2 1.49 0.044 
58.8 1.06 0.037 
64.4 0.83 0.032 
64.9 0.96 0.042 
64.9 0.82 0.020 
69.9 0.79 0.032 
80.1 0.53 0.023 
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Table A27. !2c(3He ,p) 14N Table. A28 0 
160(3He ,p) 18F . 

E = 12e90 - Oe025 MeV E ::: 0.00 MeV 
x . x 

e em. drJ/dJI. Error 8c,m. drJ/dJI. Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

-'----,._-_. ~ _. 
10.0 3.27 0.099 8.8 2.86 0.058 
12.4 3.37 0.101 11 .• 1 2.72 0.110 
14.8 3.23 0.084 14.4 1.58 0.029 
14.8 3.44 0.107 16.6 1.14 0.029 
18.3 3.05 0.093 18.8 0.67 0.029 
24 .. 2 2.57 0.044 22.0 0.48 0.053 
27.8 2.64 0.087 27.5 0.81 0.032 
30.1 2.19 o.oeo 29.6 0.78 0.057 
32.5 ' 2.16 0.067 31.8 1.05 0.115 
32.5 . 2.15 0.082 32.9 1.05 0.040 
36.0 1.94 0.072 35.1 1.04 0.075 .. 47.5 1.10 0.037 37.3 0.97 0 .. 042 
48.0· 1.08 . 0.044 39.'t 0.79 0.045 
48.0 1.26 0.025 42.7 0.58 0.083 
53.3 0.98 0.035 43.7 0.61 0.028 
58.9 0.63 0.029 48.0 0.46 0.033 
65.0 0.60 0.017 53.4 0.26 0.026 
70.0 0.47 0.024 59.7 0.23 0.017 

64.0 0.21 0.020 
70 .. 2 0.18 0.014 
75.4 0.17 0.015 
79.5 0.17 . 0.017 
85.7 0.16 0.015 
94.8 ·0.11 0.013 

104.7 0.20 0.017 
110.6 0.14 0.014 
125. O· 0.10 0.012 

i 
128.8 0.08 0.010 
132.5 0.12 0.013 
142.8 0.10 0.01l 
150.2 ' 0.12 0.011 .. ",: 

. 152.9 0.12 0.012 
170.2 0.20 0.009 ... ,. "", 



Table A290 16o(JHe,p)18F Table AJO. 160(JHe ,p) 18F 
E = 0.9J7 - 0.008 MeV E = 1.111 ± 0.007 MeV 

x x 

ec.m. dc:5/dfl Error e CJII.. dc:5/dJl Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

8.8 3.41 0.062 8.8 0.68 . 0·.027 
11.1 3.91 0.130 11.1 1.09 0.066 
14.4 3.94 0.094 14.4 1.03 0 .. 049 
16.6 4.17 0.056 16.6 0.89 0 .. 026 
18.8 3.70 0.067 18.8 1 .. 0t;. 0.036 
22.1 3.92 0.152 22.1 1.02 0.076 
27.6 2.79 0.060 27.6 1.36 0.042 
29.6 2.04 0.090 29.6 1.44 0.078 
31.9 1.56 0 .. 138 31 .. 9 1.17 0.121 
33.0 1.77 0.051 --.. 

33.0 1.67 0.050 
35.2 1.35 0.086 35.2 1.68 0.098 
37.4 1.12 . 0.046 37.4 1.65 0.055 
39.5 1.04 0.053 39.5 1.49 0.063 
42.8 1.04 0.114 . 42.8 1.55 O. '130 
43.8 0.92 0.034 43.8 1.33 0.042 
48.1 0.90 0.046 ·48.2 1.06 0.049 
53.5 .0.85 0.046 53.5 0.90 0.048 
59.8 0.83 0.033 59.9 0.66 0.029 
64.1 0.63 0.036 64.1 0.61 0.034 
70.4 0.53 0.025 70.4 0.61 0.028. 
75.6 0.40 0.023 75.6 0.63 0.028 
79 .. 7 0.35 0.025 79.7 0.60 0.033 
85.8 0.30 0.021 85.8 0.58 0.029 
94.9 0.19 0.017 94.9 0.52 0.028 , 

104 .. 8 0 .. 24 0.019 104.8 0.46 0.027 
110.7 0.26 0.019 110.7 0.52 0.028 
125.1 0.46 0.025 125.1 0.58 0.028 
128.9 0.50 0.027 128.9 0.67 0.027 
142.9 0.46 0.024 142.9 0.92 0.033 
150.2 0.57 0.024 150.2 0.91 0.030 

, 153.0 0.50 0.024 153.0 1.07 0.034 
170.2 0.56 0.016 170.2 1.13· 0.022 
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Table AJ10 160(JHe.p)18F Table AJ2. 160(JHe.p)18F, 
E = 10680± 0.024 MeV 6 + ' E = 2009 - 0.01J MeV x ' x 

B CJll. da/dD Error Bc.m. da/dO Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

~ 

.. - ~.- -'. -- --._-_ .... 
8 .. 8 0.32 0.020 8.8 0.12 0.012 

11.1 0.29 0.034 11 .. 2 0.08 0.018 
14.4 0.20 0.021 14~5 0.10 0.015 
16.6 0.17 0.012 16.1 0.09 0.008 
18.8 0.17 0.014 18.9 0.11 0 .. 012 
27.6 0.10 0.011 22.2 0.08 0.021 
29.1 0.09 0.019 27 .. 6 ' 0 .. 19 0.015 
32.0 0.08 0.031 29.1 0.11 0 .. 027 
33.1 0.09 0.012 32.0 0.20 0.050 
35.2 0.12 0.026 33.1 0.22 0.018 
31.4 0.10 0.013 35.3 0.29 0.041 
39.6 0.11 0.017 31 .. 5 0.26 0.022 
42.8 0.13 0.039 39.6 0.26 0.026 
43.9 0.09 0.011 42.9 0.28 0.058 
4B.2 0~10 0.015 44.0 ,0.26 0.018 
53.6 0.07 0.0,13 4B.3 0.20 0.021 
60.0 0.07 0.010 53.6 0.27 0.025 
64 .. 2 0.06 0.011 60.0 0.22 0.017 
10.5 0.06 0.009 64.2 0.18 0.019 
75.7 0.06 0.009 70.5 0.18 0.014 
79.8 0.05 0.009 75.7 0.15 0.014 
85.9 0.05 0.008 19.9 0.11 O.OlB 
95.0 0 .. 05 0.008 86.0 0.16 0.015 

104.9 0.03 0.006 95.1 0.13 0.014 
110.8 0.03 0.001 105.0 0.09 .0.012 
125.2 ' o. as 0.009 110.9 0.07 0.010 
129.0 0.05 0.009 125.3 0.09 0.011 
132.8 0.05 0.008 129.0 0.11 0.012 
143.0 0.06 0.008 132.8 0.13 0.012 
150.3 0.05 0~007 143.0 0.11 0.011 

'153.0 0.05 0.007 150.3 0.15 0.012 
170.2 0.03 0.004 153.1 0.18 0.014 

170.2 0.17 0.009 
- "'" , .-
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16 3 18 . 16 3 18 
Table A33. + O( Re,p) F Table A34. + O( He.p) F 
E = 2.509 - 0.018 MeV E = 3.062 - 0.015 MeV 

x x 

Gem. dcr / cJSl Error ecm. dcr/cJSl Error 
(deg) . (mb/ sr) (mb!sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb! sr) 

--- . -- .--.. 
8.8 0.13 0.013 8.9 1.94 0.046 

11 .. 2 0.17 0.027 11.2 2.79 0.110 
14.5 0.18 0.020 14~5 2.36 0.073 
16.7 0.17 0.011 16.7 2.11 0.040 
18.9 0.19 0.015 18.9 1.86 0.047 
22 .. 2 0.12 0.026 22.2 1.55 0.OS3 
27.7 0.10 0.011 27.7 1.01 0.035 
29.8 0.08 0.019 29.8 0.72 0.052 
32.0 0.08 0.031 32.1 0.51 0.080 
33.1 0.10 0.012 33.2 0.60 0.030 
35 .. 3 0.09 0.023 35.4 0.51 0.054 
37.5 0.12 0.015 37.6 0.42 0.027 
39.7 0.13 0.019 39.7 0.39 0.031 
42.9 0.16, 0.044 43.0 0.41 0.069 
44.0 0.10 0'.011 44.1 0.42 0.024 
48.3 0.09 0.015 48.4 0.50 0.034 
53.7 0.08 0.014 53.8 0.46 0.033 
60.1 0.06 0.009 60.2 0.46 0.025 
64.3 0.06 0.011 64.4 0.38 0.028 
70.6 0.05 0.008 70.7 0.30 0.019 
75.8 0.08 0.010 75.9 0.31 0.020 
79.9 0.06 0.010 80.0 . 0.30 0.023 
86.1 0.07 0.009 86.2 0.31 0.021 
95.2 0.04 0.008 95.3 0.30 0.021 

105.1 0.06 0.010 105.2 0.24 0.019 
110.9 0.07 0.010 111.0 0.20 0.018 
125.3 0.10 0.012 125.4 0.14 0.014 
129.1 0.08 0.010 129.2 0.16 0.016 
132.9 0.04 '0.007 132.9 0.21 0.016 
143.1 0.06 0.008 143.1 0.16 0.013 
150.4 0.05 0.007 150.4 0.17 0.013 
153.1 0.07 0.009' 153.2 0.18 0.014 
170.2 0.22 0.010 170.3 0.13 0.008 
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Table A3.5. 160(~He,p) 18F .' 16 J 18 ' 
Table A36. . o( He,p) F 

E = 303.52 ! 0.016 MeV E = 30732 ~ 0.030 MeV x x . 

G CJTl. dcr / Oft Error Gc;n. dcr/df't Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/sr) (deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) . 

~ 

. - - - . .--.---~ ..... 

8.9 0.48 0.024 11.2 0.88 0.060 
11.2 0.42 0.041 14,.5 1 .. 11 0.049 
14.5 0.50 0.033 16~7 0.86 0.026 
16.7 0.45 0.018 18.9 0.78 0.030 
18.9 0.40 0 .. 021 22.2 0.42 0 .. 049 
22.2' 0.34 0.045 27.7 0.66 0.029 
27.7 0.30 0.019 29.8 0.69 0.063 
29.8 0.26 0.032 32.1 0.55 0.082 
32.1 0.10 0.035 33.2 0.48 0.027 
33.2 0.19 0.016 35.4 0.40 0 .. 048 
35 .. 4 0.15 0.030 37 .. 6 0.36 0,,025 
37.6 0.15 0.016 39.8 0.39 0.032 
39.6 0.11 0.017 43.0 0.14 0.041 
44.1 0 .. 12 0.012 ". 

44.1 0.41 0.023 
48 .. 4 0.08 0.014 48.4 0.15· 0.019 
53.8 0.08 0.015 53.8 0.06 0.013 
60 .. 2 0.09 0.011 60.2 0.13 0.013 
64.4 0.07 0.012 64.5 0.32 0.025 
70.7 0.07 . 0.009 76.0 0.21 0.016 
76.0 0.08 0.010 80.1 0.38 0.026 
80.1 0.10 0.013 86.3 .0.28 0 .. 019 
8,6.2 0.10 0.012 95.4 0.15 0.015 
95.3 0.08 0.011 105.3 0.13 0.014 

105.2 0.05 0.096 111 .. 1 0.19 0.017 
111 .. 1 0.07 0.010 125 .. 5 ' 0.36 0.022 
125.5 0.08 .0.011 129.3 0.55 0.028 
129.2 0.09 0.012 133.0 0.37 0.022 
133.0 0.11 0.012 143.2 0.31 0.019 
143.2 0.11' 0.012 150 .. 5 0.19 0.014 
150.5 0.11 0.0'11 153.2 0.44 0.022 
153 .. 2 0.08 0.010 170.3 0,.33 0.012 
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16 3 18 Table A38. 16o(3He,p)18F Table A37. O( He,p) F 
+ E = 3.830 - 0.012 MeV E = 4.134 - 00 011 MeV x x 

8c.m. dcr!d12 Error 8c.m. dcr!dSl Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

11.2 3.47 0.119 11.2 0.63 0.051 
14.5 3.24 0.085 14.5 0.55 0.035 
16.1 3.26 0'.050 16 .. 7 0.42 0.018 
18.9 3.00 0.060 19.0 0.41 0.022 
22.3 3.05 0.133 22.3 0.23 0.031 
21.8 1.97 0.050 27.8 '0.27 0.018 
29.8 2.03 0.108 29 .. 9 0.37 0.046 
32.2 1.14 0 .. 119 32.2 0.18 0.047 
33.2 1.45 0.047 33 .. 3 0.22 0.018 
35.4 1.25 0.084 35.5 0.22 0.035 
37.6 1.17 0.046 37.7 0.18 0.018 
39.8 0.82 0.046 39.8 0.17 0.021 
43.1 0.87 O.lCl 43.1 0.09 0.033 
44.1 0.71 0.031 44.2 0.17 0.015 
48.5 0.79 0.043 48.5 0.16 0.019 
53.8 0.67 0.041 53.9 0.16 0.020 
60.2 0.58 0.027 60.3 0.17 0.015 
64.5 0.19 0.019 64.5 0.16 0.018 
76.0 0.46 0.024 76.1 0.17 0.014 
80.1 0.24 0.021 80.2 0.17 0.017 
86.3 0.39 0.023 86.3 0.17 0.015 
95 .. 4 0.38 0.024 95.4 0.16 0.016 

105.3 0.26 0.020 105.4 0.09 0.012 
111.2 0.22 0.018' 111.2 0.06 0.009 
125.5 0.13 0.014 125.6 0.10 0.012 
129.3 0.04 0.008 129 .. 3 0.10 0.012 
133.0 0.14 0.014 133.1 0.13 0.013 
143.2 0.26 0.017 143.2 0.16 0.014 I 

150.5 0.36 0.019 150.5 0.20 0.014 
153.2 0.12 0.012 153.3 '0.17 0.014 
170.3 0.12 0.007 170.3 . 0.25 0.011 

. -----.-~.-~- -
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16 3 18 Table A40. 160(3He ,p)18F Table A39. + O( He,p) , F + . 
E = 4.378 - 0.009 MeV E = 4.651 - 0.012 MeV 

x x . 

Bent dcr/dfl Error BCJ!l. dcr/dfl Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

-
11.2 0.81 0.058 11.2 1.23 0.071 
14.5 0.65 0.038 14.6 1.20 0.051 
16.8 0.63 0 .. 022 16'~8 1.22 0 .. 030 
19 .. 0 0 .. 53 0.025 19 .. 0 1.20 0 .. 038 
22.3 ' 0 .. 39' . 0.048 22 .. 3 1.22 0.084 
27.8 0.44 0 .. 023 27.f3 1 .. 11 0.037 
29.9 0.48 0.052 29.9 1.29 0 .. 086 
32 .. 2 0.26 0 .. 057 32.2 . 0.78 0 .. 098 
33.3 0.44 0.025 33.3 1.03 0.039 
35 .. 5 0.32 0.043 35.5 0.85 0.069 
37.7 0.39 0.027 37 .. 7 0.95 0 .. 041 
39.9 0.38 0.031 39.9 0.84 0 .. 047 
43.1 0.37 0.066 43.2 0.63 0.080 
44.2 0 .. 36 0.022 44.3 0.61 0.028 
48.5 0.33 0.027 48.6 0.39 0.030 
53 .. 9 0 .. 41 0.032 54.0 0.25 0.025 . 
60 .. 3 0.40 0.023 60.4 0 .. 14 0 .. 014 
64 .. 6 0.31 0.025 64.6 0.12 0.016 
76.1 0.29. 0.019 16.2 0.17 0.014 
60 .. 2 0.24 0.020 80.3 0.20 0.018 
86 .. 4 0 .. 18 0.016 86.5 0.21 0 .. 017 
95 ... 5 0.18 0.017 95.6 0.17 0.01,6 

105.4 0.20 0.018 105.5 0.16 0.016 
111.3 0.20 0.017 111 .. 3 0.22 0.018 
125.6 0.24 0.018 129.4 0.19 0.017 
129 .. 4 0.22 0.018 133 .. 2 0.20 0.016 
133.1 0.18 0.015 143.3 0.15 0.013 
143.3 0.21 0.016 150.6 0.27 0.017 
150.6 0.28 0.017 153.3 0.28 0.018 
153.3 0.29 0 .. 018 170.3 0.52 0.015 
170.3 0.30 .. 0.012 
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16 3 18 16 3 18 
Table A41. + O( He,p)F , Table A42. + O( He,p) F 

E = 4.843 - 0.012 MeV E = 4.967 - 0.021 MeV 
x x 

Gem. dcr / dfI. Error Gem. dcr/dfi. Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) 

11.2 0.43 0.046 11.2 0.29 0.028 
14.6 0.44 0.031 16.8 0.29 0.015 
16.8 0.41 0.018 19~O 0.29 0.019 
19.0 0.41 0.022 27.9 0.23 0.017 
22.3 0.43 0.049 30.0 0.22 0.024 
27.9 0.37 0.021 32.3 0.22 0.058 
29 .. 9 0.45 0.057 33.4 0.21 0.018 
32 .. 3 0.36 0.062 35 .. 6 0.28 0.025 
33.4. 0.39 0.024 31.8 0.13 0.011 
35.6 0.45 0.054 39.9 0.12 0.018 
37.7 0.35 0.027 43.2 . 0.13 0.046 
39.9 0.38 0.031 44.3 0.12 0.012 
43.2 0.41 0.066 48.6 0.09 0.021 
44.3 . 0.35 0.021 60.5 0.05 0.008 
48.6 0.36 0.024 64.7 0.05 0.006 
54.0 0.28 0.026 76.2 0.08 0.010 
60.4 0.20 0.016 80.4 0.06 0.011 
64.7 0.12 0.017 105.5 0.11 0.013 
76.2 0.12 0.012 125.7 0.12 0.013 
80 .. 4 0.10 0.013 129.5 0.04 0.008 
86.5 0.13 0.013 133.2 0.03 0.006 
95 .. 6 0.22 0.018 143.4 0.10 0.011 

105.5 0.09 0.012 150.6 0.03 0.006 
111.4 0.,21 0.017 
129.5 0.16 0 .. 015 
133.2 0.12 0.013 
143.3 0.16 0.014 
150.6 0.20 0.014 
153.3 0.24 0.016 
170.3 0.31 0.012 

fi 



160(:3He ,p,) 1~F 16:3 18 
Table A4:3. Table 'A44. + O( He.p) F 

Ex = 5,,601 + E = 6.105 - 00008 MeV - 00012 MeV x 

Gem. da /dfl Error "Gem. da / dfl Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb! sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb! sr) 

_. ~-, ... ~ ... -~ .. - ..... - -
11.3 1.26 0 .. 071 11.3 3.64 0.121 
14 .. 6 1.23 0.052 14,.6 ,3.32 0 .. 085 
16.8 1.35 0.032 16.9 3.11 0.048 
19.1 1.31 0.039 19.1 2.80 0 .. 057 
22.4 1.09 0.079 22.4 2.25 0.113 
27.9 1 .. 16 0.038 28 .. 0 2 .. 02 O.05U 
30.0 1.42 0.090 30.1 2.13 0.110 
32.3 0.88 0.104 32.4 1.49 0.135 
33 .. 5 0.95 0 .. 037 33 .. 5 1.60 0.049 
35.7 0.73 0.064 35.7 1.45 0.090 
37 .. 8 0.77 0.037 37 .. 9 1.,35 0.049 
40.0 0.66 0.041 40 .. 1 1.25 0.057 
43.3 0 .. 60 0.084 43.4 0.69 0.090 
44 .. 4 0.63 0.029 44 .. 5 1.07 0.037 
48.7 0.45 0.032 48.8 0 .. 87 0.044 
54.2 0 .. 43 0.033 54.2 0.91 0.048 
60.6 0.29 0.020 60.7 0 .. 74 0.031 
64.8 0.21 0.020 64 .. 9 0.59 0.034 
76.4 0.23 0.017 76.5 0.57 0.027 
80.5 0.16 0.017 80.7 0.49 0.029 
86.7 0.22 0 .. 017 86 .. 8 0.55 0.027 
95.8 0.19 0.017 95 .. 9 0.37 0.024 

105.7 0 .. 18 0.017 105.8 0.40 0.025 
111.6 0.19 0.017 111.7 0.38 0 .. 024 ' 
125.9 0.19 0.016 126 .. 0 0 .. 46 0.026 
129 .. 6 0.20 0.017 129.7 0 .. 43 0.025 
133.4 0.20 0.016 133.5 0.40 0.023 
143.5 , 0 .. 23 0.017 143.6 ' 0.46 0.024 
150.7 0.26 0.016 150.8 0.51 0.023 
153.4 0.26 0.017 153.5 0.47 0.023 
170.4 0.34 0 .. 013 170.4 0.34 0.013 

r· 



16 J 18 
Table A45. + O( He,p) F 
E = 6.265 - 0.013 MeV x 

Bern. dcr/dfl Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/sr) 

11.3 1.90 0.087 
14.7 1.66 0.060 
16.9 1.74 0.036 
19.1 1.54 0 .. 042 
22.5 1.52 0.093 
28.0 1 .. 22 0.039 
30.1 1.06 0.077 
32.4 0.99 0.110 
33.5 0.90 0 .. 036 
35 .. 7 0.69 0.062 
37.9 0.88 0.040 
40.1 0.58 0.039 
43 .. 4 0.60 0.084 
44.5 0.63 0.028 
48 .. 9 0.56 0.036 
54 .. 3 0.43 0 .. 033 
60.7 0.45 0.024 
65 .. 0 0.44 .0.029 
76 .. 5 0.38 0.022 
80 .. 7 0.38 0.026 
86.9 0.28 0.019 
96.0 0.42 0 .. 025 

105 .. 9 0.31 0.022 
111..7 0.28 0.020 
126.0 0.20 0.017 
129 .. 8 0.21 0.018 
133.5 0.32 0.021 
143.6 0.25 0.018 
150.8 0.26 0.016 
153.5 0.28 0.018 
170.4 0.36 0.013 
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Table A46. 160(3He ,p)18r 
E = 60 779 ± 00 007 MeV x 

e C!ll. dcr/dD Error 
(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

11.3 5.16 0.144 
14.7 6.02 0.114 
16~9 4.12 0.055 
19.2 3.72 0.065 
22.5 .2 .. 55 0.120 
28.1 2.74 0.058 
30.2 2 .. 87 0.127 
32.5 2 .. 26 0 .. 166 
33.6 2.34 0.059 
35.8 2.03 Oele6 
38.0 1.98 0.059 
40.2 1.86 0.069 
43 .. 5 1.74 0.141 
44.6 1.49 0.044 
49.0 1.13 0.051 
5' •• 4 1.25 0 .. 056 
60.8 0.96 0.035 
65.1 0.82 0.040 
76.7 0.57 0.027 
80.8 0.58 0 .. 032 
87.0 0.54 0.027 
96.1 0.41 0.025 

106.0 0.41 0.025 
111.9 0.50 0.027 
126.2 0.46 0 .. 026 
129.9 0.47 0.026 
133.6 0.36 0.,022 
143.7 0.40 0.022 
150.9 0.45 0.022 
153.6 0.46 0.023 
170.4 0.57 0.016 

.-~---,-.--, .. 

\ 

1 
I 
j, 

I 
~ 
'. J 
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, 16 J 18 ' 16 3rt 18 
Table A470 O( He, p) F Table A48. . O( e,p) F + ' E= 7~646 ± 00014 MeV E = 7.206 - 00 009 MeV· 

x x ~ . 
',... 

Bern. da/dfl Error Bc.m. da/dfl Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

. 
..... ~.---.. -.. -.-

11e3 1.27 0 .. 071 11.4 2.48 0.099 
14.7 1.30 0.053 14 .. 7 2.18 0.068 
17 .. 0 0 .. 96 0.027 1 i~o 2.07 0 .. 039 
19 .. 2 2.83 0.057 19.2 2.02 0.048 
22 .. 5 0.80 0 .. 067 28.,2 1.49 0 .. 043 
28.1 0 .. 62 0 .. 028 30 .. 3 1 .. 56 0 .. 094 
30e2 0.59 0.058 32 .. 6 1.58 0.138 
32 .. 6 0~86 0 .. 102 33.7 1 .. 41 0.045 
33.7 0.67 , 0.031 36.0 1.17 0.080 
35.9 0 .. 75 0.065 38.2 1.10 0 .. 044 
38 .. 1 0.72 0 .. 036 /-to.4 1.09 0.053 
40.3 0.64 0.040 43.7 0 .. 95 0 .. 104 
43 .. 6 0 .. 41 0 .. 069 44.8 0.86 0.033 
44.7 0.56 0.027 49 .. 1 0.62 0 .. 037 
49.1 0.39 0.029 54 .. 6 0.59 0.038 
54 .. 5 0 .. 59 0.038 61 .. 1 0.40 0.023 
60 .. 9 0.45 0.024 65.3 ' 0.43 0 .. 029 
65.2 0.46 '0.030 76 .. 9 0 .. 38 0 .. 022 
76.8 0.45 0.024 81 .. 1 0 .. 28 0.022 
81.0 0.29 0.022 87.3 0 .. 38 0.023 
81.1 0.35' 0.022 96 .. 4 0.24 0 .. 019 
96.2 0 .. 32 0.022 106.3 0.26 0.020' 

106.1 0.30 0.022 126.4 0.27 0.020 
112.0 0.44 0.026 130.1 • 0.25 0.019 
126.3 0.39 . 0.023 133.8 0 .. 36 0.022 
130 .. 0 0.31 0.021 143.8 0.29 0.019 
133.7 0.38 0.023 151.0 0.25 0.016 
143.8 ' 0.31 0.019 153.7 0 .. 21 0.015 
151.0 0.30 0.018 170 .. 5 0.57 0.016 
153.6 0.28 0.018 
170.4 0.32 " 0.012 

,-. 
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Table A51. 
E x 

.' 

= 0.00 

8GTIl. 
(deg) 

10.4 
12.,9 
19 .. 1 
25 .. 2 
31 .. 3 
37 .. 4 
43.4 
49 .. 4 
55.2 
61.1 
72.4 
83.5· 
94 ... 1 

GGm. 
(deg) 

10.5 
13.0 
19 .. 2 
25 .. 4 
31.5 
37.6 
43.1 
49.7 
55.6 
61.5 
72.9 
83.9 
94.6 

-

160 (a:,d) 18F . 
MeV 

dcr/<ill Error 
(mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) 

0.27 0.024 
0.25 0.012 
0.15 0.017 
0.17 0 .. 009 
0 .. 20 0.017 

.0.18 0.008 
. 0.17 0 .. 016 

0.20 0.009 
0.22 0.021 
0.20 0.012 
0.11 0 .. 009 
0.11 0.013 
0.10 0· ... 013 

... . dcr I <ill Error 
(mb! sr) (mb/ sr) 

6.57 
5.90 
3 .. 86 
2 .. 87 
2.66 
2.57 
2.17 
1.73 
1 .. 20 
0.87 
0.66 
0.63, 
0.69 

0.118 
0.053 
0 .. 081 
0.037 
0.061 
0.031 
0.057 
0.026 
0.048 
0.026 
0 .. 022 
0.030 

'0.033 
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Table A520 160(a:,d)18F 
E = 00934 ± 0.014 MeV 

x 
,;.. 

Gc.m. dcr/<ill Error 
(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

___ 0- 0_" •• ";- ........ ~ 

10 .. 5 1.40 0.055 
13.0 1.33 0.027 
1'9~2 1 .. 14 0.046 
25 .. 4 ·0.,80 0.019 
31.5 0.34 0.022 
31.6 0 .. 23 0.010 
43.6 0 .. 31 0.022 
49 .. 6 0.29 0 .. 011 
55.5 . 0 .. 34 0.025 

,61 .. 4 0.31 0.015 
. 72 .. 8 0.21 0.013 
83.9 0 .. 32 0 .. 021 
94 .. 5 0 .. 19 0.018 

t __ . . ---- ~.- ~-- ----...,.._-" 

Gem. 
(deg) 

10.5 
13.0 
19.3 
25.5 
31 .. 7 
31.8 
43.9 
49.9' 
55.8 
61.7 
73 .. 2 
84.2 
94.9 

dcr I <ill Error 
(mb! sr) (mb/ sr) 

." -._------------_ ....... _---:-- '~-

0.11 0.015 
0.09 0.007 
0.05 0 .. 009 
0.05 0.005 
0.04 0.008 
0.04 0.004 
0.02 0.006 
0.02 0.003 
0.02 0.006 
0.02 0.004 
0.01 0.003 
0.01 0.004 
0.02 0.006 

-: 

I 

! 

I 
.", I 
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Table A55. :60(a,d)18r Table A56. 16O(a,d)18F 
E = 2.100 - 0.011 MeV E = 2.)41 - 00 019 MeV 

x x 

8c.m. da/o.n Error 8c:m. da/dD Error 
(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/sr) 

',. 
10 .. 6 0.30 0.026 10.6 0.01 0.012 
13.1 0.28 0 .. 012 13 .. 1 0.04 0 .. 005 
1983 0.14 0 .. 016 19 .. 4 0.03 0.007 
25 .. .5 0 .. 10 0.001 25.6, 0.02 0.003 
31 .. 7 0.07 0.009 31 .. 9 0.02 0.006 
37.9 0.07 0.005 38.0 0.03 0.003 
44.0 0.07 0 .. 010 44 .. 1 0.03 0.006 
50 .. 0 0.06 0.005 50 .. 2 0 .. 03 0 .. 003 
56.0 0.04 0.009 56 .. 1 0.02 0 .. 005 
61 .. 8 0.03 0 .. 004 62 .. 0 0.01 0.003 
73.3 0.01 0.002 73 ... 6 0.01 0.003 
84.4 0.02 0.005 84.7 0.01 0.004 
95.1 0.01 0.004 95 .. 3 0.01 0.003 

--_._-

16 18 A58. 160(a,d) 18F Table A57. + O(a,d) F Table 
E = 3.122 - 0.014 MeV E = 30363 ± 0.020 MeV 

x x 

8Gm ' da/dD Error 8c:m. da/dll. Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

.. -. -- - -. - - -.- .----.-.,,'''.~. _ ... _-; 
10.6 0.07 0.0.12 10.7 0.26 0.023 
13.2 0.05 0 .. 005 13 .. 2 0.23 0.011 
25.7 0.06 0.005 19.5 0.13 0.015 
32 .. 0 0.07 0.010 25 .. 8 0.10 0.007 
38.2 0.05 0.004 32.1 0.07 0.010 
44.3 0.02 0.006 38.3 0.04 0.004 

(, 50 .. 4 0.02 0 .. 003 44 .. 4 0.03 0.006 
56.4 0.02 0.006 50.5 0.03 0.003 
62.3 0.02 0.004 56.5 0.02 0.006 
73 .. 8 0 0 62.4 0.02 0.004 

'85 .. 0 0.01 0.004 74.0 0.03 0.OC4 
95.7 0.01 0 .. 004 85.1 0.03 0.001 

a·' .-" 95 .. 8 0.01 0.005 



Table A59. 160(a,d) 18F 
E ::: 30808 ± 00012MeV· x 

fJc.m. dcr/dD Error 
(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/sr) 

10.7 0~35 0.027 
13 .. 2 0.29 0.013 
19 .. 6 0.18 0.018 
25.9 0.18 0.009 
32 .. 2 0.21 0.018 
38 .. 4 0.27 0.010 
44.,6 0.24 0 .. 019 
50.7 0.21 0.009 
56.7 0.15 0.017 
62 .. 6 0.11 0.009 
,74.2 0.14 0.010 
85 .. 4 0 .. 14 0.014 
96 .. 1 0.10 0.013 

Table A61. ':60(a,d) 18F 
E ::: 4.393 - 0.009MeV x 

Gem. .. -dcr/dD . Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) 

10.8 0.32· 0.026 
13.3 0.30 . 0.013 
19.7 0.28 0.022 
26.0 0.23 ·0.010 
32.3 0.15 0.014 
,38.6 0.11 0.006 
44.8 0.08 0.011 
50.9 0.07 0.005 
57.0 0.05 0.010 
62 .. 9 0.09 0.008 
74.6 0.07 0.007 
85 .. 8 0.07 0.010 
96.5 0.09 0.012 

.. - .•.. ---.. --. - ---_ .. -
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Table A60. !60(a,d) 18F 
E ::: 4 0 140 - 0.012 MeV x 

Gem. dcr/dD Error 
(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/sr) 

. ,-- --... ~"'. .. , 
10.7 0.15 0.018 
13 .. 3 0.14 0.009 
19 .. 6 0.07 0.011 
26 .. 0 0.10 0 .. 007 
32.3 0.12 0 .. 013 
38 .. 5 0.08 0 .. 005 
44 .. 7 0.08 . 0.011 
50.8 0.08 0.006 
56.8 0.08 0.011 
62.8 0.08 0.008 
74 .. 4 0.09 0 .. 068 
85 .. 6 0.07 0.010 
96 .. 3 . 0 .. 05 00009 

.. _-----

I 

I 
Table A620 160(a,d)18F 

E ::: 4 0852 ± 0.010 MeV x 

Gem. dcr/dD Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) 

I 
I 

- - .-. ~". . ... ____ ~ __ ~""'_"_,."""' ___ "" __ h_'.h_"., ~ I 
,·1 

10.8 0.21 0.021 
13.4 0.20 0.010 
19 .. 8 . 0.12 0.015 
26 .. 2 0.11 0.007 
32.5 0.08 0.010 
38 .. 8 0.09 0.006 
45.0 0.11 0.012 
51.1 0.12 0~007 

57.2 0.13 0.015 

" I 
I 

63.2 0.12 0.009 
7 Lr .. 9 0.10 0.009 I 
86.1 0.05 0.009 
96.8 0.05 0.009 

... 
I 

I 
! 
f 
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Table A63. 160 (CX
t
d) 18F Table A64. 160(CXod)18F 

E = .5.590 ± 0.027 MeV E = 6.139 - 00 012 MeV x x 

8c.m. dcr/an Error Gem. dcr/dD. Error 
(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/sr) 

10.9 0.27 0.024 11.0 0.53 0.033 
13 .. 5 0.24 OeOll 13.6 0.57 0 .. 017 
19.9 0.15 0.016 20',;,1 0.40 0 .. 026 
26.4 0.11 0.OC7 26 .. 5 0 .. 34 0 .. 012 
32 .. 7 0.07 0.010 32.9 0.33 0.021 
39.1 0 .. 08 0 .. 006 39 .. 3 0.39 0.012 
45 .. 3 0.06 0 .. 009 45.6 0.39 0 .. 024 
51 .. 5 0.05 0.004 51.8 0 .. 37 0 .. 012 
57 .. 6 0.07 0.011 58.0 0.32 0 .. 024 
63 .. 7 0.07 0.007 64 .. 0 0.30 0.015 
75 .. 4 0.05 0.006 75.8 0.24 0.013 
86 .. 7 0.03 0.007 81 .. 1 0.28 0 .. 020 
97 .. 4 0.05 0.009 97.9 0 .. 28 0 .. 021 _._---_ .. _-

Table A65. 160( a,d) 18F Table A66. 160 (CX,d) 18F 
E = 6 .. 807 ± 00 010 MeV E = 7.191 ± 0 .. 008 MeV x x 

Gem. 'dcr/an Error Gem. dcr/an Error 
(deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) 

" --- ----.;o--~"--.-.~ ... 
11.1 0.37 0.027 11.1 0.21 0.021 
13 .. 7 0.43 0.015 13.7 0.21 0.011 

,~ 
20 .. 2 0.55 0.030 26.9 0.18 0.009 
26 .. 7 0.46 0.014 33.4 0 .. 16 0.014 
33.2 0.33 0.021 39.8 0.15 0.OC7 
39.6 0.28 0.010 46.2 0.17 0.015 
46.0 0 .. 20 0.017 52 .. 5 0.17 0.008 
52 .. 2 0.16 0.007 58.7 0.18 0.018 
58 .. 4 0.15 0 .. 016 64.8 0.25 0.014 
64 .. 5 0.16 0 .. 0 11 76.7 0.25 0.013 
76.4 0.17 0 .. 011 88.1 0.21 0.017 
87.7 0.13 0.014 99.0 0.33 0.023 
98.6 0.14 0.015 

--~",,'-~----~-'-." --
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Table A67. 160(CX,d) 18F Table A68. 160(ex.d) 18r __ 
+' 

E = 7 .. 4)4 - Oe013MeV_ E = 7.6,58 - 00 012 . MeV 
x x 

86m. da/dJI. Error ec.m. da/dD Error 
(deg) (mb/ sr) (mb/ sr) (deg) (mb/sr) (mb/ sr) 

-o.' 

11.1 0.18 0.019 11.2 0.19 0.019 
13 .. 8 0.19 0.010 13 .. 8 0.19 0 .. 010 
20 .. 4 0.19 0.018. 20.5 0.19 0.017 
27 .. 0 0.17 0.,OC8 27.1 0.16 0.008 
33 .. 5 0 .. 15 0.014 33.6 0.14 0.013 
'to .0 0.13 0.007 40.1 . 0.10 0.006 
46.,4 0",10 0~012 46.5 0.12 0.013 
52 .. 7 0 .. 08 0.005 52.8 0.10 0.006 
58 .. 9 0.08 0.012 .59.1 -0.07 0.011 
77.0 0 .. 06 0.006 77.2 0.06 0 .. 006 
88.4 0.09 0 .. 011 88 .. 6 0.05 0.009 
99 .. 3 0.11 0.013 

,,-~-,-- . 

.. - - .. --.~---"-== 



16 18 
Table A71. + O(a,d) F 
E =10e541 - 0.010 MeV x 

Bern. dcr/dD 
(deg) (mb/sr) 

11.9 0.43 
14.7 0.38 
21.7 0.32 
28 .. 7 0.26 
35.6 0.23 
42.4 0.19 
49.2 0.17 
55 .. 9 0.17 
62 .. 5 0.17 
68.9 0 .. 23 
81.4 0.25 
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i '--___________________ _____ ,L. 

Error 
(mb/ sr) 

0.027 
0.013 
0.022 
0.010 
0~016 
0.008 
0.015 
0.007 
0.017 
0.012 
0.013 

! 
1 

\ 
I 
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I 
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